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KW 201 AMATEUR BANDS

KW Vespa M1(11
TRANSMITTER £128
Transmitter for all H.F. Bands. 220 watts PEP,
SSB, AM, CW. Now in full production, complete
with psu.

LINEAR AMPLIFIER

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

£128
1200 watts PEP complete with built-in psu and
SWR indicator.

N.Je also stock imported equipment. Exclusive U.K. agents for DAVCO, Hammarlund, Hy -gain, Drake, CDR
and Kokusai.

Agents for Collins, Sommerkamp, Swan, Mosley, National, Galaxy, etc. Microphones, coaxial cable and all your
amateur radio equipment.

The KW201 is now being
manufactured with 2 detec-
tors (i) product detector for
SSB and CW (ii) diode detec-
tor for AM. The KW201 has
been specifically designed
for optimum performance on
SSB. 11 ranges give coverage
1.8 me/s. to 30 me/s. A mecha-
nical filter gives an IF selec-
tivity of 3.1 kc/s. at 6 dB, and
6 kc/s. at 60 dB. A "Q" multi-
plier is available giving a
variable range of 3.1 kc/s. to
200 cycles slectivity.

BASIC PRICE £105
additional extras if required

100 kcls Crystal Calibrator £6. 0.0
' Q' Multiplier £8.10.0

KW2000A
Deliveries from stock.

inclusive Eno
SSB TRANSCEIVER or £182 (transceiver only)

The finest value available, with no extras to buy.
180 watt PEP operation on all amateur bands
10-160 metres, complete with AC psu, VOX
control, crystal calibrator, Independent receiver
tuning, Upper/lower sideband tuning, Top band
included, Automatic linearity control or transmit.
Special attention to TVI proofing.

KW ELECTRONICS LTD.
I HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT. Telephone: Dartford 25574

Cables: KAYDUBLEW Dartford. 1

I
I

i
11 licensed amateurs on our staff are waiting to serve you. 1

I _J

ELECTRONICS
LIMITED
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Eddystone
Amateur communications receivers

840C A.0 or D.0 communications
receiver
An 8 -valve receiver with gap -free coverage from 500 kHz
to 30 MHz metres providing excellent reception of broad-
cast programmes and all major s.w channels including
marine and international distress frequencies. The fam-
ous Eddystone extended band spread and logging scale
is an essential feature. Suitable for a wide range of a.c
and d.c voltages. Fully tropicalized. £66.

EA12 An amateur bands double -conversion
superheterodyne receiver, for a.m, c.w,
and s.s.b reception. For all amateur
channels between 1.8 MHz and 30 MHz in
nine 600 kHz bands with 28 MHz to
30 MHz in four bands.
Primary features. Crystal -controlled 1st
oscillator, 2nd oscillator with continu-
ously variable selectivity to 50 Hz, muting
switched or by external relay, twin noise
limiters, for a.m/c.w, and s.s.b, short-
term drift better than 20 Hz and less than
100 Hz in any one hour, 'S' meter cali-
brated in nine levels of 6 dB and dB
levels beyond `S9', two a.g.c time
constants, deep slot filter, independent
r.f, i.f, and audio gain controls with
outputs for f.s.k and panoramic adaptor.
£185.

EC10 communications receiver
The fully transistorized EC10 communications receiver,
supreme in its class, covers both medium -wave
broadcasting and all shortwave service to 30 MHz. In-
corporating the famous Eddystone tuning drive, with
logging scale and auxiliary vernier, shortwave reception is
particularly simple. Battery operated or from optional
a.c mains unit. £53.

Comprehensive information from your Eddystone distributor or: Eddystone Radio Limited,
Eddystone Works, Alvechurch Road, Birmingham 31. Telephone: Priory 2231. Telex: 33708

A MARCONI COMPANY
LTD/E055
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RELIABILITY!
This is the key to success for the Painton Group of Companies

Because of this . our components are widely used in electronic equipment of diverse types, where
reliability is of prime importance.

Because of this . we are entering yet another phase of planned expansion to meet demands of
our products both at home and abroad.

Because of this . . . we invite applications from Physicists, Engineers and Technicians with experi-
ence in the field of electronic and electro-mechanical components, to join a
dynamic team whose whole attention is directed towards developing and
producing reliable components.

Because of this . we offer high salaries and attractive conditions of employment with excellent
prospects.

Because of this . you should write for further details to the Group Personnel Manager.

it pays to work at Painton
PAINTON & CO., LTD KINGSTHORPE NORTHAMPTON PHONE 34251
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J. B. LOWE sl
SOMMERKAMP "F" LINE

Wellington Street, Matlock, Derbyshire
Tel.: Matlock 2817 (2430 after 6)

FT -100 Transceiver. 150W p.e.p. all transistor except driver
and P.A. 13" x 6" x 10" deep. L180 . 0 . 0

FULL DETAILS ON REQUEST

NATIONAL

National 200 Low Price Transceiver. 80-10 ; 200W. p.e.p.;
SSB/CW/AM. £160 less p.s.u. (p.s.u. kit £25)

GOD REST YE MERRY, GENTLEMEN
Once again it is time to wish you all the very best of everything for

Christmas and the New Year. May all your signals be 5 and 9. Seems
only a short time ago I was writing last Christmas's advertising. Been
a good year for me-lots of you lads parting with your hard earned
bread to the great joy and acclamation of the Bandit. Nothing I like
better than a fat wallet-either yours to be thinned down, or mine
to be made even fatter ! However, you might as well spend your bread
here as fritter it away on something silly like the wife's coat, bedroom
suite or food. Christmas-I'll bet you're all filthy with the folding
stuff. Christmas bonus, club sweepstake or maybe a fiver from rich
old uncle Fred. I can visualise your bulging wallet and your hot eager
eyes darting hither and thither, ferreting out something to blow it
on. Lads, look no further -1 will relieve you of your spare bread
painlessly with my pleasant smile concealing the hard ruthless calcula-
ting brain underneath. " My, My, just listen to him, Ethel, doesn't
he prattle on. Must be drunk." Madam, I am not so drunk as you think
I am. Anyway, lads, take it easy over Christmas and be of good cheer.

NEW
National NCXS Mk. 2 ... ... (less PSU) £225
National 200 ... ... ... ... (less PSU) L160
PSU kit for either of the above ... ... £25
Sommerkamp FL -200-B transmitter ::: E130
Sommerkamp FR -100-B receiver ... ... E112
Sommerkamp FL -I000 linear ... ... £90
Sommerkamp FT -I00 transceiver ... ... £180
Sommerkamp FT -ISO transceiver ... ... £190
Sommerkamp TS600G, 10m. mobile ... E40
Sommerkamp TC9I2, 10m. walkie-talkie ... ... ... £10 1

Paros 22-TR. 80, 40, 20m., built-in calibrator, 80W. p.e.p.
(6146B) 9 mc/s. xtal filter, transceive vernier, adjustable
noise limiter,) microvolt sensitivity, 2 r.f. stages, built-
in VOX, very stable and accurate V.F.O. complete with
PSU/speaker ... ... ... ... ... ... E125 0 0

Lafayette HA350 ... ... ... ... ... ... 75 gns.
Lafayette HA500 ... ... ... ... ... ... 42 gns.
Hansen VT300 valve voltmeter, complete with RF probe,

very nice tool, attractively styled ... ... ... LI4 0 0
Tech TE-65 valve voltmeter. Again an excellent instru-

ment-more ranges than the VT300, but not so snazzy,
complete with RF probe ... ... ... ... ... £14 10 0

TE-70 Multimeter, 30,000 o.p.v. Usual thing-all I can say
is that it must be worth ... ... ... ... ... f4 10 0

Grid Dip Meters, TE-I 8. 360 kc. to 220 mc., mains operated £10 10 0
and the Hansen F102 500 kc. to 150 mc. transistor job at £10 0 0

SWR meters. Hansen SWR3, 52 or 75 ohms ... a 17 6
Keys : Brass " basher," 17/6. Bus £4 and DAI electronic keyer, E15.
Mikes : Teisco DM -50I dynamic high impedance with PTT, hand

held, thoroughly recommended, £2. 10 . O.

SECOND-HAND
My stock changes so rapidly that by the time this Adv. appears it will

have completely changed. However, we do have a pretty good stock
ranging from old bangers up to the exotic. Rx's, Tx's and bits and pieces.
Give us a yell if you want anything or have something to trade or sell.
All second-hand stuff is thoroughly checked and serviced before sale
and I refuse to sell you something I cannot thoroughly recommend as
value for money. By the same token, of course, I will not take trade-ins
which I cannot recommend to anyone. After all, I'm doing my best for
you, so don't expect me to do the dirty on the next guy !
Service : John hates to have his place littered with gear for servicing-
we like to have it in and out again as fast as poss. Right now we're at
maximum, so hold off till towards the end of the month, lads. (It's so easy
to make rash promises, " Certainly old boy, we'll do it as soon as poss."
I'd much rather say " No" instead of kidding you along).

ODDS AND ENDS
Disc ceramics -01, 5/- doz. .001, 3/6 doz.
Tubular trimmers, 2-5pF or 3-I5pF, 1 /- each or 10 /- dozen. Solid
dielectric capacitors, 2,800pF 1 /- each. Electrolytics 12v. 1000 mF, 6d.
each, Variometers (from the 19 Set), S/- each.

I am also importing a stew of electrolytic and silicon rectifiers. Prices
are very attractive. Electrolytics : 350v. 10 mF, 1/6 ; 350v. 20 mF, 2/- ;
450v. 20 mF, 2 /6 ; 350v. mF, 6 /- ; 350v. 100 mF, 5 /- ; 450v. 100 mF, 6/6 ;
450v. 200 mF, 12/- ; 500v. 80 mF, 6/6 ; 500v. 100 mF, 7/-.
Rectifiers :151066, 1000 piv 700 mA., 7/6. 5E05 1000 piv. 500mA., 4/-.

Postage. Allow plenty and the excess will be refunded. A s.a.e. will
NCX5 Mk. 2 Top Quality Transceiver. 80-10 ; 200W p.e.p.; get you the latest blurb. H.P., certainly.
SSB/CW/AM. £225 less p.s.u. (p.s.u. kit £25) 73 de The Bandit,

VE8DP/G3UBO.
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AMATEUR RADIO ARRAYS
/lave a NEW BEM for Christmas*

11N

PARABEAM 18 ELEMENT YAGI
The new Parabeam-Almost the equivalent of
2 stacked 18 Elements.
Suitable for all modes of transmission.
Overall Dimensions :
Length 110" Width 15"

278cm 38cm

Horizontal Beamwidth between Half Power
points 28°
Cat. No. 70/I8P

EIGHT OVER EIGHT
Slot Fed Double 8 Yagi. Particularly useful where
Wide Bandwidth is required.
Overall dimensions :
Length 102" Width 40" Height 46"

260cm 102cm 116cm

Horizontal Beamwidth between Half Power
points 40°
Cat. No. 2/16

J
ENGINEERING LTD

HALO
A Broad Band Halo Type
Antenna with no capacity
loading and a correct
Gamma Match to coaxial
termination.

* FOR CHRISTMAS
DELIVERY ORDER NO

w LATER THAN DEC. 4
tti TERMS

C.W.O. ALL PRICES
INCLUDE DELIVERY
IN U.K.

P421242421201 -4,01 -A -21 -14,-

PRICE LIST SEPTEMBER

-.......
- --A,-7

4/4Y

1967

dB Gain
Band Cat. No. Description over

Dipole
Price

10 Metre I0/4Y 4 Element Array with twin
crossbar ... ... ... 7.0 E18

4 Metre 4/3Y 3 Element folded dipole Yagi
with If" diam. boom ... 5.7

4/4Y 4 Element folded dipole Yagi
52/-

with II" diam. boom ... 7.0
4/6Y 6 Element folded dipole Yagi

71 /-

with double II/2" boom 8.7
4/8Y 8 Element folded dipole Yagi

158/6

with double II/2" boom 10.0
4/10Y 10 Element folded dipole

Yagi with double II/2"
diam. boom and bracing

229/10

strut ... ... .. . 11.2
PM4 Coaxial Harness to match

316/6

and phase two 4M Aerials 30/-

2 Metre 2/4Y 4 Element folded dipole Yagi
with I" boom ... ... 7.0

2/6Y 6 Element folded dipole Yagi
34/6

with I" boom ... ... 8.7
2/8Y 8 Element folded dipole Yagi

44/-

with 1" boom . . ... 10.0
2/10Y 10 Element folded. dipole

"Long" Yagi with II"
55/-

boom and bracing struts 13.2
2/8 Double 4 Slot fed Yagi with

129/-

I" diam. booms ... . . 10.0
2/12 Double 6 Slot fed Yagi with

70/-
1" diam. booms ... . . 11.7

2/16 Double 8 Slot fed Yagi with
95/-

1" diam. booms ... . . 12.6
2/HO " Halo " Mobile Aerial, head'

only ... ... . .

2/HM " Halo " Mobile Aerial wit'',

I20/-

15/-

I" diam. mast ... . .

PM2 Coaxial Harness to match
19/6

and phase two 2M Aerials 19/-

70 cm. 70/16 Double 8 Slot fed Yagi with
I" diam. booms ... .. 12.6

70/14Y 14 Element folded dipole
" Long " Yagi with multi-

71 /-

ple reflectors II" boom 16.0
70/I8P 18 Element " Parabeam "

92/6

Yagi with II" diam. boom 17.0
P1170 Coaxial Harness to match

and phase two 70CM

94/-

Aerials ... ... ... 15/-

Prices and details of Rotators, Masts and other accessories
on request

ROTHERSTHORPE CRES., NORTHAMPTON, ENGLAND
Telephone:
Northampton
62147 (ONO 4)
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HEATHKIT The World's Largest
THE FAMOUS HEATHKIT SB-SERIES

58-101 80 Through 10 Meter SSB Transceiver . . 180 watts
PEP SSB, 170 watts CW (the practical power level for fixed/mobile
operation). Features USB/LSB on all bands, PTT & VOX. CW side -
tone, and more. Unmatched engineering and design.
Kit SB-10I, 23 lbs., £165 Assembled E200

SB-200 KW SSB Linear Amplifier . . 1200 watts PEP input SSB,
1000 watts CW on 80 through 10 metres. Built-in antenna relay,
SWR meter, and power supply. Can be driven by most popular SSB
transmitters (100 watts nominal output).
Kit SB-200, 41 lbs., E107. 10.0 Assembled £132

SB-610E Signal Monitor Scope . . operates with transmitters on
160 through 6 meters at power levels from 15 watts through I kw.
Shows transmitted envelope. Operates with receiver 1F's up to 6 Mc/s.
showing received signal waveforms. Spots over -modulation, etc.
Kit SB-610E, 14 lbs., L37 .2 . 0 Assembled L47 . 2 . 0

HP -I3 Mobile and HP -23 Fixed Power Supplies . . . For the
" Single Banders " and SB-100. Provide all necessary operating
voltages with excellent dynamic regulation.
Kit HP -I3, 7 lbs., £33 (-1- earth available) Assembled £40. 10.0
Kit HP -23E, 19 lbs., £27.10.0 Assembled £33

E --

R.;

-E --

DX -1000 Transmitter ... 120 watts CW, 100 watts Phone. Built-in -M

VFO and all power supplies. Band coverage : 160, 80, 40, 20, IS and .'..

10 metres. -t---.

Kit DX -100U £81 . 10.0 Assembled E106 15.0. =Z -

DX -40U Low-priced Transmitter ... 75 watts CW, 60 watts peak.
Controlled carriercarrier Phone, 80-10 metres. -_-=,-"--

New !

SB-620 " SCANALYZER " Radio Spectrum Monitor and Analyzer
New narrow sweep widths with crystal filter for single channel analysis.
10 Kc/s., 50 Kc/s. Variable width to 500 Kc/s. Styled as SB series.
Kit SB-620 £57. 10.0 Assembled £70 .0 .0

MODELS
HW-I2A

(80m.)
HW-32A

(20m.)

HW-12A and HW-32A Filter -Type SSB Transceivers . . . 200
watts PEP input TX. IAV sensitivity RX. PC Board. Pre -aligned
circuits. Power required : 800v. D.C. at 250 mA., 250v. D.C. at 100 mA.
-I25v. D.C. at 5 mA. 12v. A.C. or D.C. at 3.75A.
Kit, either model, £53. 10.0 Assembled £68
GH-I2 Push Talk Microphone Assembled E3 14.0.

RG-I High Sensitivity General
performance at lowest cost. Covers
32 Mc/s. Full specifications availab
Kit RG-1, 18 lbs., £39. 16.0
RA -1 Amateur Bands Receiver .
crystal filter at 1.6 Mc/s. Switched
for fixed, portable or mobile uses.

Kit DX -40U E29. 19.0 Assembled 011 . 8.0 S Kit RA -I £39 . 6 . 6

SEE HEATHKIT MODELS IN LONDON - 233 Tottenham Court Road, W.I. Telephone: 01-636 7349

Coverage Receiver . . . High
600 Kc/s. to 1.5 Mc/s., 1.7 Mc/s. to
le.

Assembled £53
. Covers 10-160m. Half -lattice

USB and LSB for SSB. Provision

Assembled E52 .10 .0
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Selection of Amateur Radio Equipment
THE ULTIMATE IN VALUE AND PERFORMANCE

I
SB-30IE Amateur Band Receiver . . . SSB, AM, CW and RTTY
reception on 80 through 10 metres -I- 15 MHz WWV reception.
Tunes 2 metres with SBA -300-4 plug-in converter.
Kit SB-30IE, 23 lbs. (less speaker) £125 Assembled f155

SB-401E Amateur Band SSB Transmitter . . . 180 watts PEP
SSB, 170 watts CW on 80 through 10 metres. Operates " Transceive "
with SB-30I-requires SBA -401-I crystal pack for independent opera-
tion.
Kit SB-40IE, 34 lbs., £140 Assembled £170
SBA -401-I crystal pack, 1 lb., £15 .5 . 0

New !

HW-30 2 Meter Transceiver ... For fixed, portable, or mobile.
Ideal for local and RAEN purposes. Input 5 watt. CC. Tunable regenera-
tive RX. Size 91"w. x 8"h. x 6" deep. (For 230v. operation if required).
Kit HW-30, 6+ lbs., £23. 10.0 Assembled £33. 10.0
Kit GP -11 (Power supply 6 or I2v. D.C.) £9. 10 Assembled LI 2 . 10 H Kit SB-640, 9 lbs., £45. 12 . 6.

SB-640 External LMO for SB-101 . . . Provides Linear Master
Oscillator frequency control or either of two crystal controlled fre-
quencies for a total of five frequency control options. Power supplied
from SB-I01 Trans.

Assembled £51 . 12.6

HA -I4 The World's Smallest Kilo-
watt Linear . . . 80-I0m. Only 3 x
12A" x 10" deep.
Kit HA -14 L49 . 10 . 0

Assembled £61 10.0.

..,-..- GR-64E Short Wave Receiver ... Covers I Mc to 30 Mc/s., plus
550 Kc/s. to 1620 Kc/s. AM band. Many special features for such a

---=--- modest price. For 115, 230v. 50/60 c/s. A.C. mains operation.
Kit GR-64E £I9. 19.0 Assembled £24. 19.0

F,.. GC-IU " Mohican " General Coverage Receiver . . . . 10 tran-
HD-10 All Solid -State Electronic Keyer ... 15 to 60 w.p.m. with -,--- sistors, 5 diode circuit. Tunes 580-1550 Kc/s. and 1.69-30 Mc/s. in
10 to 20 w.p.m. slow speed option. -g, 5 bands. 6" x 4" speaker.

Kit HD -10, 6 lbs., £21 Assembled £28 E Kit GC-IU £37. 17.6 Assembled f45. 17.6

=_- DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. SW -I2, GLOUCESTER
===-.

g 0 Enclosed is C post paid U.K.

111 Please send model(s)

A complete line of Test Instruments for
the Amateur Radio Station. The V -7A
VVM and RF probe. The MM-IU Muti-
meter. The OS -2 Portable Oscilloscope and many more instruments
are fully described in the latest Heathkit catalogue.

g NAME

HEATHKIT

LI Please send FREE Heathkit Catalogue.

ADDRESS
t".

Prices and specifications subject to changes without notice.

OR IN BIRMINGHAM - 17 and 18 St. Martin's House, Bull Ring, Birmingham 5 Telephone: 021-643 4386
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SPECIAL OFFER !
LAFAYETTE HA -350

10-80 METRE

AMATEUR RECEIVER

 Mechanical Filter for Ex eption
Selectivity.
12 Valves Dual Conversion.

 Automatic Noise Limiter.
 Product Detector for Selectable

Upper and Lower Sideband Reception
 Complete with Crystals for 80.

40, 20, 15 and 10 Metres.
100 kc/s. Crystal Calibrator and
Crystal BFO.
" S " Meter -Calibrated in " S "
Units 1.9 and to +40 dB.

A limited quantity of these
fabulous receivers are avail-
able which were made for
115 volt A.C. only. Offered
Brand New and guaranteed
at a much reduced price.

ONLY

£67.10.0
Suitable 115/230 volt

transformer 24/,

LAFAYETTE MODEL HA -500 SSB/AM/CW
80 THROUGH 6 METRE RECEIVER

New outstanding Ham Bands only
receiver covering the 80/40/20/15/10/6
metre bands. Incorporates 10 valves,
product detector, two mechanical
filters, S Meter, dual conversion on all
bands, crystal calibrator. B.F.O. noise
limiter, aerial trimmer, I.F.s. 2,608 MO,
and 455 Kc/s. Output 8 ohms and 500
ohms. Operating 2201240 volt A.C.
Supplied brand new and guaranteed with
handbook, 42 gns. Carr. 10/, 100 Kc/s.
crystal, 35 /-.

CATALOGUE
* ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

 TEST EQUIPMENT
* COMMUNICATION

EQUIPMENT

 HI -F1 EQUIPMENT

We are proud to introduce our first
comprehensive catalogue of Electronic
Components and equipment. Over
150 pages, fully illustrated, listing
thousands of items many at bargain
prices. Free discount coupons with
every catalogue. Everyone in
electronics should have a copy,
5/, P. & P. 1/-.

NEW LAFAYETTE MODEL HA700 AM /CW/SSB AMATEUR
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

Eight valves, 5 bands incorporating 2
MECHANICAL FILTERS for excep-
tional selectivity and sensitivity.
Frequency coverage on 5 bands 150-
400 Kc/s., 550-1,600 Kc/s. 1.6-4-0
Mc/s. 4.8-14-5 Fiefs., 10.5-30 Mc/s.
Circuit incorporates RF. stage, aerial
trimmer, noise limiter, B.F.O. product
detector, electrical bandspread, S
meter, slide rule dial. Output for
phones, low to 2K0 or speaker
4 or B ohms. Operation 220/240 volt
A.C. Size fin. x I5in. x 10in. Supplied brand new and guaranteed with
handbook, 36 gns. Carr. 10/-. S.A.E. for leaflet.

LAFAYETTE KT340 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER -SEMI -KIT
Build this wonderful receiver and save
pounds. Supplied semi -completed, mains
components ready mounted, RF section
already wired and aligned. Full and
precise instructions supplied. Specifica-
tion 8 valves + rectifier, 4 bands
covering 550 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s. Incorporates

RF and 2 IF stages, "D" multiplier.
BFO, ANL, " S " meter, bandspread,
aerial trimmer, etc. Operates 115/230v.
A.C. Price 25 gns. Carr. 10/,

HAM -I. 4 BAND
COMMUNICATION

RECEIVER
Four wavebands covering 535
Kc/s.-30 Mc/s. Five valve
superhet circuit. Incorporates
S meter, B.F.O., BANDSPREAD
TUNING, BUILT-IN 4'
SPEAKER, FERRITE AERIAL
AND EXTERNAL TELESCOPIC
AERIAL. Operation 220/240v.
AC. Supplied brand new with
handbook, E15/151-, carr. 10/-.

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS
First grade quality, Moving Coil panel meters,
available ex -stock. S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet.
Discounts for quantity. Available as follows.
Type MR. 38P. 1 21/32in. square fronts.

50µA 32/6
I 00pA 29 6
200µA 27 /6
500pA 25 /-
50-0-50µA 29 /6
I 00-0-100pA27 /6
soo-o-soop,An /6
I-0-1mA 22/6

I mA 22/6
2mA 22/6

5mA 22/6 IA DC -22/6
10mA 22/6 2A DC 22/6
20rnA 22/6 SA DC 22/6
50mA 22/6 3v DC 22/6 500v DC 22/6 150v AC 22/6100mA 22/6 10v DC 22/6

150mA 22 /6 20v DC 22 /6 750v DC 22/6 300v AC 22/6
200mA 22 /6 50v DC 22 /6 15v AC 22/6 500v AC 22/6
300mA 22/6 100v DC 22 /6 50v AC 22/6 '5' Meter29 /6
SOOmA 22/6 150v DC 22/6 Larger sizes available-
75OrnA 22/6 300v DC 22/6 send for lists

ADMIRALTY E.40 RECEIVERS
Just released by the Ministry. High quality 10 valve
receiver manufactured by Murphy. Five bands 650
Kc/s.-30 Mc/s. Ir. 500 Kc/s. Incorporates 2 R.F. and
3 I.F. stages, bandpass filter, noise limiter, crystal
controlled B.F.O. calibrator, I.F. output, etc. Built-in
speaker, output for phones. Operation 150/230
volt A.C. Size 19fin. x 131in. x I6in. Weight 114 lbs.
Offered in good working condition, E22/10/-, Carr.
30/-. With circuit diagrams. Also available 841 L.F.
version of above. 15 Kc/s.-700 Kc/s., 117/10/,
Carr. 30/-.

HALLICRAFTERS EQUIPMENT
SR.2000 Hurricane Transceiver ... E495
P.2000 A.C. P.S.U./Speaker Console E195
H.T.46 SSB Transmitter ... E175
SX.146 SSB Receiver ... 4125
SX.I 22 General Coverage Receiver E135
SX.I 30 General Coverage Receiver C79
HA.I Electronic Keyer L39

SOMMERKAMP EQUIPMENT
FR.100B. RECEIVER. 80-10 Metres.
Mechanical and crystal filters 4/21/.5
Kc/s., L112. FL -200B. TRANSMITTER.
AM/CW/SSB. 240W. PEP. 100W.
AM, VOX, PTT, Break-in CW. Sidecone
Monitoring, LI30. FL -I000 Linear
Amplifier, 010. FT -100 SSB Transceiver.
E180.

COLLINS TCS TRANSMITTERS
Frequency range 1.5-12 Mc/s., in 3 bands. Employ
7 valves, 2 of 1625 PA, 1625 Buffer, 162.5 Mod.
3 x 12 A6 Osc. R.T. or C.W. V.F.O. or provision
for Xtals. Incorporate plate and aerial -current
meters. Require ext. P.S.U. Offered in excellent
condition, £8/19/6. Carr. 15/-.

TRIO COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
NEW MODELS NOW AVAILABLE

Model JR5913E. General coverage
550 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s., 4 band 8 valve
receiver. Incorporating ANL, " S "
meter, product detector, B.F.O., 2
mechanical filters. ONLY 35 gns.
Model JR-500SE. 10-80 metre
Amateur Band Receiver. Crystal
controlled Oscillator, 7 valves + 2
transistors, mechanical filter, product
detector, crystal B.F.O., A.N.L., " S "
meter, ONLY 59 gns.
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 Joystick Aerials  Halson Aerials

BUG KEYS
E3. 19 .6

ELECTRONIC
KEYS

L16. 10.0

R.C.A. AR88 SPEAKERS
Eight -inch, 3 ohm speakers in
metal case. Black crackle finish
to match our 88 receivers.
Brand new and boxed with
leads, 59/6. Carr. 7/6.

N.B. CARRIAGE AND PACK-
ING EXTRA ON ALL ITEMS.

GRID DIP METERS
KYORITSU. 60 Kc/s.-220 E s. d.

Mc/s. Mains operated ... 12 10 0
Lafayette Nuvistor 1.7-180

Mc/s. Mains operated ... 12 10 0
TE.I5 Transistorised. 440

Kc/s.-270 Mc/s. II II 0
EX -AM CONTROL BOX with two
Londex 7026 24v. D C. Aerial Change-
over Relays. New, 39/6. Carr. 5/..

OPEN
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

EVERY DAY
MON. to SAT.

G. W. SMITH & CO. (RADIO) LTD.
3-34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155

PART

EXCHANGES
WELCOME
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THE MOST RE-
LIABLE SERIES OF
TRANSCEIVERS
EVER OFFERED

Transmitter power : 480
watts SSB PEP input, 360
watts CW input, 125 watts
AM input  Two 6H F5
P.A. tubes Frequency
range : 3 6-4 0 mc, 7.0-
7-5 mc, 13 85-14.35 mc,
21.0-21.5 mc, 28 0-29 7 mc

Extended frequency
coverage provides for
operation with external
crystal oscillator  High
frequency crystal lattice
filter common to transmit
and receive circuits : 2-7
kc bandwidth Overall
audio bandpass essentially
flat from 300 to 3000 cycles 
Sideband suppression :
50 dB  Carrier suppres-
sion 60 dB  Third order
distortion : 30 dB  Select-
able upper and lower
sideband Output cir-
cuit : wide range Pi
coupler, coarse and fine
adjustment  Transmitter
ALC with audio compres-
sion Grid block CW
keying, offset frequency 

SWAN

5 BANDS 480 WATTS
HOME STATION - PORTABLE - MOBILE

LATEST BROCHURES ON REQUEST SEE THEM AT YOUR

Appointed Stockists

Main Agent-PETER SEYMOUR LTD.
410, Beverley Road, Hull.

LONDON and the S.E.
RADIO SHACK

182, Broadhurst Gardens, London, N.W.6.
Midland Area

S.W. Area

Scotland

GEORGE FRANCIS
93 Baldertongate, Newark.

SWANCO PRODUCTS
247 Humber Avenue, Coventry.

L. HARDIE
542 George Street, Aberdeen.

ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT THE TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

s. d.
LAFAYETTE HA55A. 108-136 mc/s. 19 17 6

RACAL RAI7. Mint condition ... 265 0 0

HALLICRAFTERS SX146 with additional CW filter and
calibrator. As new ... ... 130

TRIO 9Ft59DE. 550 kc/s.-30 mc/s. Immediate delivery ... 36

NATIONAL NCI09. 550 kc/s.-40 mc/s. Product detector,
crystal calibrator, etc. 55

EDDYSTONE " S " METER. Suitable for 750, 640, 740,

AR88LF. Re -wired with PVC ...
WINDSOR 170A. VTVM

HUNTS C/R BRIDGE. Mains operated ...

MULTI BAND DIPOLE TRAP SETS with full instructions
fully encapsulated ... per pair

EAGLE. Fully transistorised G.D.O.'s. 435 kc/s.-220 mc/s. 12 10

EDDYSTONE 750. The latest type made, 480 kc/s.-32 mc/s.
with mounting blocks " S " meter and speaker ... 55 0

TRIO JR-500 SE crystal controlled Osc., tunable IF system,
full coverage 80-10 metres. Amateur bands only. Two
mechanical filters, transistorised VFO, etc. ... New

5 0

40 0

7 10

ASK THE
AMATEUR WHO

OWNS ONE

Transistorised VFO, Tem-
perature and voltage
stabilized  Precision dual -
ratio tuning Receiver
sensitivity better than .5
t, for 10 dB signal -plus -
noise to noise ratio
Amplified AGC system.
S -meter functions auto-
matically when receiving
 Automatic noise limiter
 100 kc crystal calibrator
 External VFO available
for separate frequency
control  Factory installed
accessory socket for addi-
tion of model 410 external
VFO Panel controls :
receiver A.F. gain,
receiver R.F. gain, func-
tion switch, ANL switch,
PTT -VOX selector, mic,
jack, band selector, mic.
gain, carrier balance, P.A.
plate, P.A. grid, P.A. load,
coarse and fine.  Dial set 
Siin.
deep, 15 lbs. weight. E283
complete with power
unit.

L s. d.
LAFAYETTE HA500. 80-6 metres. Amateur bands only.

Dual conversion, etc. ... ... New 44 2 0
HA -700. 550 kc/s. to 30 me/s., mechanical filter, product

detector " S " meter, etc. ... ... New 37 16 0
O 0 NATIONAL NCI83D. 540 kc/s. to 31 me/s., plus separate
15 0 calibrated dial 80-10 metres, a de -luxe SWL receiver ... 85 0 0

EDDYSTONE 888A. As new ... 75 0 0
O 0 NATIONAL NCX3 with non-commercial p.s.u. 200w.

P.E.P. 200w. CW 125w. AM 80, 40,20. First class con -

O
dition throughout ... ... 110 0 0

SOMMERKAMP FRIOOB ... New 105 0 0
0 SOMMERKAMP FL200B Tx. 240w. P.E.P.... 130 0 0
O EDDYSTONE 680X. 480 kc/s.-30 me/s. As new ... 75 0 0

5 0 0 HALLICRAFTERS SXIII. Amateur bands only, 80-10 85 0 0
EDDYSTONE 770U/2. 150-500 mc/s. AM/FM, works

2 10 0 reconditioned at a cost of E90. Brand new condition ... 175 0 0

O GONSET G77. Mobile/mains Tx with mains/battery p.s.u.

THE NEW DRAKE 2C and TR4 is in stock along with the
fabulous SWAN 500 and is available for your inspection.

EAGLE DE -LUXE SWR INDICATORS reads forward
and reflected power directly calibrated in SWR up to 10-1

61 19 0 plus direct reading RF wattmeter 0-15w. FSD, 2-200 mc/s.

0

FULL H.P. FACILITIES ON

25% DEPOSIT, UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY.

EQUIPMENT OVER E35

LET US KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS

PETER SEYMOUR LIMITED
410 BEVERLEY ROAD, HULL, YORKSHIRE

Telephone : 41938 (43353 after 7.30)

38 0 0

9 19 6
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FOR ANTENNA'S TIIERE /S ONLY ONE NAME- M OSLEY
SOME ANTENNA PRICES

ELAN. 2 band 3 elements ... £23 0 0

TA -33 Jr. 3 band 3 elements... £27 5 0
TA -32 Jr. 3 band 2 elements £19 5 0
TA -3I Jr. 3 band dipole ... 111 11 0
V-3 Jr. 3 band vertical ... £8 5 0
A-310. 10 metre 3 elements £18 3 0
A-315. 15 metre 3 elements £19 16 0
A -203-C. 20 metre 3 elements E46 5 0
V-4-6. 4 band vertical ... £15 10 0
TD -3 Jr. 3 band trap dipole E6 15 0
RV -4. 4 band vertical ... £16 10 0
TA -36. 3 band 6 elements ... E60 0 0
MP -33. 3 band 3 elements ... £32 17 0
A -92-S. 9 elements 2 metre . E8 0 0
Classic -33. 3 bands 3 elements £50 0 0
RD -5. SWL amateur bands ... a IS 0
SWL-7. SWL broadcast bands E7 15 0

RV-4RK. Roof mount for RV -4 ... ... E9 18 0
D-4BCa. Base loading coil for V-4-6 for

80 metres E9 5 0
TA -33 Snr. 3 bands 3 elements ... E47 IS 0
Lancer Mobile. 10-80 metres ... £35 0 0
V-4-8. 40 and 80 metre vertical ... £46 15 0
TW-3X Jr. 20,40 and 80 metre vertical ... E8 0 0
VTD-3 Jr. 3 band vertical for difficult

locations E9 18 0

Carriage and Insurance extra.

Send for complete catalogue containing full
details and technical information, 28 pages 1/6.

ELAN

We sell direct or through our
distributors:

Southern Area: K.W. Electronics Ltd.
Midland Area: Swanco Products Ltd.

V-3 J r.

Telephone: Costessey 2861, orders onlyALIdeg' egrIZAM Jed. 40, Valley Road, New. Costessey, Norwich, Norfolk Nor. 26K

A Merry Christmas from
RADIO SHACK
London's Amateur Radio Stockists
HY-GAIN antennas
We can now offer you the full range of
Hy -Gain antennas including the 50ft. Hy -
Tower and 40 metre beams from stock.
Should you require 6 metre or the DX
"Long Johns" then we'll get them rapidly
for you.

THE MARK PRODUCTS HELIWHIP
is a full range of mobile antennas we are
stocking.

and of course our COAX switches at £3 . 7 . 6.

RADIO SHACK LTD.

We also specialise in-
DRAKE
and hold stocks of every model.
SWAN
transceivers are always on show with all the
accessories.
TRIO
receivers, 2 metre transceiver, in stock and
the 5 band SSB transceiver together with
transmitters will be available shortly.
The rest of our shelves carry New-
KW Equipment SOMMERKAMP
HALLICRAFTERS SHURE Microphones
and of course the Trade-ins.

182 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON, N.W.6.
Just around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station

Telephone: 01-624 7174
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THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT!
FROM THE BIG FOUR BY NOVA TECH

N OVA PAL 3 -band R.D.F. 9 transistors g
190-400 Kc. with rotating ferrite antenna
550-1600 Kc. and connection for external

1600-4500 Kc. aerial.
Suitable for yachtsmen.

L24 . 0 . 0

12 transistor 4 -band R.D.F./VHF. AVIATOR II
with rotating ferrite antenna,
3 removable telescopic whip
antennas, twin plug antennas for
best air -borne reception. Long
range extendable whip provides
maximum signal input on the
ground.

13 transistors 5 -band R.D.F./CB.

With rotating ferrite antenna
twin -plug antennas and tele-
scopic antenna.
For CB BAND SQUELCH
CONTROL.

190- 400 Kc.
550-1600 Kc.
1600-4500 Kc.
108- 136 Mc.

L47 . 0 . 0

ACTI ON 5 -Band R.D.F./VHF. AM -FM. 14 transistors

190- 400 Kc.
550-1600 Kc.

1600-4500 Kc.

30- 50 Mc. (low AM -FM)
150- 175 Mc. (high AM -FM)

£53. 10.0

NOVA CB.
190- 400 Kc.
550-1600 Kc.

1600-4500 Kc.
CB LOW 72 Mc. 23 channels
CB HIGH 72 Mc. }over 2 BANDS.

£53 . 10.0

with rotating ferrite antenna,
twin plug V.H.F. antennas,

telescopic V.H.F. antenna.

For V.H.F. BAND SQUELCH
CONTROL.

All units are completely portable and operate on 4 x I.5v. internal batteries and
are covered by our unconditional 10 -day money back guarantee

FULL PARTICULARS OF TRADERS TERMS, CREDIT TERMS AND LITERATURE from:

nova tech inc.
72 WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W.I. Telephone : 01-437 4589

Faimeamammayamnamimmalm

A
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AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE?
Do YOU use an antenna cut exactly to the operating

frequency ?
You DO ? Then you must be rockbound on one

frequency
... unless you use a

JOYSTICK V.F.A.!
The effect is similar, hence the term -

"VARIABLE FREQUENCY ANTENNA"
Got it ? You should have- then you would have the

UNFAIR ADVANTAGE!!

lovmatch
Type 4RF

Heavy duty improved tuner for
transmission and reception 160
thru 10 metres. Built-in RF meter

ensures peak efficiency.

Your Joystick V.F.A. stockists:
Bath: Ryland Huntley, 15 Old Bond St.
Birmingham: Chas. H. Young Ltd., 170-172 Corporation St.

R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., Gc. Western Arcade.
Bradford: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 10 North Parade.
Bradford I : Radio Ham Shack, 75 Godwin St.
Brighton: Technical Trading Co., Park Crescent Place.
Bristol: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 14 Lower Castle St., Bristol I.
Burnley : Trafalgar Supplies, Standish St.
Cardiff: Wesak Radio, 54 Daniel St., Cathay,
Cheltenham: Spa Radio, 335.337 High St.
Chesterfield: J. & A. Tweedy (Electronic Supplies) Ltd., 64 Lordsmill St.
Coventry: Swanco Products Lcd., 247 Humber Ave.
Darlington: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres
Derby: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 26 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Doncaster : B. Page, Tape Recorder Centre, 18-19 Wood St.
Edinburgh: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 133 Leith St.
Glasgow: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 326 Argyle St.

R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 403 Sauchiehall St.
Halifax: Albert Hind Ltd., 16-18 Waterhouse St.

Hartlepool: The Radio Shop, 58 Park Rd.
Huddersfield: Radio Craft (Hudd) Ltd., 38 King St.
Hull: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Lcd., 91 Paragon St.

Short Wave (Hull), 24A Newland Ave.
Ilford: Radio Developments Ltd., 298 Clayhall Ave.,

Barkingside.
Leeds: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., County (Mecca) Arcade,

Briggate.
Leicester: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 32 High St.

S. May Ltd., 12-14 Church Gate.
Liverpool: R.S.C. H i-Fi Centres Ltd., 73 Dale St., Liverpool 2.

Stephens -James Ltd., 70 Priory Rd.
London:G.W.Smith&Co.(Radio)Ltd.,3&34LisleSt..W.C.2.

Lasky's Radio Ltd., 118 Edgware Rd., W.2.
Lasky's Radio Ltd., 297 Edgware Rd., W.2.
Lasky's Radio Ltd., 33 Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.
Lasky's Radio Ltd., 42 Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.
Lasky's Radio Ltd., 152-3 Fleet St., E.C.4.
RT & I Electronics Ltd ., Ashville 0 Id Hall, Ashville Rd., E.1 I .

Alfred Imhof Ltd., 112-116 New Oxford St., W.C.2.
Daystrom Ltd., 233 Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.

Loughboro': Taurus Electrical Services, 26 Nottingham Rd.
Luton: Coventry Radio Ltd., 189-191 Dunstable Rd.
Manchester: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 60A Oldham St.
Middlesboro': R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 106 Newport Rd.
Newark: George Francis (G3TWV), 93 Balderton Gate.

Newcastle-under-Lyme: Sidney T. Chadwick, " Ham
Radio," 53 George St.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd., 41
Blackett St.
Richley & Freeman Ltd., 100 Percy St.

Newport, Mon.: K. F. Paull Ltd., 14 Dock St.
Nottingham: Pete's Electronics Ltd., 165 Arkwright St.
Portsmouth: Technical Trading Co., 350-352 Fratton Rd.
Purley (Croydon): G3HSC, 45 Green Lane (for demon-

stration phone 660 2896).
Scarborough: Derwenc Radio Ltd., 28 Hillcrest Ave.
Sheffield: R.S.C. Hi-Fi Centres Ltd.. 13 Exchange St.,

Castle Market Buildings.
Southampton: Technical Trading Co., 72 East St.
South Shields : 3. R. Gough Electronics, 87 Imeary St.
St. Helens: Harold Stott, IS Westfield St.
Stoke-on-Trent:See Sidney T. Chadwick, Newcastle-an:L
Sunderland : The Red Radio Shop, 31 Crowtree Rd.
Walsall: Normal Service Ltd., 113 Lichfield St.
Worcester: Jack Porter Ltd., 30-31 College St.
Worthing: G.W.M. Radio Ltd., 40-42 Portland Rd.

Technical Trading Co., Montague St.

By the time this list appears in print it will be incomplete-so please write
to us for your local stockist, or order direct from:

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS LIMITED (Dept. SWL)
CAISTER HOUSE, PROSPECT ROAD, BROADSTAIRS, KENT

Telephone 0843 62535

rasmmuotommamommonmomm
This brochure gives you the facts and only the facts!

I SEND TODAY
PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
CAISTER HOUSE, PROSPECT ROAD, BROADSTAIRS, KENT

I NAME CALL/BRS No.

ADDRESS

-SWK
TIMIMIIIINIM1111==111111MMINIMINI.111111M1,11M=1 MMMMMMMM
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN GREAT BRITAIN

TWO NEW TRIO COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
These receivers offer the Ham enthusiast high quality and the
latest design developments at a realistic price

MODEL JR-500SE
This high performance receiver is made especially to cover the amateur bands and
utilises a crystal controlled double heterodyne circuit for extra sensitivity and stability.
Brief spec.: Covers all the amateur bands in 7 separate ranges between 3.5 and 29.7 Mc/s.
Circuit uses 7 valves, 2 transistors and 5 diodes plus 8 crystals ; output 8 and 500 ohm
and 500 ohm phone jack. Special features: Crystal controlled oscillator  Variable
BFO  VFO  AVC  ANL  S meter  SSB-CW  Stand-by switch  special
double gear dial drive with direct reading down to I kHz  Remote control socket
for connection to a transmitter. Audio output I watt. For use on 115/250 V A.C.
Mains. Superb modern styling and control layout-finished in dark grey. Cabinet size
7 x 13 x 10in. Weight 18 lbs. Fully guaranteed, comp. with instruction manual and
service data.

LASKY'S PRICE 59 Gns. Carriage and Packing 12/6.

MODEL 9R-59DE
Brief spec.: 4 band receiver covering 550 Kc/s to 30 Mc/s continuous and electrical
band spread on 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 metres. 8 valve plus 7 diode circuit. 4/8 ohm
output and phone jack. Special features: SSB-CW  ANL  Variable BFO  S
meter  Sep. band spread dial  IF frequency 455 Kc/s  audio output 1.5 W 
Variable RF and AF gain controls. For use on 115/250 V A.C. Mains. Beautifully
designed control layout finished in light grey with dark grey case, size : 7 x 15 x 10in.
Weight 19 lbs. Fully guaranteed, comp. with instruction manual and service data.

LASKY'S PRICE 35 Gns. Carriage and Packing 12/6.

207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 Tel. 01-723 3271
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.I Tel. 01-636 2605
The above branches open all day Saturday. Early closing Thursday.

152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Open all day Thursday. Early closing Saturday.
Mail Orders and correspondence to 3.15 Cavell Street, Tower Hamlets, London, E.I. Tel. 01-790 4821/2

Tel. FLE 2833

FAMOUS ARMY SHORT-WAVE TRANSRECEIVER MK.III
This set is made up of three separate units (I) a two valve amplifier using a 6V6 output valve ;
(2) (some only, not built in the very latest models) a V.H.F. transreceiver covering 229-241
Mc/s. using 4 valves ; (3) the main shortwave transmitter/receiver covering, in two switched
bands, just below 2 Mc/s.-44 Mc/s., and 44 Mc/s.-8 Mc/s. (approx. 160-37.5 metres) using 9
valves. For R.T., C.W. and M.C.W. The receiver is superheterodyne having I R.F. stage,
frequency changer, 2 I.F. (465 Kc/s.) signal detector. A.V.C. and output stage. A B.F.O.
included for C.W. or single side -band reception. T.X. output valve 807 other valves octal
bases. Many extras, e.g. netting switch, quick flick dial settings, squelch, etc. Power require-
ments LT 12 volts, HT receiver 275 volts D.C., HT transmitter 500 volts D.C., size approx.
17} x 74 x I I ins. Every set supplied in new or as new condition in carton with book including
circuits, only E4 10s. Od., or Grade 2 slightly used SOs., carriage both 15s.
A FULL KIT of brand new attachments for this set including all connectors, control box, head.
phones and mike, aerial tuning unit, co -axial lead, etc. at only 45s., carriage 5s. 12 VOLT D.C.
power unit with all connectors to set and battery, 30s., carriage 5s. WE MAKE A MAINS
200/250 VOLT POWER UNIT in louvred metal case to plug direct into set power socket
to run (1) receiver, 70s., post 5s.; (2) TX and RX, L6 10s. Od., post 7s. 6d. A charge of 10s.
to unpack and test the receiver of these sets is made only if requested.

V.H.F. TRANSRECEIVER MK.1/1
This is a modern self contained tunable V.H.F. low
powered frequency modulated transreceiver for R.T.
communication up to 8-10 miles. Made for the Ministry
of Supply at an extremely high cost by well known British
makers, using 15 midget B.G. 7 valves, receiver incor-
porating R.F. amplifier. Double superhet and A.F.C.
Slow motion tuning with the dial calibrated in 41
channels each 200 Kcfs. apart. The frequency covered is
39 Mc/s.-48 Mc/s. Also has built-in crystal calibrator
which gives pips to coincide with marks on the tuning
dial. Power required L.T. 44 volts, H.T. 150 volts,
tapped at 90 volts for receiver. Every set supplied
complete with valves and crystals. New in carton,
complete with adjustable whip aerial, and circuit.
Price L4 10s. Od. carriage 10s. Headset or hand tele-
phone 30s.

JOHN'S RADIO
(Dept. F)

OLD CO-OP, WHITEHALL ROAD,
DRIGHLINGTON, BRADFORD

Telephone : DRIGHLINGTON 732

WALKIE-TALKIE MK III and CRYSTAL
CALIBRATOR No. 9

This set is housed in a waterproof diecast aluminium case made
by Murphy Radio for the Govt. having only reliability and quality
in mind. Range 7.3--9 Mc/s. also en side of set is crystal cali-
brator No. 9 which gives pips on marks provided on the tuning
dial. Set uses a total of 5 valves ; power required L.T. 4 volts
D.C. H.T. 100-175 volts D.C. Sets supplied in NEW or as new
condition, boxed, only 50/-, carriage 10/-.



FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR AND AMATEUR RADIO

SHORT WAVE

irEDITORIAL
.ZAir It seems a bit early to be offering Season's Greetings 'r,''Cit" ristmas but once again the time has come round for that-

no less than three decades have passed since the writer of this piece .first
wished our readers and trade friends a Happy Christmas.

2A zAyr vrMuch has happened in those thirty years but even so all the struggles, hopes
and fears for the MAGAZINE-launched on a hard world in the depressed
year of 1937-can be remembered as if they had been happening during

2.4 .2.0fr the last twelve months the reason being, of course, that each year sees is
some new problem, or difficulty or disappointment. There is now nobody
left who was associated in the pre-war strivings to get the Magazine estab-
lished. And good friends have been lost along the way since . . . ...0(yr vr
However, there are compensations. We are in a strong commercial position,
still entirely independent, and there is ample evidence-it comes in daily-

10 that SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE enjoys the warm support of 1,000's of readers, JAir virsome proud still to possess their copy of Issue No. I. And every now and
again there is one of those heartening episodes or encounters which make
it all seem very much worth while.

ZA ZAvr So once again it is our pleasure to offer good wishes for their ir
health and happiness to all who may chance upon these lines-

1Z 14.From The Editor, Management and Staff

of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

ZA AP' ifvr vir vr v r> vr yr vr yr vr

WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION
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SOLID-STATE MODULES

FOR VALVE REPLACEMENT IN
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

Part I

D. R. DRYDEN (G3Bli())

In this interesting series of articles, our contributor
will show how valve stages in conventional com-
munication receivers can be replaced by equivalent
transistor units, made up as pluggable modules
having the same input-output characteristics as the
valves for which they are substituted-thus preserving
the general tuned -circuit layout and parameters of the
original Rx. This is done by using a combination

SINCE the introduction of transistors, many radio
amateurs and SWL's have expressed great interest in

the possibility of producing a solid-state communica-
tion receiver of satisfactory all-round performance,
using an existing valve receiver as a basis. The advantages
of transistors are well known, and in recent years they
have proved to be better than most valves in respect of
gain, noise and HT current drain.

Replacing valves with transistors directly is not
practical because of the low input impedance of the
transistor, the different nature of the neutralisation
problem, and the necessity for complete reorganisation
of bias and HT supplies.

The advent of the FET offered a possible solution,
and the author therefore determined to re-examine the
situation. In grounded gate, the FET has a low input
impedance, which causes much the same difficulty in
matching a tuned circuit as does the introduction of a
transistor. In grounded source, neutralizing a FET is
rather difficult if it is to be used in a multi -band configura-
tion, but the input impedance is better than with a
valve.

The author therefore designed the plug-in modules
discussed in these notes, using the FET as a matching
device to produce a high input impedance. This drives
a conventional transistor circuit which exhibits high
output impedance. In this way, it is possible to utilise
existing tuned circuits, without altering the tuning and
tracking characteristics. Furthermore, the circuit
arrangement required is cut to a minimum.

It has also been possible to improve the gain,
selectively and AVC characteristics, and reduce cross -
modulation effects to negligible proportions compared
with an original valve -operated receiver. The modules
are suitable for use in any Rx, car -radios, and also 2 and
4 -metre converters. In the case of the 2 -metre converter,
the noise figure, gain and cross -modulation performance
are outstanding.

Receivers may be modified one stage at a time if
required, without affecting the performance of the
remaining valve stages. This exercise was actually
carried out by the author, to establish the complete

of FET-and-transistor, and he shows that these modules
can be designed to take care of any usual circuit -
substitution requirement. The practical ideas brought
out in these articles constitute original work in the
field of solid-state circuitry as applied to receiver
design, and thus will be of great interest to many

readers.-Editor.

interchangeability of the modules with existing valves.
The RF modules exhibit high gain, values of 300 at

30 mc and 80-100 at 144 mc being typical. Usually, if a
valve is to be replaced by the device, the gain is reduced
to the same as the valve to preserve the overall charac-
teristics of the receiver. The stability of the device against
temperature change, and in respect of neutralisation, is
very high.

To illustrate the application of the modules, this
article will later include complete conversion data for the
BC453/454 series of receivers. The ideas set out will
enable a scheme of modification for any receiver to be
evolved along the same lines. The BC series was chosen
for illustration, because they are in wide use for mobile
applications, as Top Band receivers, tunable IF's on the
2 -metre band, and (particularly in the U.S.A.) for main -
receiver IF's in conjunction with xtal-controlled con-
verters. To illustrate VHF applications, a description of
a 2 or 4 -metre RF stage is also included.

RF Module
The basic circuit of the RF Module is shown in

Fig. 1(A) and (B). This will replace RF pentodes or

Fig. 4,4

Fig. I B

RF MODULE
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Examples of some of the transis-
torised module assemblies, of the
kind discussed in the article, with a
size comparison. They can be built
up on standard valve bases to be
pluggable replacements in the
various stages of the receiver.

triodes, e.g., 6AK5, 6SG7, 6K7, etc. The FET is operated
as a source -follower, which is coupled to a p.n.p. or
n.p.n. transistor as an amplifier with high output imped-
ance. Since point X is at a very low impedance, the
transistor does not need neutralizing. The FET capacit-
ance (C)DG forms part of the input tuned circuit, while
(C)GS is reduced to negligible proportions by the voltage
gain of the FET stage (0.9). In this way, the isolation
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Fig. IC. In the RE/IF module, this is the input/output curve
showing the DC variation at gate to AC output.

between input and output is, for practical purposes,
complete.

If AVC is required, it can be applied at the gate of the
FET, Fig. 1(C). This is possible because the voltage trans-
fer characteristic of the FET is curved, due to the low
value of the HT supply. An AVC signal of -3v. produces
a fall in gain of approximately 30 dB. This control is
best applied where the module is handling low-level
signals (up to about 50mV) to preserve linearity. For

Fig. 2A

RF
in

Fig.213 MIXER OSCILLATOR MODULE

Fig. 2B. The mixer/oscillator configuration shown in the lower
sketch is not recommended because of the bad waveform at
point X, which can produce unwanted beats up to 200 mc.
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somewhat higher levels, or more rigid control, another
circuit (described later) is recommended.

The fixed gain of the circuit may be set by varying
Re, with suitable adjustment of bias to preserve the
standing current through the transistor at a convenient
level. To realise further gain, Re can be wholly or
partially by-passed. Up to 30 mc, adjustment of the
fixed gain over a range of 5-300 is feasible, if the coils
have sufficient Q. At lower frequencies, around 465 kc,
the coils have higher Q, and a gain of 800 can be realised.
The HT supply is at I 2v., and the recommended current
per stage is about 1.8 mA.

The frequency limit of the device is set by the FET,
and bipolar transistors are selected for a given applica-
tion.

Mixer-Oscillator Module
This bears a strong resemblance to its valve counter-

part, the basic circuit being shown in Fig. 2(A). This may
be used to replace any mixer -oscillator valve, e.g.,
6K8, 6SA7, or separate mixer and oscillator stages in
radio or communication receivers. (C)DG in the mixer
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Fig. 3C

is not troublesome, since the output circuit is tuned to
IF, and in any case, the mixer is highly non-linear. The
trans -conductance of this stage considerably exceeds that
of any comparable valve configuration.

AVC and Manual RF Gain Control, using FET'S
In the past, the application of AVC to solid-state

amplifiers has presented considerable difficulty. Since
the IF stages contribute virtually no noise to the total
receiver noise with the configuration adopted here,
it is feasible to use attenuators to control the IF gain.
The bilateral properties of the FET below pinch -off
make this type of control very attractive indeed, and this
is the method adopted.

A FET can be used as a variable resistor by applying
DC to the gate with zero DC voltage on the drain.
Provided that the signal voltage on the drain is below
a level which approaches pinch -off, this property is
preserved. DC -controlled attenuators using this
principle are shown in Fig. 3(A) (FET in shunt), and
Fig. 3(B) (FET in series).

A further possibility is to make the FET part of the

I0 50 100 200 400

N channel FET

Fig. 3D. The electronic attenuator mentioned in the text.
The curve shows input/output in terms of DC variation to AC

output at 2.5 mc.

Fly.34C.
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emitter resistor of a transistor amplifier which then
becomes variable and so can control the gain of the
stage. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 3(C).

Variable Attenuation

The circuit of Fig. 3(A) varies the attenuation over
the range 0-60 dB for a DC swing of about 3v. However,
the distortion of the input waveform is pronounced unless
the signal level is very low, and its use would normally
be restricted to RF stages. Since the noise figure is
degraded as the attenuation is increased, its use is there-
fore not recommended, and other means have been
employed in the RF stage. Distortion of course, precludes
its use in the IF, where the circuit of Fig. 3(B) is pre-
ferred.
Fig. 3(B) and 3(D). This circuit will provide an attenua-
tion well over 60 dB, but can only be used up to 2 mc,
owing to capacity effects. As the 60 dB attenuation is
obtained for around 2v. DC swing, this circuit was
adopted for the IF control. Noise suppression pulses,
manual gain control and AVC may all be applied
effectively to this device.
Fig. 3(C). This will vary the gain of the transistor stage
by 15-20 dB in a typical case, is not frequency sensitive,
and does not degrade the noise. The variable resistance
of the FET in series with capacitor C alters the negative
feeiback due to Re, the gain being maximum when the
resistance of the FET is lowest. A swing of about 3v.
DC is required.

AVC
Noise
pulses

Fig. 4 RF MODULE WITH GAIN CONTROL

RF Module with Gain Control
A suggested practical circuit incorporating an

attenuator-type control is shown in Fig. 4. The attenuator
is introduced between the source of the FET and the
base of the transistor to minimise side -effects due to the
introduction of the attenuator. It is recommended that
this module should form the first IF of the completed
receiver.

(To be continued)

The new Racal RA.1218 communications receiver is fully transistorised, with a read-out scale (" electronic
frequency display ") to the nearest 10 cycles-the dial reading in the picture represents a frequency of 29.457 mc
and 310 cycles. The frequency coverage overall is 1.0-30.0 mc, and reception modes provided for are CW/DSB/
MCW/USB/LSB, switch selected, and the Rx can also be used with various adaptor units, for ISB/FSK/LF/MF
working, or panoramic reception. Calibration accuracy is preserved by a xtal oscillator giving 100 kc pips.
The BFO is variable and can be switched plus or minus the IF centre. Modularconstruction is used throughout,
each module being a plug-in unit, making servicing and maintenance a simple matter. To ensure the utmost
stability (µ50 cycles over 8 hours), sensitivity (1 my for 15 dB S /r4 on CW/SSB) and selectivity (8 kc, 3 kc and
200 cycles, switched, with standard 3 dB bandwidth filters) very sophisticated design and circuitry are used

in the RA.1218.
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AERIAL THEORY AND PRACTICE

SOME MULTI -BAND AND
RESTRICTED -SPACE SYSTEMS---:-.

RESONATING IN LOCAL
CIRCUMSTANCES

Part III

E. P. ESSERY (G3KFE)

FOR the owner of a largish plot of land, there is really
no problem, and any of the standard texts will provide

more than adequate food for thought. However, there
are many-indeed, probably a majority-of the amateur
population to whom adequate space to lay out even a
modest aerial system is just a dream. It is to these folk
to whom we address ourselves in the main, and it is
hoped that some of the ideas that follow are of some
help.

The first problem is that of getting a useful system
going in the small garden when Top Band operation is
desired. A typical case is that in which the garden is
only about 25 or 30 feet long, and it is not possible to
get up anything like a decent pole at the end of the
garden due to the closeness of neighbouring gardens or
their owners' objections. Let us assume that the shack
is located on the first floor at the rear of the house, as
shown in Fig. 1. In the first place, the aerial stopped
short at the point Y, having a total length of about 85
feet; as far as Top Band is concerned, the " useful " or
high -current portion of the aerial had mainly disappeared
into the ATU, as the top is clearly less than +.-wave long.
However, it was loaded up by means of a wide -range
aerial coupler, and was tolerable as far as the local
contacts around town went, with the occasional reason -

Fig. I

201 25'

25'

14'

Fig. 1. An end -fed aerial configuration discussed in the text.

able contact when conditions were exceptionably good
-a fairly typical situation. However, it was realised that
if the current maximum (antinode) could be moved to
the point X considerably better results could be expected.
Thus was added the coil and condenser below point X,
and the second earth to the rotor of the capacitor, as
shown. The principle was that of electrically lengthening
the aerial, as in a mobile whip, but such that the distance
from X over the house and down looked like a quarter -
wave at mid -Top Band, and the length from the trans-
mitter to the end, therefore looked like this plus the
length from X to the pole and thence to the transmitter.

Taking a practical example, a quarter -wave at 1.9 mc
is x 468/f feet, where f is the operating frequency in
megacycles. Thus, we want the end up to X to look like
123 feet approximately; the length from X back to the
Tx adds up to about 52 feet, plus the earth lead length
from transmitter to ground. Now, this means we would
like the aerial to look as though it is 175 feet. But 175 feet
is quarter -wave resonant, from the formula just quoted,
at about 1.3 mc. Thus, a few turns of wire were formed
into a link, and the GDO, set to 1.3 mc, coupled into
the link. The coil and condenser were then fiddled until
the GDO gave indications of resonance. The immediate
result was that the signal rose a couple of S -points
locally, and quite good DX contacts around the 160m.
band were to be had more often. However, it should be
noted that when this aerial had been set up in the manner
indicated, it is quite possible that the existing ATU may
need a spot of pruning to make it load power into the
aerial. The principle, however, is applicable to most
cases where the aerial is of such a length that point X,
where the current maximum is desired, up in the air
and in the clear, does for some reason not coincide with
the point at which the current maximum actually occurs.

For operation on several bands, the coil and capacitor
network may either be left alone, or, preferably, altered
for each band such that the current maximum always
comes in the same place, using the principles of calcula-
tion as already outlined. However, it should be noted that
if the distance from the coil to X is more than half -
wavelength at the desired frequency, then the given
formula (468/f equals feet), should be replaced by the
formula 492(N-0 05)/f equals feet, where N is the
number of half -waves at the frequency f.

The End -Fed Zepp

This is another multi -band system which is possible
for the location where, as so often occurs, the shack has,
perforce, to be at one end of any aerial put up in the
garden. The principle here is to get up a half -wave for
the lowest frequency band which can be accommodated
in the garden, and then, if necessary, strap the feeders
together and work the whole thing as a short Marconi -
type aerial against earth, resorting to a loading coil or
G3UKP-type arrangement if necessary-as shown in
Fig. 2(A) for the basic arrangement and 2(B) for the
way of working it as a Marconi, while Fig. 2(C) shows
the ploy to use to make it go G3UKP-fashion.

Two things should be mentioned about this aerial;
in the first place, it works because the aerial is either a
half -wave or a multiple of half -waves long, so that the
leg of the feeder which is o/c to the insulator " sees "
almost the same as the other leg which " sees " the high
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A
1

Support
rope

ATU

Y
ATU

wire feeder

Fig. 2 A

Fig.2 C

Fig. 2(A). The end -fed Zepp, in which the length of the top
section A is a function of the lowest frequency on which It is to
be operated, e.g., 135ft. for 3.5 mc, or 22ft. 41n. for the 21 mc
band. The feeder is of open -wire construction (see text),
and can be of any length-although it will be found that for
multi -band working with a 67 or 135ft. top, a feeder length

of 45ft. is desirable to avoid unwanted resonances.
Fig. 2(B). Operation as a " Marconi " on a frequency lower

than that discussed in Fig. 2(A).

Fig. 2(C). The G3UKP arrangement, as discussed in the text,
with SI used for Top Band resonance. For other bands,
SI is left open and the Fig. 2(A) and Fig. 2(B) configurations
apply. Values for L and C to suit. Note that Si should be
of ceramic construction and adequate for high RF voltages.

impedance due to the half -wave length of the radiating
portion. Thus, it means that the feeder is always running
with high standing waves, and should be an open -wire
line, constructed for low losses. The line ought, if possible,
to be of such a length that it is not, in itself, a half -wave
long, or the shack may become " full of RF " with the
results mentioned earlier. Secondly, the usual technique
of tuning the ATU for equal current in each feeder is
not the ideal one, and should not be used on the favourite
band of operation.

The method to be adopted to tune this aerial up on
the favoured band is more like this: First, the aerial is
disconnected and replaced by a cord, and the feeder
alone hoisted into place. Then, with an RF ammeter in
each leg of the feeder, load up the transmitter, loosely
coupled, to the feeder, and work the tuning for equal
and maximum current up the feeders. Note carefully the
settings of transmitter and ATU thus achieved. Cut the
aerial long to the theoretical length, attach it, and hoist
the whole bag -of -tricks back into the air. Tune the ATU
for maximum as before, when it will be found the ATU
settings will have moved. Drop the aerial again (who
said Amateur Radio is a sedentary hobby ?), prune a
couple of inches off, rehoist, and try again. The object
of the whole exercise is to prune the aerial to a length at
which the ATU settings originally noted are again found
to produce the goods-and it will almost surely be found
that at this setting the aerial currents are not quite equal.
Having achieved this best setting on the favoured band,
the others can be dealt with by the usual method of
tuning the ATU for equal and maximum current.

Where possible, the system should be cut with a
66 -foot top, to cover 7, 14, 21 and 28 mc as an end -fed
Zepp, or 132 feet to add 80m. Top Band can then be
used, in the latter case, or Eighty and Top Band in the
former, by one of the methods used and shown in Fig.
2(B) or 2(C), as may be appropriate. If the 66 or 132 -foot
versions is used, the coverage will be world-wide on
one band or another, depending on the radiation pattern.
Attempts to use a 260 -foot version on Top Band as an
all -band system will almost certainly fail to " give "
properly on one or other of the HF bands, due to the
fact of Top Band not being in true harmonic relation-
ship, unless the aerial is carefully pruned for an accept-
able compromise, which may prove very difficult.

The method of working the Zepp as a Marconi is
clearly shown; if however, it is desired to try the G3UKP
scheme, then something along the lines of Fig. 2(C)
will do the trick. On the bands where the aerial is used
as a Zepp, Sl is open-circuit-although it is suggested
that the final pruning be done with Si in position. Test
the stray capacity through the switch shift the resonance a
little. When this has been done, the feeders are strapped
as shown, Si is closed, and the G3UKP technique
already discussed is applied on whatever bands it is
thought to be required. As the switch is at an HV point
when the aerial is working as a Zepp, it should be of
first-class quality and voltage rating; a good scheme is
to use this arrangement when the shack is at the end of
the garden, and have SI in a warm, dry atmosphere in the
upper regions of the house, but out of the way of the
family fingers. If this is done, the Zepp length will be
the length from the feeders to the contact of Sl.

Centre -fed Multiband Aerials

These types are not generally so practical in the
average situation, but on the other hand it is probably
fair to say that, in general, such systems are slightly
better in the average location.

The first one in this context is the well-known G5RV
arrangement, shown in Fig. 3. Whilst it is shown as
being fed through coax, it is fair to say that it is prefer-
able to dispense with the coax and apply Tx power at the
bottom of the open -wire section, which can then be of
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51'
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Any length

Fig. 3

T
Tx

34,

Coax -any length

ATU

Fig. 3. Two versions of the " 5RV system." The upper shows
the coax feed arrangement, using 34ft. of open -wire line and
any length of coax feeder to the Tx. The lower version takes
any length of open wire feeder, run to the ATU direct. The
dimensions may be halved (" half-size 5RV ") for working on
20 metres and above. Two half-5RV's at right angles, NW/SW,

will give world-wide coverage on the DX bands.

any length and operated as tuned feeders. However,
for simplicity and quick band -changing there is no doubt
at all that the coax -fed version is much more convenient.
As for the explanation of its working, there is a very good
and detailed description in the Amateur Radio Handbook,
pp.387-388. Suffice it to say here that by strapping the
feeders together and using the whole lot as a Marconi,
effective operation can be obtained on Top Band, and
by operating the system in the nomral way it will cover
the bands 3.5-28 mc, and is particularly effective on
20 metres.

LI
3-5 mc

F ig .4

2Imc 28 mc

For those who are restricted to operation in the loft
only, there are various possible ways of obtaining satis-
factory operation.

If the house is a long -and -narrow sort of place, a
loft aerial can be put up as shown in Fig. 4. Here, we
are, in effect, connecting five dipoles, some of which are
shortened by loading, to a common feed line, the idea
being that only the aerial which is resonant at the operat-
ing frequency will take power while all the others are
so hopelessly mismatched that they can be disregarded.
This is wishful thinking. as a few careful measurements
with a bridge capable of seeing both resistance and
reactance components of the system will soon show.
However, there is no doubt at all that the system does
radiate effectively, which is what matters. There is one
point that should always be borne in mind when working
on aerials in the loft space-that is the fact that the close
proximity to various objects of a disturbing nature (like
mains wiring and water pipes) which always exist can
never be the same in two installations, and thus it is
always necessary to do a bit of cut -and -try when setting
them up. Also, it is worth while remembering that if the
shack is on the top floor, the operator's position is
virtually " in the eye of the beam " and if he moves he
may have marked effects on the aerial! So all final
measurements should be done when sitting at the operat-
ing table-a bit of a nuisance but a small price to pay
for getting the best out of a poor location.

The aerial system illustrated in Fig. 4 is, as already
remarked, five aerials in parallel. As shown, there are no
loading elements in the 10, 15 and 20m. dipoles; as for
the ones for 80 and 40 metres, these are given loading
coils which are wound on 3 -inch formers, at a rate of
ten turns per inch. For the 40 -metre band this comes
out at 20 turns, and about 40 turns for 80 metres; how-
ever, it is clear that to provide a system that would
go in a smaller loft, then this loading would have to be
increased, and more turns provided. It is suggested that
this is best done by putting a few turns of wire on the
end of the feeder, and pruning the coils till resonance
occurs on the band-but as this is a process involving
two coils it is essential to alter each coil to the same
extent so that they both show the same value of
inductance. It is probably best, therefore, to use either
manufactured coils, such as the Codar Qoils or the
American B & W type coil stock, which is obtainable
in this country, or alternatively to wind the coils care-
fully on threaded formers of the specified diameter-

Fig. 4.. Multi -band loft (indoor) aerial system. Coils are, for
Li's, 10 turns per inch, and L2's, 20 turns same spacing, all

on 31n. dia. formers.

3 5 me
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Fig. 5

33'

27'

50 ohm coax to Tx

Fig. 5. The W6CBX " Multee," for 40/80m. At (A) is connected
either a good earth or a number of radials, as many as possible,
each of 25ft. All dimensions can be scaled down to give any two

harmonically -related bands, e.g., 7/14 mc.

which may have to be specially made using fibre -glass
in its malleable form-but that is another story.

In very restricted lofts it may be found necessary to
load the 20 -metre section as well as those for the two
LF bands. In this case, it is suggested that the 20m.
configuration be in scale with the 40m. dimensions-
that is, from the feeder, 7ft. 6in., to a loading coil of ten
turns of 3in. diameter wound at 10 t.p.i., and an outer
section of 2ft. to the end insulator.

Compact Two -Band Aerial

The W6CBX " Multee " aerial is shown in Fig. 5. As
will be seen, this requires a top of only 35ft. for opera-
tion on 3.5 and 7 mc, but has a longish piece of 300 -ohm
twin feeder running down to the point where it is fed
with 50 -ohm coax cable to the transmitter; thus it may
well be of interest to the increasing number of people
who are living in flats. If the construction is such that the
top part can be placed on the level roof which most of
these " tower blocks " seem to boast, and the vertical
section brought down the outside wall to the shack
window, either the radials can be made " invisible "
by the use of very thin wire, or replaced by a direct
ground connection if the shack is at ground -floor level.
If the " invisible radials " are adopted, wire as thin as
36g. may be used-but remember that the breaking
strain is very low, so that the insulators should be made
of such material as small pieces of discarded polythene
coax insulation, to save weight. The system can be
scaled for operation on Top Band and Eighty by a simple
process of doubling all the dimensions-which may be a
great help if the block is really high! Operation on other
bands may well be practicable by strapping the feeders
together and loading the whole lot up against an earth,
or the radials.

Vertical Aerials
These types are often hailed as the answer to the

problem of lack of garden -space; however, they should

Fig. 6a

Fig.66

Fig. 6(A). Compact ground -plane aerial. " A " is the normal
quarter -wave vertical radiator, and " B " is a wire ring,
circumference 0.43 w/l, joined to the outer of the coax feeder
by " C," 0.07 w/I long. For this system the coax line " D "

should be of 50 ohms impedance, or less.
Fig. 6(B). Variation on Fig. 6(A), in which the vertical section
is folded. (E) is the folded element, quarter -wave high, F "
is the GP ring as before, and " G " is the feeder line, which

now may be up to 75 ohms impedance.

always be operated against a really good ground system,
and the majority of reports of poor results with verticals
stem from this cause. If there is not enough space to
spread out radials in the normal way, then the use of a
coiled radial as a ground, as shown in Fig. 6, will save a
lot of space, at the expense of dropping the radiation
resistance markedly and reducing the bandwidth of the
system. The length of the circumference of the ring is
0.43 wavelength, and the piece joining the circum-
ference to the outer of the coax is therefore 0.07 wave-
length. Hence, to make such a radial, one takes a half -
wavelength of wire, which can be calculated from the
formula 492/f feet, where f is in megacycles, and running
it round in the proportions shown; thus the free end
comes right round the aerial and is soldered to the start
of the ring, so that one is left with a continuous ring
electrically, and a wire joining the ring to the sheath of
the feeder. If the vertical element is folded, as in Fig.
6(B) a better match to 75 -ohm cable will be obtained,
although it is not likely to be very good. As for the
construction of the folded element, this can be of wire
on stand-off insulators up the side of a wooden pale, or
even of ribbon feeder, although in the latter case some
pruning might be needed to bring the system to resonance.

(To be continued)
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MINI -COAXIAL PASSIVE

PRESELECTOR

FINAL ASSEMBLY, CHECKING
AND INSERTION IN

AERIAL SYSTEM

Part II

P. HARRIS (G3GFN)

The first part of this article appeared in our November
issue and discussed the theory, practical approach

and the constructional solution.-Editor.

TAKING up the constructional aspect from p.571
of the November issue-where the details of Fig. 4

on that page were being discussed-we now come to
further assembly details.

Actually, assembling the resonator and link tags
to the copper mounting plate can be a finger burning,
cussing exercise as the various parts either fall over,
or wander off to unwanted positions in a sea of molten
solder. Unfortunately, they must be soldered to ensure
lowest possible contact resistance. No apology is
offered for the following step-by-step description of a
method evolved after several skin -sizzling experiences:

(1) Thoroughly clean the surfaces to be
joined. (2) Scribe lines diagonally from corner
to corner of the copper plate to locate the
centre. (3) From the centre scribe two circles
equal to the inside, and outside diameters of
the resonator tube. (4) Parallel to the long
edges, scribe a line across the plate passing
through the centre point. (5) Place a solder tag
on this line Finch away from the outer circle
and mark its fixing point. (6) Repeat for the
other tag on the other side of the outer circle.
(7) Mark the inner circle at 1200 intervals and
scribe lines from these to the centre. (8) Take
three long small dia. c/s PK screws and measure
their o/s diameter. (9) Mark half this distance
on each radial line measuring from the inner
circle. (10) Drill entry holes for the PK screws
and clearance holes for the tag fixings and
countersink all five holes on the underside of
the plate. (11) Fix the tags. (12) Drive the PK
screws through the plate from the underside.
(13) Check that the bore of the tube is a tight
fit over the PK screws. (14) Heat one end of the
tube in a gas flame and run Multicore solder
around it. Wipe off surplus. (15) Fit tube
over PK screws and stand assembly on a gas
ring ensuring tube is vertical. (16) Slowly raise

temperature. As soon as applied solder starts
to melt run in Multicore solder around junction
of tube and plate, and the solder tags. Turn
off gas as soon as possible. (17) When cool,
remove PK screws (if possible).

The capacitor connection around the resonator is
made from 16g. tinned copper wire. Form to shape
shown in Fig. 3 and locate it accurately. Place a large
wet rag round the copper plate and the joint to the tube
to keep it cool. Hold the assembly at 45° with the open
end of the tube uppermost and in a gentle gas flame.
As soon as solder starts to melt at the position of the
loop, remove the tube from the flame and run in solder
around the loop and tube.

Clean and polish the tube and the plate with fine
emery paper, a wet Brillo pad and Bluebell, in that
order. Coat the tube only with clear varnish. Place the
assembly in the box and determine the exact position
for the tuning condenser mounting hole. The fixed -
plate stubs should be directly below the " wings " on
the loop. Mount the capacitor, and then fix the resonator
assembly with six 6BA c/s brass screws and nuts passing
through both the aluminium and the copper sheet.
The input and output loops are critical, and they must
be exactly as shown in Fig. 4. Particularly note that they
are connected to the ends of the coaxial socket stubs.

The tuning capacitor has a maximum value of 45 µµF
and is a surplus unit marked 10C/4321 with eleven fixed
plates, and nine moving plates, close spaced, often sold
as 50 piLF nominal. An identical condenser is available
from Jackson Bros. in their C804 range. These capacitors
will only fit between the resonator and the cavity if
(a) The rotor tail is sawn off level with the last stator
plate, and (b) The stator connections are clipped so that
they are -k-inch long.

Checking and Use
The preselector is only suitable for use with 75/80

ohm coaxial transmission line, and as it functions as a
coaxial cavity, it will not operate correctly unless the
close fitting lid is in position.

Provided the dimensions and layout have been faith-
fully copied there is no real need for functional checks,
but if you are a belt and braces type, reassurance may be
obtained in the following manner provided an accurate
SWR bridge, and an accurate 75/80 ohm dummy load
are available.

Connect the output of a 70 me transmitter to one
socket of the preselector, and with very short leads, the
SWR bridge to the other, and the dummy load to the
output of the bridge. With the bridge at Forward,
and the transmitter on, tune the preselector for maximum
reading. Adjust the sensitivity control of the bridge to
give some convenient three-quarter scale reading.
Switch off, and without disturbing the preselector tuning,
or the meter setting, transfer the bridge to the transmitter
output lead as close to the preselector as possible,
connecting the preselector to the load connection of the

Our Small Advertisement section is the U.K. market -place for anything of radio amateur interest -
see pp.655-664 this issue.
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bridge, and the dummy load to the output of the pre -
selector. Upon switching on, the bridge should indicate
a slightly higher reading.

With the same connections, adjust the bridge to
give full scale reading. Switch to Reflected. The SWR
indicated should not be worse than 1.15: 1. If the bridge
and load exhibit an inherent error, so long as this is
not too large, the reflected reading should not be much
above this.

If there is a large variation between input and output
voltages as shown by the first test, this will probably be
due to incorrect positioning of one, or both, of the links.
A high SWR given by the second test indicates in-
correctly proportioned links. To some extent these two
effects are inter -related.

The preselector should be placed in the aerial lead
before the transmit/receive switching. To facilitate
tuning during transmission, an in -line RF voltmeter, or
an SWR bridge set to Forward, needs to be connected
between the output of the preselector and the aerial.
Tune for maximum reading on the indicator, switch to
receive and locate a signal as near to the transmitter
frequency as possible. By reference to an S -meter, check
that peak received signal strength occurs at precisely
the same tuning point as maximum transmitter output.
Any discrepancy indicates either (1) the transmitter
output is not adjusted for optimum match into 75/80
ohms or, more likely, (2) the receiver input is not matched
to 75/80 ohms. Both should be checked and adjusted
until the tuning point of the preselector is common to
both modes.

It must be emphasised that this preselector will do
nothing to improve any mismatch between aerial and
feeder. Indeed, if a serious mismatch is present giving

MINI COAXIAL PRESELECTOR

Typical performance data

Input/Output impedance (1)

Insertion loss

RF handling capacity (2)

SWR (3)

Bandwidth ±3 dB

Tuning range

Attenuation (4)

70 mc

71 ohms
0.3 dB
50 watts
1.1 :1
500 kc

145 mc

81 ohms
0.5 dB
50 watts
1.13 : 1

350 kc

65 mc - 160 mc
Not less than 50 dB.

Notes
(1) Measured on VHF impedance bridge. (2) See text for higher
powers. (3) Measured at input to preselector with output terminated
by 75 -ohm dummy load. (4) To signals spaced from tuning point by
four times bandwidth.

rise to signal voltages on the coaxial feeder outer, then
the performance of the preselector will be impaired, for
such signals will bypass the preselector via the cavity
outer. Peak performance requires a correctly matched
system.

With surplus crystals in converters/receivers, even if
used in an overtone mode, it is not always possible to
place secondary response frequencies ideally, and some
undesirable signals may be apparent. The Mini -Coaxial
Preselector will remove these, and for this purpose alone
it is a worthwhile project.

In conclusion the writer would like to express thanks
to G2DSP for making available a two -metre transmitter
to permit tests and measurements of the preselector
performance on that band.

New Mullard silicon planar tran-
sistors. The BLY34, left, can deliver
3 watts output and, above the nib
for size comparison, is the BLY55,
rated 4 watts. The BLY36, right,
will give 13w. These transistors
are intended for mobile FM applica-
tions, in the 175 mc region, with a

supply rail of 13.8v.
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HOME -BUILT MOBILE

FOR TOP BAND

TRANSISTORISED RECEIVER AND
VALVE TRANSMITTER-

CHEAP DESIGN
USING SIMPLE CIRCUITRY

E. E. MEACHEN (G3SFV)

THIS equipment was built as an exercise to see how
little it would cost to go mobile if one had a very

shallow junkbox and it was necessary to purchase most
of the components and materials. It is not offered as
a prototype to be copied to the letter and the prices
quoted are not necessarily the lowest or the current
prices, but merely the lowest the author could obtain
at the time.

No originality is claimed for the project which is
simple and straightforward. The units are a transistorised

C3

LI

R2

HT+4

CIO

power supply and receiver, with a valved transmitter,
Fig. 1. No details are given on the layout as anyone
building this type of equipment must normally tailor
the units to suit his vehicle-in the writer's case, a
Ford Cortina.

Before construction started a bender was made. This
was a rough but effective affair which cost 7s. 7d. for
scrap angle, a block of hardwood and a pair of strong
hinges. The block of hardwood is hinged to the longest
length of angle iron. In order to obtain good bends the
hinges must be let into the wood. There are other ways
of making clean bends.

The Receiver
This unit, Fig. 2, was built first. Small IF and audio

strips, ready made up, are in plentiful supply. The cuicuit
diagram for these strips is not included here as this
varies with the makers. Most suppliers furnish a diagram
if requested. Each strip, containing three transistors,
IF transformers and associated components, is very
good value. The price for these varies from 7s. 6d. to
15s. Od.

A U-shaped chassis was made to mount the strips and
other components, and a cursor formed from a piece

C43

p.

C44

ERFC3

Mod. HT

C45

am L2 Ae
ono

PA

Fig. I. Circuit of the G3SFV IM Transmitter for Top Band
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V4 :V2 -EF94
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Fitting of the G3SFV/M Tx/Rx for
Top Band in his Ford Cortina. The
receiver is on the left. Provided the
units are tailored to fit, there is
plenty of room in these spaces in
almost any car to accommodate

mobile equipment.

of wire soldered to a suitably bent runner of " tin," to
slide along the front vertical. A small tuning capacitor
is mounted on its end in order to allow the use of a fairly
large drive drum without increasing the height of the
receiver-see photograph.

Perspex, masked for the scale opening, was drilled
for the various spindles and then sprayed to match the
car. Spacers were fitted to the protruding bushes, the

Table of Values
Fig. 1. Circuit of the G3SFV/M Transmitter

Cl, C6, R7 = 220 ohms
C11 100 ukiF R8 = 22,000 ohms
C2 50 p.p,F R9 = 12,000 ohms

C3, C7, RIO = 4.7 megohms
C8, C13 = 01 uF RI I = 470,000 ohms

C4 = -002 /A' R12 = 220,000 ohms
C5, C10, R13 = 8,200 ohms

C12, C14, R14 = 470,000 ohms
C15, C17, R15 = 270 ohms
C18, C20 = -001 ii.F VR1 = 0.5 megohm

C9 = .005 AF RFCI,
C16 = 350 µµF RFC2,

C19, C21 = 25 uF RFC3 2.5 mH RF choke;
RI = 62,000 ohms LI, L2 See text

R2, R5 = 47,000 ohms T1 See text
R3 = 27,000 ohms VI, V2 EF91
R4 = 100,000 ohms V3, V5 6BW6
R6 = 3,300 ohms V4 12AX7

The transmitter section of the
G3SFV/M rig is built as a separate
unit, to cover the whole of Top Band.
The fitting of the Tx/Rx assembly is

shown above.

panel fitted and locked in place with a second lot of
nuts.

Denco coils 3T Red and Blue were used in the
tuner. Vanes were pulled from the tuning capacitor
(140 ILILF + 140 p.p.F) to cover the required segment of
the band. This, in the author's case, was 1.85 to 2.0 mc.
The coils were mounted on a small piece of printed
circuit board and the mixer transistor removed from the
IF strip and placed between the two coils to make for
easy connecting.

Another U-shaped section forms the cover, in this
case held in place under the facia of the car with two
small self -tapping screws. A small bit of foam rubber
was sandwiched between them to prevent the paint -
work being damaged. There is ample scope to improve
this receiver by the addition of an RF stage, a BFO or
a Q -multiplier.

The cost of this stage, for components and both
strips, was 43s. The washers, nuts, bolts and spacers
all came from a 2s. 6d. mixed bag. Drive cord was
obtained from a laundry parcel. The XYL's nail varnish
provided the etching resist. Aluminium for all the
units was an additional item and rather expensive,
costing 15s. Od. [over
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View of the receiver unit, designed
to tune over 1.85 to 2.0 mc, and
built separately from the trans-

mitter.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF RX LAYOUT

PRINTED CIRCUIT FOR TUNER

Fig. 2

R3

C3

R2

Tr{

Li

TC

I -

CIRCUIT OF TUNER

8 Is

-Ve line

u-
9 rye

C

s

7°.

Chassis

To 1st IF 465 kc

3 C7
MEM

CB

+ Ye

The Transmitter

A glance at the diagram, Fig. 1, will show that this
is a variant of well -tried circuitry used by many amateurs.
The 6BW6 in the PA keeps the height of the unit to just
over four inches. This was the greatest size which would
fit comfortably on the parcel shelf of the Cortina. It also
meant that another 6BW6 as the modulator solved the
problem of a 12 -volt heater chain. EF91's (at 9d. each)
were an automatic choice for the VFO and buffer stages.
A 12AX7 completes the modulator.

A coil of " unknown origin," but similar to a medium -
wave oscillator coil, was trimmed for use in the VFO.
The dial is a piece of Perspex drilled to a push fit on the
epicyclic drive. The calibration marks were scraped
on the material. These could be filled to make them
more legible.

The PA coil is wound with 60 turns of 22g. on a
small length of paxolin tube and tapped to suit. The
remainder of a three-foot length of the material was
retained to make the loading coil for a whip aerial.
Additional materials for the whip are a fairly long
standard car aerial and some suitable screwed rod.

At first no meter was built into the transmitter. A
jack socket was placed in the cathode lead of the PA
and an external meter plugged in here. The meter now
used and seen in the picture was bought as " defective "
for 5s. Od.-subsequent inspection proved that the fault
was merely a distorted plastic scale jamming the needle.

As the chassis is necessarily very shallow the main
switch has to be mounted sideways. The change -over
switch, Fig. 4, has a centre idle position, a left bank of
four one -pole two-way positions, and the right one a
bank of four one -pole one-way, connected as shown.
This switch, too, is mounted sideways underneath the

Fig. 2. Receiver front end, for working into commercial
IF/AF strips, as in block diagram. Values ae Cl, C6, C7
.001 µI, ; C2, C8 100 µµF ; C3, C4, C5 .01 µF; R1, 2.7K; R2,
10K ; R3, 1.2K; R4, 1K; Ll, Denco Blue, 3J; L2, Denco Red,

3J. Trl, any suitable Top Band type.
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0

12v DC

0

Fl

12 B

D2

- C4

R2

R3

+270v

Fig.3

Fig. 3. Suitable DC/PSU for the transmitter. Values are : Cl, 75 µF ;
C2, 12 µF; C3, 50 µF. ; C4, C5, 20 µF; Rl, 560 ohms ; R2, R3, 68 ohms; VR1,
15 ohms; Dl, D2, 0A214; Trl, Tr2, 0C35; and T1, suitable transformer

-see text.

chassis. Of course, the actual change -over configuration
used will depend upon individual requirements. One
" extravagance " was the panel light which pays for
itself in the flat batteries it saves.

Once again, the main Tx chassis is U-shaped, as
are the front and back panels. The case is the wrap-
around variety. A rectangular hole is cut in the top of
the case and covered with perforated metal, to provide
ventilation. Total cost on the transmitter side was 66s.

Power Supply
The nucleus of this, Fig. 3, is the transformer, which,

complete with circuit, cost 7s. 6d. GET 572 transistors
could be used in place of those specified and component
values modified to suit.

As before, a U-shaped chassis was made. The tran-
sistors were mounted directly on two L-shaped plates.
These in turn were bolted to the chassis and insulated
from it by a strip of printed circuit board and insulating
washers. The transformer and the largest of the electro-
lytic capacitors were mounted between these plates.
No connectors were used. The leads were directly
soldered, and the unit covered with perforated metal in
order to avoid accidental short circuits. Since writing
this article the author has won (in a raffle at a mobile
rally) one of the transformers specified!

Tx

Rx

HT -1.2

Rx mute

C5

420mA

To DC inverter

-I2v

RH bank LH bank

Main
switch

Fig.4 : Changeover switch details

Total cost of the whole project-Tx, Rx and PSU-
came out at £6 17s.

A friend has since duplicated this equipment using
his junk-box-he wonders how the writer managed to
spend so much! Yet less than £10 seems a very satis-
factory price for the pleasure of being mobile on Top
Band. Incidentally the local radio shop may prove a
useful source of ex -equipment components, such as
speakers and output transformers.

THE " NEW QTH " PAGE
For many years now a regular feature of SHORT

WAVE MAGAZINE, this page is for the convenience of
those newly -licensed, and also for those already licensed
but who have had a change of address-so that they are
not correctly listed in any Call Book. All such callsign-
addresses are regularly forwarded to the Chicago
publishers of the Radio Amateur Call Book, the world -
directory of radio amateurs. It follows, therefore, that to
ensure appearance in the world directory, you should

notify your new callsign, or change of address, to us as
soon as possible. Because it is our responsibility to
ensure that the U.K. sections of the Radio Amateur
Call Book are right up-to-date, we accept callsign data
(for onward transmission to the publishers) from any
licensed radio amateur, even if not a reader of the
Magazine. In other words, to be QTHR (meaning,
" My address is correct in the latest Call Book "), be
sure we have the details.
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SEMICONDUCTOR PSU
WITH OVERLOAD TRIP

THE CONSIDERATIONS
AND THE CIRCUITRY

C. SHARPE (G2HIF)

EVERY amateur who can claim to have achieved a
successful circuit design incorporating a power

transistor, be it an LF or VHF type, will have somewhere
in his shack the inevitable graveyard wherein lie the
pathetic remains of past misfortunes.

It does not require many such mishaps before the
awful truth dawns-a fuse, no matter how conservatively
rated, is seldom protection for a power transistor which
is intent on committing suicide. One learns in time to
accept such catastrophes to 0C35's and similar types.
But the sudden surge of amps through a " one and only "
2N3632 has a degree of finality about it and is quite a
different matter from the financial point of view.

The solution lies in a PSU which decrees to the
transistor load: " so many amps shalt thou pass, and
that's your lot." Any overload current in excess of a
predetermined value is accompanied by an immediate
and complete removal of the supply voltage. The
circuit shown provides a stabilised, positive 28v. rail at
currents up to 2 amps. By the choice of one resistor, it
can be set to trip at almost any value of current from a
few milliamps to the full rating.

Sreei of operation is somewhat dependent upon the
size of any decoupling capacitor hung across the supply
rail. The circuit cannot be expected to discharge a
100 tiF electrolytic in less than a microsecond, but given

4 ohm 40 ohms

4 34 vol

Tr 5
MM2712

5.6K

Press to
reset

10K

a decoupling condenser of -001 I.LF, which is adequate in
most RF circuits, the supply voltage can be killed in a
couple of microseconds-a time sufficiently short to
protect a 100 mA fuse or a small transistor (base con-
nected to collector) shorted across the 28v. rail.

Operation of Circuit
Trl, Tr2 and Tr3 are connected as a conventional

series stabilised arrangement. Trl is the series transistor
delivering current to the load. It is controlled by the
emitter follower stage, Tr2, amd amplifier stage Tr3.
The amplifier feeds back the error signal generated by the
difference between the supply rail voltage and the
reference voltage (4-7v. zener) to Tr2 and Tr3. In normal
operation, the diode, Dl, is forward -biased by the
collector current of Tr3. D3 is reverse biased.

The output voltage, V, is determined by the zener
reference voltage and the resistor chain.

(For rails less than 6 volts, a smaller reference voltage
is recommended.)

In normal operation as a stabilised supply, the cut-
out transistors, Tr4 and Tr5, are passive. The base of
Tr4 is returned to the earthy rail and the base of Tr5 is
reverse -biased by approximately 1.3 volts (this is the
forward voltage drop across D2, plus the base emitter
junction voltage of Tr5).

The trip operates by the load current flowing through
the control resistors, thereby reducing the 1-3v. hold -off
bias on the base of Tr5.

When the load begins to exceed a given value,
Tr5 becomes forward biased and begins to conduct.
The increasing collector current is communicated to
Tr4, which in turn increases the forward bias on Tr5.
Action is cumulative and complete in less than half a
microsecond. The fall in potential of the collector of
Tr4 over -rides the control of Tr3 on the base of Tr2
through D3. D1 thus becomes reverse -biased, isolating

Tr
25034

4-25)/ Stab.

I R
load 1 load

2.7K

Semiconductor Power Supply incorporating overload trip
(Note: In this circuit, the unmarked resistor is 3.3K and R5 is the 22K resistor

across the reset switch.)
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the collector of Tr3. The base of Tr2 is rapidly reduced
almost to zero, thereby removing the control current from
Trl. Diode, D4, protects Tr2 from excessive reverse
base -emitter junction voltage during switching.

The trip can be re -set by shorting out R5 momentarily.
This restores Tr4 and Tr5 to the passive state. Tr3
thereby assumes control of the supply rail. Warning. Do
not re -set without first removing the cause of the over-
load. Value of the control should be set manually
to trip at currents which exceed the maximum rated
current in the load by not more than 5 per cent.

Equally the circuit will respond quickly to rapid
overload conditions, or to the more gradual increase of
current often associated with thermal -runaway. The

primary supply should exceed the stabilised rail by
fully 20 per cent, even under maximum load. It may be
any conventional circuit with reasonable regulation. A
high -value reservoir capacitor across this primary supply
rail does not slow the speed of operation of the cut-out
on the stabilised rail.

One final word of warning: RF pick up from a Tx
can trip the cut-out! Screening is the correct answer.
Do not hang small RF by-pass condensers over the hot
points as they will slow up the action.

Editorial Note: The foregoing was an original
contribution to a recent issue of Harwell's
QA V, which is compiled by G2HIF.
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THE UNIQUELY EXTENSIVE RACAL

RANGE Of MODULAR AU -TRANSI-

STOR H.F. COMMUNICATIONS UNITS

CAN BE SO COMBINEOAS TO SATISFY

ALL CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS.

HERE SHOWN ARE TWO TYPICAL
RECEIVING TERMINALS LEFT, A DUAL. -

DIVERSITY, ES,KTERMINAL; RIGHT,

A TERMINAL FOR L.f.1 MS.) H. E.

MORAINIC RECEPTION:,. 

NM HAINS TRANSISTORISED lIT COMMOP4CAi1ONS 01101IVER

iv;s41.
AR:tio

RIM vim II

At the three-day Exhibition and Symposium staged by Racal Electronics,
Ltd., in London during October 31 to November 2, a great deal of
interesting communication equipment was on view, some of it of quite new
design and all employing the latest construction techniques. Though
only a few items are shown here, the full catalogue lists a very wide range
of equipment intended for the commercial market-transmitters,
receivers, transceivers, aerial systems (including a rotatable log periodic
for marine use) and a long list in the field of electronic instrumentation.
The Symposium was very well attended and the formal proceedings were
opened by Mr. John Stonehouse, M.P., Minister of State, Ministry of
Technology. The chairman and managing director of Racal Electronics,

Ltd., is Mr. E. T. Harrison.

Our regular Book Lists include all titles of general Amateur Radio interest and cover the whole field for
specialised texts.
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BASIC AM MODULATOR

TO GIVE FULL SPEECH OUTPUT
WITH A 5 0 -WATT TRANSMITTER

A. S. CARPENTER (G3TYJ)

IN the circumstances of AM working (still in vogue) a
modulator with an output capability of some 18 watts

can be useful and particularly so if the associated trans-
mitter is designed to run at inputs of up to 40-50 watts, as
would be expected from a single 6146 in the final with
500 volts on its plate! Inexpensively constructed little
50 -watt CW rigs still grin cheekily at their SSB brethren
and go on working steadily around; it is nice, however,
for their users to be able to say a few words occasionally!

To such an end the small modulator unit described
here was built and it does seem to work quite nicely
without requiring anything very ambitious powerwise
to push it along. Physically, the modulator is small
enough, for if stood on the front cover of this publication
one could still read the words " The Short Wave
Magazine."

Operationally, plate -and -screen modulation of the
PA is the preferred system with a crystal microphone.

Circuitry

The complete circuit of the modulator as revealed by
Fig. 1 is of fairly standard form and may arouse little

k g2 kl/ 9"

hal°

k.g3

g4

VI EF95 V2: ECC83 V3 -V4 EL/34

comment. The familiar speech -amplifier stages precede
a phase-splitter from which are derived the anti -phase
signals necessary to drive the output pair of valves.

The phase-splitter circuitry may seem a trifle odd at
first. The phase-splitter anode load consists of resistors
R8 and R9 in parallel while in the cathode circuit
resistors R7 and R10 are also effectively in parallel due
to C6 and both "pairs" of resistors are returned to the
same earthy point (AC -wise) due to C14. This phase-
splitter circuit, which has been used successfully in
previous audio amplifiers, enables the preceding valve
(V2A) to work more efficiently and into a higher dynamic
load to increase its stage gain to several times that
obtainable under normal conditions.

In the output stage the relatively puny EL84's can
deliver some 17 watts of audio in Class-AB1 when

Table of Values
Fig. I. The AM Modulator

Cl 100 gi<F
C2, C9,

C10 0.01 µF.
C3 = .002 µF

C4, C8,
Cl 1 =-
05 =
C6 =

C7, Cl2
C13, C14 =

VI =
V2 =

V3, V4 =
T1 =
RI =

10 /IF
470 µµ,F
0.1 µF
.005 AF
32 µF, 350 volts
EF95
ECC83
EL84
Woden UM1
4700 ohms

V5

heater chain

Fig. 1. Circuit complete of modulator. In operation, S1A
opens automatically as SIB in the PSU (Fig. 3) closes to connect

mains power.

R2, R12
R3 =
R4 --

R5, R13,
R14
R6

R7, R8,
R9, RIO

R11,R15,
R16

R17, R18
R19

VR1
VR2

1 megohm
3.3 megohms
100,000 ohms HS

2200 ohms
22,000 ohms

47,000 ohms HS

220,000 ohms
6,800 ohms
47,000 ohms
1 megohm (log.)
50 ohms preset

a

Sla ganged
with Sib in PSI)
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C9

Inputs from
phase splitter VR2

Rb

Ri7

V4

a

o-
C40 R18

ig.2 V3

Fig. 2. Optional circuitry to incorporate cathode bias. Legend
c)rresponds to Fig. 1, and Ca, Cb are 50 µF added, with Ra,
Rb of 220 ohms. If this circuit is used, R15, R16 should be

made 470K.

suitably driven and terminated-still more in AB2.
Externally produced, and variable, bias permits maximum
output in AB1 with no loss of DC volts across the valves,
as occurs in a cathode bias system. Of course, cathode
bias can be used if preferred whereupon resistors R15
and R16 may be increased in value. Revised output
stage circuitry to accommodate cathode bias is shown in
Fig. 2 where it is seen that four additional items are
required. Capacitors Ca and Cb should be not less than
50 /IF in value, preferably more, to bypass the added
bias resistors Ra and Rb which may be 230 -ohm, 1 -watt
rating. The inclusion of preset potentiometer VR2 is

Si b ganged with
Sla in modulator

AC mains

MODULATOR
POWER
SUPPLY

T2

considered useful in either case, its purpose being to
balance potentials about the output pair of valves-for,
ideally, a zero volts reading should be obtained on a meter
set to a low reading range and clipped across the primary
of the modulation transformer under no -signal con-
ditions. In practice a small meter reading may result
initially but may be cleared by carefully setting VR2
to the correct point; a small degree of degeneration may
also result due to VR2 but this may not be undesirable.

Safety Measure
One section of a DPDT toggle switch, S1A, can be

connected to the modulation transformer secondary
winding to function as a safety device since the other
section, SIB, is placed in series with the mains supply,
see Fig. 3. Connections to the switch are such that when
S1A is open SIB is closed, and vice versa; due to this the
associated transmitter can be operated in Al mode
immediately the modulator is switched off and no harm
is done to the modulation transformer.

The Power Supply Section
PSU circuitry is shown in Fig. 3. The variable bias

supply is obtained via the section around DI, the resulting
maximum of 45 volts negative being considerably in
excess of that normally required. As an alternative to the
series diode arrangment, a shunt diode system may be
used to provide a smaller voltage output. To do this the
positive (cathode) end of Dl is lifted from its present
point of connection and soldered instead direct to the
chassis. The negative (anode) end of Dl where it meets
resistor RI is then connected to one of the rectifier
valve anodes through a high -voltage capacitor of some
0.2 µF. The bias potential obtained depends largely
on the value assigned to this isolating capacitor. Which -

C h.1

Table of Values
Fig. 3. PSU for the AM Modulator

CI, C2 = 32 1.1,F, 450 volts
C3, C4,

C5 = 100 µF, 100 volts
DI = BY100
VI = EZ81
Fl = 250 mA fuse
RI = 5,050 ohms, 10

watt

VRl = 3000 ohms wire -
wound preset
potentiometer

Ch.l,
Ch.2 15 henries

T2 Mains transformer

Varia¢le
negatuve bins
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Mod. transformer Ti CD 0

V2 V1

VR1

Lamp Gain 1_1 Mic
Fig.4 a

Fig. 4. The general layout as used in the prototype. This is a
good practical arrangement.

ever method is used it is essential to incorporate an
adequately low shunt resistor across the output circuit
to swamp it against variations in voltage; in the circuit
of Fig. 3 potentiometer VR1 does the required duty.

Constructional

Although exact copies of the prototype are unlikely
to be made it seems but necessary to include a layout,
that used being shown in Fig. 4. It is unlikely that this
layout can be improved on to any great extent since i t
does permit of very short connecting leads, particularly
at the input. No random chassis connections are made
and all earthy returns are taken to a point close to the
input at VI. Heater lines are tightly twisted pairs and
lie well clear of grid connections. Currents circulating
in the chassis can hardly exist and the cumulative result
is complete hum -free stability.

Bench and Air Tests

Such tests consist of the usual inspection, voltage and
current checks for which the output must be suitably
terminated and the input short-circuited. The bias
voltage will need careful adjustment early on and may be
set to 11 volts, read across the bias control slider and
chassis. Under no -signal conditions the modulator
takes about 80 mA from a 300 volt DC source. As
mentioned earlier preset control VR2 may be adjusted
to give a zero volts reading on a meter set to its 10v.
range when connected across the full primary winding of
Tl. Later, the modulator may be air tested, taking care
not to over -advance the gain control VR1. Reports of
" basiness " if given may require coupling capacitors
C9 and C10 to be made " thinner " in which case a value
of .005 µF. may be tried. Thereafter it remains but
necessary to place the modulator in a place of safety
and, forgetting it, reach for the key to catch up on some
CW!

Tagstrip

C4 C8 Cli

Tagstrip

C13
C14

++
I 1

Tagstrip (psu

Ti

Fig.4 b

The Marconi Marine Kestrel III Tx/Rx equipment, as used
by Sir Francis Chichester to keep in radio contact during

his round -world trip " Down the Clipper Way."
Courtesy Marconi International Marine Co., Ltd.
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS

THIS is the time of year when
some well-known calls tend to

disappear from the scenery of the
bands for a time, returning later
after either putting the aerial back
up or clearing a fault due to con-
densation in an outside shack. Your
E.P.E. well remembers the progress
of the thermometer on the wall of
the shack at G3FAU some years
ago as it slowly crept up to freezing -
point during the course of a winter's
evening, thanks to the shack heater!

This sort of thing, apart from the
discomfort, can often lead to equip-
ment failures, usually when one
particularly wants to be on the air-
and it is worth considering what can
be done about it. One cure for
condensation in the gear is to leave
the heaters running, although this
is not really good for the valves.
Another one, practised with some
success (notably by G3JLA before
he became EI6AS) is to leave a low -
wattage lamp burning under the
operating table, so that a gentle
stream of warmth keeps the damp
at bay on cold winter's nights. As
for the shack heating, it is well to
remember the obvious point that a
hefty heater, say 3 kW, controlled
by a thermostat, will get the tempera-
ture up to a civilised level quickly
without excessive waste. The writer
once had a small shack which was
warmed by a heater of this type and
it would raise the temperature up
from near freezing -point in a matter
of moments, and then loaf along at
whateyer temperature the thermostat
said, very economically. A smaller
heater with no thermostat was
nothing like as effective. For those
who suffer from cold feet in the
shack, and are not addicted to
dumping piles of magazines on the
floor, there is a thermal underlay
on the market which, though very
low wattage indeed in the smaller
sizes, is extremely effective in keeping
the floor warm enough to prevent
discomfort. This is quite a thought,
as it is found that using an underlay
means that the room temperature

may be up to ten degrees lower at
head level-with beneficial results
for those trying to stay awake in
contests, and to the size of the overall
fuel bill.

On Top Band
On the question of Phone opera-

tion at the LF end of the band, the
case for the defence is taken up
strongly by G2HKU (Sheppey),
who disagrees with a Magazine
opinion for the first time since he
has been a reader-and that goes
back to issue No. 2, of April 1937!
To be fair, the comment was worded
somewhat loosely, and in fact Ted
and your scribe are seeing things
from almost the same point of view.
What matters is the local natters
which are being carried on in the
LF area of the band-obviously if
a station in a DX country where
only a few kilocycles of the band (and
that at the LF end) are available,
comes up on Phone, then nobody is
going to object to him being called
on his own frequency and mode.
Likewise, a local QSO going on,
using frequencies where Trans -
Atlantic Test contacts are being
attempted, is just plain selfish.
Agreed, there is no formal band -
planning on Top Band, but as a
general rule, the retaining of the
local nets above, say, 1875 kc,
reserving the lower end for CW and
the odd case of the DX Phone QSO
would seem to be commonsense and
fair for all.

G3IDG (Basingstoke) chimes in
on this one with the comment that
when he was GW3IDG/A from
Anglesey in 1956, it seemed to be
the done thing to operate Phone
right down to the bottom band -
edge as a matter of course, even then
-the conclusion being that some of
the present-day " interlopers " do
not consider they are in the wrong
anyway. Fair enough, but it all
adds up to a strong case for a certain
amount of re -thinking of our
attitudes, now that there is such an
upsurge in the DX interest on the

E. P. Essery, G3KFE

bands.
Turning to the rest of the 160 -

metre news, there seems to have been
somewhat of a mixed bag. Several
correspondents report QSO's with
" VP8JD," notably G3VLT (Orping-
ton) and GM3SVK (Unst); however,
he turned out to be a pirate.
Similarly, our thanks to G4FN
(Southend) who shows that the
" M1BB," mentioned last time by
G3UXP, is also Ungood. What a
life!

Turning to the Real McCoy type
of QSO, there has been no dearth
of these. GM3SVK reports contacts
with ZC4RB, 6W8CW, and 9H1AM,
all on CW, together with an SSB
exchange with ZB2AP. As far as
Fred's Orkney trip was concerned,
conditions were none too good,
but on the first night, 40 CW con-
tacts were made, and the following
evening 68 Phone QSO's. During
the day, operation was confined to
80/40/20 metres, to a total of 243
exchanges with 31 countries. A
landline contact with Fred, after the
deadline, to clear up a couple of
points, produced the information
that he has at last got his new
posting-for December 12-and,
wonder of wonders, he is going to
Rutland!

Andrew of G3VWC (Bishops
Stortford) has now become the
proud possessor of a Sphinx trans-
mitter, and with it has made a
resounding start to Top Band
operations-EI4AN, GM3SVK and
ZB2AP, the latter on SSB with a
report of 5-6/7. There is only one
snag to all this: Andrew used part
of the time he was off the air to
dig in a 120 -foot radial -type thing
and he now wonders which is
doing the trick-the transmitter
or the buried system?

Orpington is doubtless under a
grey cloud now as a result of the
contact with VP8JD turning out
to be a phoney but, all the same,
G3VLT has gone to 80/57 in
Counties.

A bouquet for GM3SVK from
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G3UGF (Manchester), who wanted
a Phone contact with Orkney, even
though he was to take an exam.
the following day! Seems that
several skeds were run with
GM3SVK by various stations,
notably G3VYF and G3VDS, as a
result of which Richard was able to
take the 2 -hour 'bus ride home,
grab the contact, exactly as arranged,
at nine minutes past nine; and, no
doubt, take the next 'bus back to
Manchester to catch up with his
cramming.

Conditions have been somewhat
variable for G3VLX (Sidcup), but
Deryck found three new counties,
by way of GM3SVK/A on Orkney,
GW3HVX/P (Radnor), and G3VYX
in Cumberland. Thanks to shack
rebuilding, Deryck is now reduced
to a 40 -foot wire twenty-five feet
up, instead of the old two -hundred
footer, on which the best DX has
been Hounslow; however, all should
be screwed back together in time
for Christmas.

The Top Band score of G3WDW
(Leeds) received a boost thanks to the

welcome arrival of six packets from
the Bureau, and some cards from
the GM3PPU/P expedition, to bring
the total up to 77/42. Similarly a
QSL from the GM3GIZ/P expedi-
tion to Orkney gladdened the heart
of G3HIW (Ilford) who has at last
made the step from 97/97 to 98/98,
and therefore takes his place with
the Big Boys.

As for G3VYF (London, N.), sad
to say, his claimed 18 countries
takes a dive to 17 thanks to the
defection of " VP8JD "-wonder
what sort of swear -words the real
VP8JD is using about all this?-
but on the other hand there is
9H1AM, and a couple a new
counties, with G3VYX/A, and
GW3HVX/P to complete the roll
of English and Welsh counties.
Among the " North of the Border "
ones outstanding, GM3SBB obliged
to remove Angus from the total.

A new reporter is G3WIT (New-
port, Isle of Wight), who runs a
Panda Cub with a BC -348 to a
135 -foot wire, end -fed. On this,
GM3SVK has been hooked, and,

FIVE -BAND DX TABLE

(New Cycle)
Starting date: January 1, 1967

Station Countries 28 mc 21 mc 14 mc 7 mc 3.5 mc

GM3JDR 198 - 170 107 -
GM3SVK 195 60 122 158 51 22

G3IAR 189 81 125 164 57 56

GM3JZK 132 75 80 91 43 11

G8DI 130 33 83 104 41 28

GM3KLA 124 43 78 75 48 46

G3VBL 111 111 -
G3NUT 110 - 65 71 26

G3PQF 101 58 26 38 44 27

G3VDL 100 25 68 65 34 7

VP8HJ 69 17 9 64 1 4

G3MDW 62 6 20 43 14 8

G3VOK 58 7 1 46 6 36

GI3GTR 44 1 12 35 12 9

G3VWC 40 4 26 21 22 5

G3TTG 38 - 38

Note: Placings this month are based on the "Countries" column.

when the new Tx is complete to
replace the Cub (whose owner,
perversely, chooses this moment to
pass the Morse Test himself) and
the aerial lifted to 50ft. and extended
to 200ft., John hopes to be in
there batting with the others. We
look forward to hearing from him.

Another newcomer to Top Band
is G3WWX (Old Glossop, Derbys.)
who has got going, albeit under
somewhat difficult conditions in
comparison with his recent SWL
location-being now married, with
a new house and a new calisign,
the QRM level is a bit high!

GM3UVL seems to have gone up
one in Counties and heard most of
the Countries, although he has
come to the conclusion he is just not
there when it actually comes to
working them. Still, the onlooker
sees most of the game, and in this
case Bill has a few hard things to
say about the wolf -pack-" A touch
of DX fireworks, and not a few
Guys too!" GM3UVL wonders
whether an MC would not be the
answer-Heaven forbid, most of
them just make the QRM worse and
ensure that people can get a card
for what is virtually a non -contact,
unless the MC is supremely com-
petent and possessed of a really big
signal.

Just as this was clearing for press
an interesting (and amusing) letter
came in from ZC4GM, who is
G3MCY when in the U.K. Arriving
at Episkopi, Cyprus, on October 28,
he was on the air by the 29th, and
any time now may be heard on or
about 1825 kc, most evenings
2230-2330z (always on Fridays and
Saturdays), with a 350ft. end -fed
wire at a height of 50ft., and a clear
take -off in all directions! U.K.
stations already heard on Top Band
(his letter was airmailed on Nov. 7)
include G3LIQ, G3RPB (569!) and
G3VYF. Gordon confirms that
ZC4RB is on 160m., from Akrotiri,
not far from Episkopi, and also
remarks that 9H1AM can put a
599 signal into Cyprus. All in all,
Gordon is looking forward to a lot
of fruitful Top Band activity this
winter when, with the static level
not too intense, he considers that
" conditions for the U.K. should
be completely suitable." Fine!

The Ten -Metre Band
The earlier part of the period

under review seemed to be the best,
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although it has been tolerable most
of the time. GM3SVK found things
good to the Pacific and South -East
Asia during the morning, from,
say 0730 till 0930; after his NAAFI
break, Africa was workable up to
lunchtime. Early afternoon yielded
East Coast W's and the odd South
American, with the West Coast of
VE and W after 1600. His 90 watts
and a vertical dipole at 30ft. yielded,
among others, on SSB: CE6CA,
EP's, ET3JBP, IS1FOL, JA's, KG6,
KR6, VK's, VQ9DH, VQ9JW
(Aldabra), VK2ADY/VK9(Cocos),
W6 and W7, XW8AX, VS6DO, YV,
ZS, ZS9L, 5N2AAF, 5H3KJ,
5Z4KL, 7Q7LZ, 7X0AH, 8R1S and
9L1G Q.

Listening at the same set times in
each day brings out the change in
conditions with Season quite notice-
ably, in the view of G3NOF (Yeovil),
who reports S.E. Asia and VK
around 0900, with Africa later,
together with the Middle East. The
W's have been audible from 1130,
and during the earlier part of the
period have stayed in until 2000,
albeit toward the latter end they
were going out by 1900z. It boils
down to QSO's with CR6DX,
CR7DS, EP2GI, ET3JBP, HI8XJP,
K7NNJ and K7PXI (both in
Arizona) VK's, VK2ADY/9,
XW8AW, ZD7DI, 5N2AAF,
9G1KG and all the W call areas.
Interesting to compare the times
Don mentions with the period given
by GM3SVK for the same areas
and to realise that there is almost a
two-hour shift in the pattern of
things as between the two locations.

The Quad has been hauled out of
the garage and put into use by
G3PQF for a string of contests,
with suitable advancement to the
score, but it is now " back in bed "
as the mast is used also to support
the 7 me vertical; this lad must be a
quick -change artist as well as a
DX'er! VU2FM, VQ8CHR (Rodri-
gues), a VK9 on Christmas Island,
and others fell into the diamond -
shaped trap, but VK2ADY/9 was
not raised -Dave is a little cross over
the latter as he has it that there is
not much likelihood of further
operation for ten years or so.
Possibly this is a little pessimistic.

Various folk picked up the point
of G8DI's " BY5JB " last time out,
including G8DI himself. The sage
from Liverpool, in common with

Reward for a QSL manager -on left, VK6RU, who has been going the job for the past
21 years on behalf of West Australian amateurs. The token took the form of VK6RU's
own QSL card done in silver and mounted on a small stand with an engraved silver

plaque.

the others, now reckons it was
probably 6Y5JB. As for this month,
Bert mentions YNIMO/W4, and
5N2AAF. The latter escaped your
scribe, who waited forty minutes,
and then went to answer the 'phone,
only to find upon his return to the
rig that Mike had sunk without
trace.

All SSB contacts on Ten and no
CW for GM3JZK, who hooked PY,
CN8, K4IIF/KV4, 9I3AB, 4L7A,
CE, 4M5A, 3V8, 9LIGQ, sundry
U's and K2GL; the latter was the
only W raised during the CQ
affair, due to the poor take -off in
that direction, although on Fifteen
it was not too hard and on Twenty,
no problem at all -this point
illustrating the increasing nuisance -
value of obstructions with increase
of frequency. Incidentally, K2GL
puts a whale of a signal down in
Europe -through eighteen dipoles
in phase, pointed our way -no
wonder he pins the needle hard over!

SSB was also the favoured mode
for G3GIQ (Ealing) who managed
DU1FH, EP2AK, KR6TAB, VK9's
DR and XI, VPIPV, VP9BK,
VP6RG, VQ9JW (Aldabra), ZD7DI,
9G1KG, and 9I3AB. Henry has a
lot of rude things to say about the
current fashion for comic temporary
prefixes, for which the present
seems to be the silly season -they

certainly cause more confusion and
annoyance than they are really
worth, and make it very hard to
keep up unless one is firmly glued
to the jungle telegraph. (Those
9I3's were our old friends from
Zambia, who normally use 9J -
see note p.650 this issue.)

Some of the Tit -Bits
The letter from G4FN regarding

the " M1BB " character, has quite a
lot of interesting side -lights. Jack
did a trip earlier in the year which
took him through fifteen countries,
and M1B was the only amateur he
met. It seems that M1B is mainly
on the HF bands, operates SSB only
from a superb site, and is, for the
moment, the sole licensee in San
Marino. Regulations there are quite
a bit tighter than of yore, and only
those of pure Italian blood and
resident in San Marino, may hold
calls; the old arrangement that
visitors could hold temporary calls
is now ceased. G4FN says that he
did have a chance to find the Radio
Club of Split in Yugoslavia, but
there were none of the locals there
at the time; he was told several
would be around at midnight but
could not be there then!

Hans Buehler, HB9XJ/MM is
aboard the m.s. Arian, and runs an
HT -32 Transmitter and Collins
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51J4 receiver, on CW, Phone, SSB
and RTTY, with Hy -Gain dipoles
for aerials. A pity the picture of
Hans and the ship, on his card, was
not suitable for reproduction, as it
showed a fine array of gear and a
fine ship, with the coat -of -arms of
the city of Geneva as figurehead.

QUAX is the title of a news -sheet,
covering the 28 mc band only, being
issued by SM4DXL, Ulmar Qvick,
Box 611, Skattkerr, Sweden, which
was forwarded to the writer by
Geoff Watts, to whom thanks are
due. As its title implies, it covers all
sorts of news and views of this band,
and will fill a gap that most enthu-
siasts for ten metres will have long
felt. Both subscribers and contribu-
tions are solicited, and it is to be
hoped that support is freely given.

We hear from G3LAS that
G3VZN, the station of Enfield
College of Technology for which he
is responsible, has arrived on the
HF bands, with Drake -Line gear
energising a Mosley TA -33 at
75 feet. John also mentions the
station being set up on the Queen
Mary for her last trip. She will be
signing GB5QM, using a Swan
transceiver and vertical aerial, on
the following frequencies: 7.0 to
7.05 mc and 14.0 to 14185 mc
CW; and 7.05 to 7.1 mc, 142 to
1423 mc, 21.29 ± 10 kc, and
29 mc ± 50 kc for Phone. A special
card is available to all who make
contact, and the exercise will end
when the ship arrives on the West
Coast early in December. However,
at weekends and on special occasions,
it is hoped to activate her for about

a year to come, presumably under
a W6 callsign.

The U.K. organiser of the JOTA
activity (G3BHK, Wareham) writes
to say that there is a feeling that the
period between Jamborees is so
long that informal contact at other
times is to be developed, using
frequencies at 50 kc intervals along
the 80m. band-quite informal, and
no certificates. And, as one of the
50 kc intervals covers the Sunday -
morning news -bulletins, please keep
clear when the news is being given-
some people like to know what's
going on!

Piracy is a pretty puerile sort of
business, and there is no real excuse
in this country where it is easy
enough to obtain a proper ticket.
Thus, it is not surprising that
G3AME (Reigate) is very cross
indeed to find he has a pirate version
of himself who even gives his name,
offers a card, and has the effrontery
to quote his address. So-be warned,
and don't waste pasteboard on this
one, unless you work him on SSB-
the pirate is AM only using surplus
gear.

The LF Bands
Here the tale is somewhat dim;

your scribe found time to look at
Forty a few times, but with very little
success, other than working the
QRM. Eighty was used by G2HKU
to raise some Europeans, among
whom were DL5YQ in Hanover,
whose father is G3EIY, and DL5YA,
both of whom have applied for
Top Band permits.

G3MDW (Halifax) dodged around

C7360 e

. . . actually, the semi -automatic key used here is
a bit unusual . . ."

TOP BAND LADDER
(G3U-- and G3V- stations only)

Starting date: January 1, 1966

Station Counties Countries

G3UTS 96 15

G3NMW 94 18

G3VGR 94 16

GM3UVL 93 13

G3UBW 85 18

G3VYF 83 17

G3VLT 80 16

GW3VPL 75 16

G3VMQ 73 15

G3VMK 70 11

G3UVT 68 12

G3UXP 67 9

GW3UUZ 66 15

G3VES 63 16

G3UGF 62 10

G3VOK 61 15

G3UJS 51 12

G3USE 51 12

G3VSL 51 9

G3VTY 49 9

G3VLX 47 8

G3UGK 43 13

G3UMK 39 7

G3UCS 36

G3VWC 30 7

G3VSI 19 4

a bit to " get in " when the nearby
11 kV line got tired to kicking up a
row, and, on Forty, added several
new ones to the total for the band,
by way of EI, ZC4, OE, LA, CN8,
F, OH, UA, HB, and EP2, which
lifts his New Cycle placing quite a
little.

G3WJS (Dorchester) is still firmly
convinced of the DX potential of
Eighty, from the things he has
heard other people working, or
which have escaped his grasp-true
enough, but it's rather like banging
head against brick wall-it's so nice
when you stop! Seriously, though,
there is no doubt at all that the
stuff is around, and if there were
more DX activity, no doubt more
people would chase it. However,
G3WJS worked mainly Europeans,
with CN8AW and 9X5AW gota-
way. One look at Forty showed
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Reporting the IYF Bands
up a CR7 working a VK2.

Just to prove the point that the
DX is there, G8DI offers a contact
with ZL4IE, on 3508 kc, around
0700-0800. Forty gave him ZC4RB,
OH0NI, with XE1CCW heard on
7056 and TI2NA on 7066 kc.

However, Forty in the evenings
gave GM3SVK quite a lot of S.
Europeans, Africa, and, oddly
enough, later the S. Americans, who
were joined by India and E. Africa.
Thus, the story reads TF3TF,
UM8BA and VU2GW on CW, plus
VP9BDA, W's, and ZC4RB, also
4M5A and 4L7A. The former is a
special YV prefix, and the latter is
UP2KNP in Georgia using a special
contest call.

Eighty for GM3JZK (Isle of
Mull) was not all that much of a
wow, although during the CQ
WW Phone affair George came on
for contacts with GM and
Yes, we did say Phone -George did
as he threatened last time out and
has now become the owner of an
FT -100 transceiver! On 7 mc, CW
was used to raise W's, VK's, F2CB
/FC, and-nearly-ZF1DX; on SSB
he booked in ZC4RB, EP2BQ,
CN8AW, UF6, EI, UA9 (in Zone 17)
plus an assortment of Europeans.

Twenty Metres
The general opinion seems to be

that 14 mc has been well up to
standard -a little gripe here and
there but nothing to speak of, as it
were.

GM3SVK found things excellent,
with VK/ZL to 1100z, intermingled
with Europeans; late afternoon
produced Africa, followed by the
West Coast W's, then South America
and the East Coast. On SSB, the
log shows CE1FC, CR6BX, CN8BV,
HRIKS, JA's, KL7EFX, KL7BJC,
KP4AKB, LU8FAO, PY's, TI4JP,
VK's, VS9MB, YV7AV, ZL1AB,
ZP5CE, ZP5JB, ZS5DC, 4M5A and
4L7A, 6Y5CB, 9K1KG, and ZS2MI.

On the other hand CW was used
exclusively by G3KTJ (Upholland)
to amass his list, which includes
ZP5CF, KL7MF, ST2SA, VP6AM,
VS9AWA, VP7NQ, KV4AA,
ZE1AE, TA1AV, TA2BK, OX3BS,

HI7EJE, TI2PZ, VK2VA, FP8CT,
7X0AP, 5Z4SS and IS1SCB. In-
cidentally, Gerry was one of those
who spotted the " BY5JB/6Y5JB "
slip, and he enquires if G8DI worked
him long path -saucy!

Over now to G3GIQ, where Henry
used SSB to hook DUlFH, KR6KN,
KZ5TW, VR2CC, VU2DKZ,
XE3DE, ZP5OG and 9G1FF. But
VK2ADY/VK9 was missed on this
band after struggling for nearly an
hour, as Don was operating split -
mode and the G3GIQ separate Rx
was not really man enough. How-
ever, when the DX went up to
Fifteen, he was again heard, but this
time in an area not covered by the
SSB rig -and so, with much trepida-
tion the old AM rig was fired up,
with thoughts of TVI uppermost, and
lo! VK2ADY/VK9 was raised on
the second call. Henry deserved to
get that one!

GM3JZK worked CW to exchange
reports with numerous VK's and

ZL's, including VK5XK/2 during
the test, the latter being worked
twice, VK9GN and VK2ADY/VK9,
GI (all right, laugh, but have you
worked one on 14 me??), and in-
numerable JA's. SSB yielded EI-
same comment as for the GI-
VP8JI and 'IU, VK's, HV3SJ, OY4V,
PY/LU/CE, 9G1KG, SVOWL, CR6,
5H3, 8R1G, VS9MB, 3A2MJC and
DUIFH.

As ever, a detailed report on
conditions, followed by the list, is
the form from G3NOF ; Don heard
VK's around 0700, with sometimes
F08 and FK8, VK4HG (Willis
Island) and YJ8BW. Later, the
KL7's, and KM6BI and KX6AC, all
around 0900z. Evenings have shown
up VP8. QSO's were recorded with
KG6ALY, VK2ADY/VK9, VK's,
VP6WR, VP8's 'HZ (Falkland) and
'IE (South Georgia), TI4JP, YJ8BW,
VVAlARS/KL7 (on Fletcher's Ice
Island), ZL's, 6W8DQ, 9G1KG and
9L1JJ. A goodly haul, indeed.

Much shorter is the list from
G8DI, who mentions ZS5UT/MM
(m.s. Bastion), VP8JG, 9G1KG,
CP5AB, as worked, with FG7XF
heard. On the other hand, anything
is DX to the new operator, and

Roy Ashby, G3NBR, is in charge of G6VJ, the club station of the Royal Naval College,
Dartmouth, and works in the College electronics laboratory, where he has the use of
the test gear and measuring apparatus. G3NBR lives nearby and the picture shows
his own /A set-up in a corner of the lab. His main interests are mobile and solid-state
Tx/Rx gear, and he has built more than 50 such receivers (for friends and visitors)
and several semiconductor transmitters, with considerable success. There may be
some old timers who would remember that in the late 1920's the then R.N. College

amateur -band station used BVJ, a Naval callsign.
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G3UYK (Stafford) who has just
acquired an HF rig, is really making
hay, and one has to admire the self-
control which kept his list down to
just the cream of the crop. Peter
finds he has no TVI on 20 or 15
metres, even though the Box is
quite close to the transmitter -
lucky chap -which has made things
definitely easier. VS9ARS, HV3SJ,
ZP5JB, KL7BJC, LXIAF, SVOWL,
9Y4VP, CN8BV, JX3XK and
YN I RTS were all worked on
SSB.

GM3JDR (Golspie) enters at this
point, with an almost exclusively-
SSB month of activity to report. As
far as Twenty goes this meant
contacts with CN8BV, CR6BX,
ET3JBP, HV3SJ, 19RB, KG6AQC,
UA9KFS, UG6AW, OX3DM.

A new vertical aerial is up at the
home of G3UGF (Halifax), but there
is a slight snag -Richard is away at
Manchester all the week and so gets
little opportunity to use it. However,
KR6GF fell into the net at the first
call to provide the best DX of the
month.

Our new reporter, G3WIT (Isle of
Wight), runs a Panda Cub and
BC -348 for the moment. Twenty
has yielded -up to the time of
writing -seven W's, while some /A
operation from the home of a local
SWL who has an AR88 gave 579
on Ten from WA1HRG when the
100 -foot wire was all of four feet
high at the far end. Brings back
memories of the thrill of that first
QSO, and of the first contact outside
the U.K.-all of which makes your
old scribe realise how time flies!

Up in Leeds, G3WDW mentions
that he has been having a dabble
on Twenty CW, although not on the
higher bands, as the old CR-100
is not stable enough on its highest
range, as it stands. Possibly an
improvement would be made by
stabilising the HT and the heater
supply; this is not as complicated as
it sounds as an external stabilised
supply will do for the HT, and a
transistor gadget for the heater line.
It also helps a bit to prop the lid
open an inch or two -for years, the
CR-100 at G3KFE was propped
open by a piece of firewood, before
the receiver ended its days as a
doorstop for the shack!

Running regular skeds is an
interesting exercise; G2HKU does
this with ZL2KP, and for this year

has well over 100 in the log. In
addition, SSB gave him a string of
other ZL's, FK8BG, and CEOAE;
CW produced FK8BG, VR7TT and
VK4MY, the first named being a new
one. Heard was KL7EBK, 9G1FF,
VP8JD, KZ5NH and ZL3RW/M.

The New -Cycle table entry from
Arthur, G3MDW, goes up a bit,
by way of 7Q7, ZFI, PZO and EA8.
Incidentally, Arthur has now put
up a Hy -gain I2AVQ, of which he
has high hopes -if only the power
line noise will go away for long
enough to try it out thoroughly!

Fifteen Metres
Top of the pile of letters is

G3MDW, who managed to find a
few fresh ones for most bands;
KZ4 was an all time -new one
worked on 21 mc. G3IDG (Basing-
stoke) mentions that he is rather
more interested in WPX than just
plain country -chasing; recently a
couple of new PX to give him
pleasure were UW9 and SP4-
nothing exotic, but still, after
sixteen years, new ones in this
context. Another new one on 21 mc
was a WN7, never even heard before.
If the issue by various administra-
tions of comic callsigns for even
more comic reasons were to be
controlled, then we would be well
on the way to getting some sanity
back into the game of DX -chasing.
Or what about a real -man's version
of DXCC-only change in the rules
would be to ensure that no DX
card would be acceptable unless the
operator could write across his card
that he was a resident of the area
concerned, for, say, a year. On that
basis, it would be hard to find many
with the hundred up, let alone 340!

Arthur and Allan having stirred
your E.P.E. into strong words,
perhaps it would be as well to get
back to work before the Editor
notices -and to mention that
G3WDW is using 15m. for his Phone
DX'ing, mainly because, until a
converter is completed, the rece ver
some more stability before it could
be used on CW. The 21 mc aerial
is quite a contraption; it produced
a report of " four and one " no
less, from a WO -but one consola-
tion for the report was that the
man said G3WDW was the only
European breaking through.

GM3JDR finds 21 mc is his
favourite band, and SSB, for this
month at least, the favoured mode.

Thus he worked CR6DX, CR6II,
ET3JBP, HP1AD, scores of JA's,
KG6's, KL7's, KZ5SW, WA6FGT
/MM (near KR6), OHONI, OA4OS,
PZOAA, UW9WR, VK9DR,
VK9XI, VP8HZ, ZD7DI, ZD8RB,
ZS, 4M5A, 5Z4, 9G1KG, 9Y4DS,
5X5JK, all W call areas, PY/LU
and, of course a shoal of the less -
exotic stuff.

Soon almost nothing will be DX,
thinks G3UYK, commenting in the
upsurge in conditions -quite a
thought -but that did not prevent
Peter chasing what was available.
Singled out for special mention
were 3V8BZ, VS9MB, FC3UH,
YS2RU, 9E3USA, EA6BG,
YAIDAN, CREDO, VPIPV, all of
which were worked on the new rig
using SSB to a dipole only 15 feet
above ground.

A New One for G8DI was 5X5JK,
and Bert also got 7X0AH, 5N2AAF
and CR6DX; only heard, to G8DI's
regret, were ZD8JP and YAIDAN.
G3NOF always gives Fifteen a
good look -over, and found the
VK/ZL stations about around 0800,
albeit not too strongly, and in many
cases with a strong echo. The
U.S. appeared from 1100 onwards,
and VIC2ADY/9 was heard several
times around 1400z. Apart from the
W's, Don only worked VU2DKJ
and 5X5JK.

GM3JZK seems to have found
15m. in quite good form -and it
certainly came up trumps when he
had a non -amateur visitor to show
round the shack recently. The visitor
was quite pleased to hear George
work HBOAG, particularly as the
girl -friend of one of them was in
Liechtenstein at the time. As
George says " it is not always like
that!" CW produced contacts with
HM9DC/1 and 6W8CQ, while the
SSB was responsible for JA, UA9
(Zone 17), VU2DKZ, L9RB, 4L7A,
VK2ADY/9, 8R1G, K4IIF/KV4,
ZD8CC, 9Y4DS and numerous
South Americans.

SSB was used by G3GIQ to work
ET3JBP, F3UH/FC, PZ1CK,
UD6BR, VK2ADY/9, VP8HZ,
VS6FZ, VU2JM, XW8BZ, ZD8JES,
5H3KJ, 5X5JK, 7X0AH and 9H1R.
CW, on the other hand, yielded
UO5KBA and UG6AB.

All this SSB does not mean there
is nothing doing at the CW end -
far from it, in fact -as G3KTJ
proves. Extracting from his long
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list, we find TG9AC, 6W8DQ,
HM1BW, VK and ZL, DU1CL,
KS4, HL9KA, KR8, KH6's, KG4,
VU2RQ, TU2CA, OD5EJ, HI8RB,
TI2IA, HBOAG and FY7YN, all of
which were worked on CW

Finally, let us look at the activities
of GM3SVK, who has, to some
extent at least, neglected 21 mc.
However, he managed time to find
the following SSB signals and work
them: CN8FV, KG6ALY,
KOILI/KG6, ZLIKG, and 4L7A.
That must be about the shortest
list ever from GM3SVK.

Here and There
G3NOF offers some comments on

QSL's: For YJ8BW to W4NJF, who
sent the G3NOF card by return ...
KV4EY to W3HNK . . . HI8XJP
to the U.S. Embassy, Santo Domingo
. . . 9L1JJ to G3HZP, which is his
home call . . . FO8BS to B.P.910,
Tahiti. VK4HG on Willis Island
will be closed down by the time this
is in print. VK8AV did not go to
CR8 in October, but now hopes to
be there in May or June next year.

Last month your scribe wondered
why it was that places like Unst are
so radio -active . . GM3JZK gives
an answer: " Here we are 15 miles
from the nearest centre of social
life, where once a week or so there
is a dance, whist drive, ceilidh, or
film show; there is also a pub, but
the police wait outside with breatha-
lysers, and there is no public trans-
port. We can get BBC -1 TV, but
even Forty during an opening to
UB5 is preferable to that!" So
now you know.

The first call in the new G3X--
series has been issued-to G3XAA,
D. J. Howe, 7 Mayfair, Pedmore,
Stourbridge, Worcs. (It does not
seem so long ago that we were
greeting the G3U/G3V's, and since
then the G3W-- list has filled up.)

To clear up a few queries about
the Aldabra situation: Sgt. J.
Walker, G3UDU, of the Royal
Signals Amateur Radio Society, is
signing VQ9JW as radio operator
of the Royal Society's Expedition
to this extraordinary place-because
it is one of the few remaining parts
of the world still not contaminated
by Man and his influences. The
Royal Society is conducting a survey
of the flora, and more particularly
the fauna, of this unique atoll, in
the hope of preserving the original
life of Aldabra and preventing it

Herbert Strout, WIDEO of Portland, Maine, has his 160m. half -wave semi -vertical
aerial suspended from a hill -top TV tower 325ft. high-too tall for the 265ft. length of
wire ! A keen DX man, he runs a 75A-9 Rx and Ranger II transmitter, and was the only

station to work 5H3KK when he was on 160m. last spring.

from being destroyed for ever. The
urgency of the problem has been
much discussed in the intelligent
press and on the BBC and need not
be elaborated upon here. From the
radio amateur point of view, the
interesting thing is that VQ9JW
is there with a KW -2000A, putting
through a very good signal on the
HF bands, and ready to try skeds on
160 metres. Those interested should
in the first instance write to, or
make contact over the air with,
G4RS, the Hq. station of the
Royal Signals A.R.S.-QTH, Bland -
ford Camp, Dorset.

The very interesting and compre-
hensive report on the last BARTG
contest-these are the RTTY boys,
who operate in an esoteric milieu
of their own-shows that they had
55 firm entries from 14 countries.
The high -scorer was WA4LWE,
with 104, 152 points gained from
136 contacts on the five HF bands.
Looking for the U.K., we find
G6JF (Kingsbridge, Devon) at 28th
place with 24,380 points made from

67 contacts on three bands. The
next in our section is John Curnow,
G6CW (Nottingham), making 16,740
points for 36th place out of 30
RTTY contacts in four continents
on five bands. The low scorer in this
contest was W8YKW, who returned
2,270 points, using only the 14 and
21 mc bands.

Sign -off
So there you have it; thanks to

all correspondents for their support,
and particularly to those who were
kind enough to assist in clearing up
the pirate problem on Top Band,
mentioned earlier. Thanks also to
Geoff Watts, for that invaluable
DX News -Sheet of his-and, of
course, to all those who read this
piece. To everyone, wherever you
may be, all the very best of wishes
for Christmas and the New Year,
and the best of DX. Next time
the deadline is rather tight, at
first post Friday, December 8,
addressed " CDXN," SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM. 73.
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THE BREAK -THROUGH

PROBLEM

CAUSES AND CURES IN MODERN
RECEIVERS

BREAKTHROUGH on the IF side can be one of the
most annoying troubles encountered in a com-

munications receiver. It is the one form of signal inter-
ference which can appear over the whole of one or more
tuning ranges, blanketing out weak signals, producing
whistles and, in the case of broadcast breakthrough,
causing speech or music background on the stronger
signals. It is particularly annoying in CW reception, as
even the weakest breakthrough will produce a con-
tinuous background heterodyne at all points on the dial.
This article discusses briefly the causes of such inter-
ference and explains how a cheap and simple cure was
found in a difficult case.

Causes and Sources

Breakthrough on IF can be traced to two causes. It
is produced either by direct pick-up in the receiver
wiring associated with the IF stages, or by a strong
signal at or near the intermediate frequency coming in on
the receiving aerial and then making its way through the
RF and frequency changer stages. In the latter case the
interfering signal will be greatly attenuated by the RF
and frequency changer tuned circuits-but with a sensitive
receiver only a very small signal at the grid of the first
IF amplifier valve will produce an unbearable level of
interference due to the high gain inherent in the IF
stages themselves.

Actual sources of interference depend upon the
intermediate frequency employed in the receiver and
generally fall into two categories-breakthrough from
ship -to -shore stations, and from broadcasting stations.
As examples, receivers employing an IF in the 450-470
kc range are liable to suffer from coast station or ship
breakthrough when used in coastal districts. Receivers
with an IF in the range 1400-1650 kc are susceptible to
interference from a number of British or Continental
broadcasting stations.

Where IF breakthrough is due to a signal picked up
via the aerial, it will normally be found that the nearer
the signal frequency circuits are tuned to the intermediate
frequency, the worse will be the interference, e.g., in a
receiver using a 1600 kc IF, interference due to break-
through from a 1600 kc broadcast signal may be negligible
when the receiver is tuned to 7 mc, but over -powering
when trying to listen on Top Band. This is, of course,
inevitable from the response curve of the receiver's
signal -frequency tuned circuits.

Tracing and Curing the Interference

It is first essential to establish whether any of the
interference is caused by direct pick-up in the receiver
wiring. See that all normal screening is in place, switch
the receiver to the wave -range on which the worst level

of interference is experienced, remove the aerial and
cover the aerial terminal with an earthed screening can.
Then turn the RF gain control up to maximum and switch
on the BFO.

In nine cases out of ten, it will be found that the
interference disappears, indicating that the interfering
signal is being received via the aerial. Where the signal
is still audible, either at the same or reduced volume, the
cause is direct IF pick-up, due either to poor screening
and/or layout, or by an exceptionally powerful inter-
fering signal.

While interference of this type is common in cheap
broadcast or television receivers, it should rarely be met
with in a communications receiver. The cure lies in
reducing the FC and IF valve grid and anode leads to a
minimum length and screening them, seeing that the
screening of the IF transformers is adequate and, if
necessary, placing a screening plate over the bottom of the
receiver. At the same time ensure that the spindles of any
front panel controls-associated with IF circuit -crystal
phasing condensers, mechanical selectivity controls,
and so forth-are thoroughly bonded to earth, as any
pick-up on such metal objects may add to the interference
level. Should all these precautions fail due to the high
field strength of the interfering signal, the only answer
is to move the IF tuning 10 kc or so and then re -align
the receiver. Before any attempt is made to do this,
however, it is essential that the vicinity of the intermediate
frequency be monitored, both during the day and at
night, to ensure that there is a quiet spot to which the
circuits can be returned.

The foregoing describes the worst possible case of
IF breakthrough. In most instances it will be found that,
when the aerial is removed, the interference disappears,
indicating direct breakthrough from the aerial circuit.
The writer recently met such a case when converting
a BC -454 for multi -band, plug-in coil operation. During
the evening hours breakthrough interference on the
original 3-6 mc range was considerab!e, while reception
on 1.8 mc using a modified coil pack was virtually im-
possible. A few moments' work with a broadcast receiver
located the source of the trouble-a German broad-
casting station operating in 1415 kc, which is the inter-
mediate frequency of this particular model of Command
receiver. Removing the aerial cut out the interference,
so the answer was obvious-either move the IF or
introduce some 60 dB or 1415 kc attenuation into the
aerial circuit. The first course was impossible, due to
equally loud broadcasting stations above and below
1415 kc, so the second course had to be tried.

There are two methods of introducing spot -frequency
rejection into an aerial circuit connected to a receiver.
A parallel tuned circuit can be connected in series with
the aerial close to the aerial terminal, or a series tuned
circuit placed between the aerial and earth terminals.
In the former case the circuit presents maximum im-
pedance at resonance, thus greatly attenuating the un-
wanted signal, while in the latter the circuit shows
minimum impedance at resonance, thus letting most of the
unwanted signal current flow to earth without entering
the receiver. The two methods can be used either
individually or in conjection with each other. Due to
the shape of the response curves involved, signals more
than 100 kc or so away from the resonant frequency of the
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tuned circuits suffer little or no attenuation.
The answer to the problem was thus to introduce

both types of rejection between the aerial and the receiver,
using high " Q " circuits and screening the whole
arrangement as shown in the diagram herewith. On
opening the junk box in search of coils, the first com-
ponent found was a spare 465 kc IF transformer and it
was immediately realised that this provided an ideal
basis for the wavetrap unit. Some 90 turns were removed
from each of the iron -cored coils and the internal wiring
was modified to correspond with the circuit shown here.
The modified unit was then connected in series with the
aerial and adjusted, first by tuning the parallel circuit for
minimum interfering signal, then doing the same to the
series circuit, after which a slight final adjustment was
made to both trimmers.

Results

With either tuned circuit used alone, the interference
level could be reduced from S9 + to S5/6. With both
circuits used together and properly tuned, the inter-
ference was eliminated completely. Inserting the unit
causes a barely perceptible drop in signal strength on the
160 -metre band and has no effect at all on the higher
frequency bands. The attenuation at the unwanted
frequency is estimated to be about 60 dB.

The circuit discussed in the article, using an IF transformer
modified for the purpose. If the screened lead is kept as short
as possible and the circuits correctly adjusted for the inter-
fering station, break -through should be virtually eliminated.

The idea suggested is felt to be an elegant solution
to the problem, providing as it does a cheap, efficient
and easily installed unit of good performance. This is
particularly so in the case of receivers using an IF in the
order of 460 or 1600 kc, as it should be possible to use
an existing IF transformer merely by altering two of the
internal connections.

THERE IS A BUOYANT MARKET

In amateur -band equipment, of every type, as our
Reader Small Advertisement columns show. Indeed,
the second-hand value of all kinds of commercial
apparatus used on the amateur bands has been estab-
lished, over the years, through our Small Advertisement
section-which has become the market -place for radio
amateurs throughout the U.K. For anything radio you
may want to buy, sell, exchange, use Small Advertise-
ments in SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE. Though we cannot,
and do not, guarantee a result in each and every case,
what readers tell us-and, as we can judge from the
Box No. mail-is that the response is pretty satisfactory.
This is because our " spread " in the Amateur Radio
field in the U.K. is now by far the largest of any periodical
touching upon the radio amateur interest.

IF YOU WANT TO SEE IT REGULARLY

All we can suggest is that-if you have any difficulty
in getting it through a local newsagent, who should be
able to supply on your firm order-you take out a
subscription for SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE direct with us.
The cost is 42s. post free for a year of 12 issues, starting
any month, and we guarantee posting your copy on the
day before publication.-Circulation Dept., Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

NEW MAN AT S.R.D.E.

Down at Christchurch, near Bournemouth in Hamp-
shire, the Army maintains the Signals Research and
Development Establishment, for their own particular
needs under these heads-though S.R.D.E. also concerns
itself with practical problems connected with communica-

tion by satellite, and the use and application of the infra-
red. The new Director charged with all these interesting
research responsibilities, at the age of 51, is Mr. John
Mills. As a junior, he entered what is now known as
the Scientific Civil Service in 1939, and was promoted
to the grade of Chief Scientific Officer in 1965. He was
at one time head of the Radio Dept., Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Farnborough, out of which many notable
advances have come. The Scientific Civil Service offers
interesting and worth -while career possibilities over a
wide field in the public service.

. . . and standing by for the Final . . ."
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FOR BETTER RESULTS
ON TEN

CONVERTER FOR THE
MAIN RECEIVER

WITH the trend of DX conditions rising into the
10 -metre band, the need for a good 28 mc receiver is

being felt at many stations. A number of the " surplus -
types do not tune Ten at all, and some of those older
receivers that are supposed to are not very effective
above about 20 mc. This article discusses an efficient
10 -metre converter which, used with any receiver capable
of tuning across two megacycles round the 8 mc mark,
will give very good results on our 28 mc band.

Once the primary adjustments to the converter section
are completed it only remains to be switched in and out
as and when required. Such a unit can easily be built
and a circuit is shown at Fig. 1, with values.

The converter can be put together on a small screened
chassis and operated either external to the main receiver
or-with some constructional ingenuity-space might
be found for it inside the cabinet of the receiver with
which it is to work. In many cases, the power require-
ment of the converter, which is small, can be taken off
the main receiver power pack.

Use of this type of converter with a receiver such as
a BC -348, R.1155 or R.107, gives the equal in perform-
ance to many commercial sets specially designed to
cover Ten.

Circuit Points
One section only of a 636 is used as a grounded -

grid RF amplifier and a 6J6 is also employed as a com-
bined mixer -oscillator, Due to the low value of cathode
resistance required for the 6J6, care must be taken to

obtain a correct match. The circuit given permits the
matching of a wide range of impedances and causes
little reduction in gain over a bandwidth of approxi-
mately three megacycles. The mixer circuit is quite
conventional and follows the lines of others discussed by
various writers in SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE. The oscillator
for the 10 -metre converter is on approximately 22 mc
and permits the band to be covered over 6-8 mc on any
communications receiver. Careful screening of the output
must be ensured and it is advisable to fit a cover over the
aerial terminal of the receiver in order to avoid, when
tuning around 29 mc, picking up old G3 - - -, banging
it out on 40 -metre CW a few doors away. If the exact
frequency range is required to be known, the oscillator
can be put on to 20 mc and tuning of the receiver will
then give the IF as from 8 mc to 9.5 mc-or by putting
a " mental 2 " in front of the dial reading, direct calibra-
tion can be obtained. This avoids the 40 -metre QRM,
but does not mean that input screening can be dispensed

Table of Values
Fig. 1. Ten -Metre Converter for Main Receiver

CI 5 ceramic
C2 500 ptp,F, ceramic

C3, C6,
C7 .002 p.F, mica

C4, C9 50 AµF, mica
C5 15 gµF, mica
C8 100 Ap.F, zero

temp. coeff.
RI 47 ohms, 1 -watt

COIL TABLE

R2 -- 4,700 ohms, -watt.
R3 = 100,000 ohms, _-

watt
R4 = 47,000 ohms, 1 -

watt
R5 = 200 ohms, I -watt
R6 - 1,000 ohms, 2 -watt
R7 - 10,000 ohms, 1 -

watt

TEN -METRE CONVERTER

Ll 12 turns No. 24 enamelled, tapped 2 turns from earth end for
cathode. 3 turn link PVC 20 SWG, at earth end

L2 16 turns No. 24 enamelled, closewound
L3 7 turns, No. 16 bare, spaced lin., tapped 2 turns from earth end
L4 30 turns No. 28 enamelled, with 5 turn link.

All coils on I -in. dia. slug tuned formers.

To receiver aerial

al

au

Fig. 1 Circuit of the ten -metre Converter.

6_16

9'
gll
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Table of Values
Fig. 2. Alternative Input Circuit for Converter

Cl, C6
C2, C7

C3
C4
C5
RI

RFC

= 500 gµF, mica
= 300 tLILF, mica
= 25 µgF, air padder

50 aaF, air padder
= 25 gµF, mica
= 100 ohms, 5 -watt
= VHF choke

L I

L2

28 turns 28 SWG,
diam. slug

tuned former, 3 -
turn coupling
coil.

= 6 turns 22 SWG,
diam. slug

tuned former

with. In the case of the 20 mc oscillator, tune the output
or IF coil to approximately 8.5 mc for most uniform
response over the band. If the 22 mc oscillator is used,
tune the output coil to 6.5 mc.

If the reader is interested in CW reception on 10
metres the best course then is to tune the output coil
to the CW end of the band, although only a slight gain
in sensitivity will be obtained.

Objections may be raised due to the possibility of
beats between the receiver's own local oscillator and the
converter, which may give rise to strong interfering
signals. This is only likely to be noticed if the converter
is contained in the same cabinet as the receiver and, if
possible, the converter should be mounted in a case of
its own, properly earthed. The choice of IF has, of course,
a lot to do with this.

Setting Up
The suggested input circuit is similar to the famous

" R9-er " and the adjustment required closely follows
that for it. Preliminary checks consist of making sure
that the oscillator is perking on the frequency chosen;
then, with the oscillator working, the slug coil L4 is
varied until a maximum in output noise level is obtained
on the receiver output. L2 is then peaked for maximum
noise and the aerial is connected to the input plug on the
converter. All the slugs are then returned for maximum
noise, the receiver having been set at that point which has
been previously decided as representing 29 mc. The
receiver should then be tuned over the whole band and
checked for variation in noise level over the range.

Fig. 2. Alternative RF input circuits for the 10 -metre converter.
(A) is for open -wire feeder, and (B) for a coax -coupled aerial.
In each case, the remainder of the circuit from the 6J6 anode

follows that of Fig. 1.
(In A above, CI, RI, should be connected to the top of C3.)

Stability can be judged by listening to a CW signal
and noting any change in beat. It may be found necessary
to introduce a voltage stabilising circuit across the power
line (VR150 and VR105 in series), but this is not general.
If this has to be done, a separate power supply will be
required.

An alternative input circuit is shown at Fig. 2,
and this may prove more satisfactory when using a
co -ax feed line; the input impedance on 10 metres may
vary from 70 ohms up to about 500 ohms without
necessitating any " frigging " with the input, but if a
low impedance input is desirable on the HF bands, the
alternative circuit is recommended.

SOME AMENDMENTS AND CORRECTIONS

In his article in the November issue, G3LYY draws
attention to the following points: In the circuit on
p.542, R15 (390K) should appear between the free end
of VR3 and the junction of C7, R10. The value for
R9, R24 should have been given as 1K, and the 560K
resistor shown in the table of values as " R4 " is actually
R11. And in Appendix B, Note (5) should have read

. . the results obtained in (3) and (4)."
In some recent issues, the telephone number of Radio

Shack, Ltd. has been misprinted-it should be 01-624
7174. We regret the inconvenience caused them, and
to the surgery which got the wrong number!

Messrs. Daystrom, Ltd. point out that the gear being
used by the young Japanese SWL, as pictured on p.557,
November, is actually their Heathkit Model HR.20 Rx
and HP.20 power supply unit. An interesting case of
Japanese buying foreign-and radio, at that!

BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS

First, we have to explain that we cannot at the moment
supply Ham Antenna Construction Projects, our immediate
stock having been exhausted. A reprint is in hand, and
it will be advertised again as soon as available. Otherwise,
we would like to remind all readers of the truism that
" Books are the best presents " and to draw attention
to our extensive lists-selected titles covering the whole
field-p.652, and the inside -outside back cover of this
issue. With such a large selection from which to choose,
we can only suggest as suitable presents the ARRL
Radio Amateur Handbook (44s., or 54s. in the hard-
back), or the Call Book (92s. 6d. in the two -volume
edition, covering the whole world). Christmas business
is beginning to build up, so early ordering is advised.
Prices quoted are post free-all orders to: Publications
Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
By 'Club Secretary*

(Deadline for February Issue: January 5)
(Please address all reports for this feature to " Club Secretary," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Buckingham.)

BY the time this reaches print the annual Magazine
Club Contest will have been played off and the invigi-

lators will be hard at it marking the logs and sorting out
the placings. To judge by the number of additional
requests for identification codes-about 60 at the time
of writing!-this year's Contest could be one of the
best -supported of the series-so now we must wait
and see how it all turns out. As usual, the report on
MCC will be taking the whole of the space devoted to
this piece in the January issue, and this, therefore is a
good point at which to remind secretaries, scribes, and
those who keep us informed of Club events that normal
Club reports are not to be sent in for the January issue,
but held over to reach us for the February " Month with
The Clubs," deadline for which will be first post on
Friday, January 5.

This is also an opportune moment to wish all those
connected in any way with the Amateur Radio Club
movement, whoever and wherever they may be, all the
very best of Christmas wishes, and a prosperous and
successful New Year.

Round The Clubs
A Christmas draw, plus the annual quiz against the

Plymouth group, at home, is the December fare for the
Torbay chaps; this idea of entertaining other groups for
a session once a year is a good one which could do to be
used by many more clubs.

Hull are in session on December 1, 8, 15, and 29,
for, in order, a Mullard Film Show, an Anniversary
Social, a lecture on Field Effect Transistors by G3FCY,
and a Construction Competition. January starts off
on the 5th with the annual dinner at the Dorchester,
Beverley Road, Hull. G3FCY is the action again on the
12th, this time talking about Beam Aerials, and on
January 19, Part 4 of a series on Test Meters will be
given. To round things off nicely, the annual general
meeting takes place on January 26.

The difficulties mentioned by Bishops Stortford last
time round over their programme are not entirely resolved
yet; October was given over to the W1BB tape and slide
lecture, while November, all being well, will see
MP4MAX showing his slides of Muscat. The latter
is slated for Monday, November 20, while December's
lecture now goes into the melting -pot although it is
promised that something of interest will be laid on-
December 18, at the British Legion Club in Bishops
Stortford, which is at the top of Windhill. January 15 is
arranged to be the AGM, when members can vent their
spleen on the officials by throwing them out neck -and -

crop! At all of these, visitors will be extremely welcome.
One hardly knows where to start in discussing the

affairs of the Cornish crowd; there are two R.A.E. classes,
at St. Ives and Camborne, there is a main meeting, at
the SWEB Clubroom, Pool, Camborne, and in addition
there are VHF and SSB groups who get together at
regular intervals. This month, one observes that as
far as the VHF group-and so, presumably, the SSB
section-are concerned, a problem seems to have arisen
over accommodation in Truro, and so it would be
advisable to contact the hon. sec., at the address in the
Panel, for up-to-the-minute information.

Mansfield are going against the normal trend of
things by reducing to one evening each month during the
winter, as they have noticed that the more often they
meet, the lower the average attendance. For the
then, the story is to be one of a get-together on the first
Friday of each month, still at the New Inn, Westgate,
Mansfield, kicking off at 7.45.

Trinity Congregational Church, Ifield, at 8 o'clock,
sharp, on December 13, for the Crawley lads, who will
be, on that evening, having their AGM-but no doubt
visitors will still be very welcome.

There are two meetings on the Lothians sheet for
December; on the 14th, GM3POK will talk about SSB
Transmitter Construction, and on the 28th, Air Traffic
Control and Radar is the theme to be taken up by
GM3TSZ. Incidentally, Lothians were hosts to most of
the central Scottish clubs on October 26, when they laid
on a king-sized raffle, a showing of their NFD film, and
various displays. This sort of entertaining seems to
your conductor to be a fine idea which can be used far
more than it is at present.

Visitors are welcomed at the Grafton evenings, and
have been ever since the group has been in existence.
Although the programme at the time of writing is a bit
" up in the air "-which is unusual-they are still to
be found every Friday in Room 35 of Montem School,
Hornsey Road, London, N.7; the room is opened at
7.30, the canteen at 8 p.m., and the evening's programme
starts at 8.30.

The lads at Bangor, Co. Down had a treat in
November, when, on the 4th, they were addressed by
Frank Robb, GI6TK. One would expect that Frank,
in his usual manner, would make them laugh and in the
process make them learn about whatever subject it is
he chooses to tackle. However, for December, we have
to suggest that visitors or prospective members contact
GI3OLJ, as in Panel.
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On now to Hereford, who like Bangor, are recently
formed. December 1 is the date set aside for this month,
but the programme is not mentioned in the otherwise
excellent newsletter they have started to produce, although
the hint is given that there will be some business matters
to clear up. Both Hereford and Bangor, as we have said,
are relatively new groups, and so far they really seem to
be going great guns-which is another way of saying
they ought to be joined by all the people in the area they
cover!

Co-operative Effort
Splatter is the name given by its compiler to the

Purley News -sheet, and a very good one it is too. From
it we gather that the big event of the month takes place
on December 16, when the three clubs forming SARA,
i.e. Purley, Wimbledon and South London Mobile, all
join together, along with Addiscombe, to have a Grand
Christmas Party, at the St. John Ambulance Hall,
Kingston Road, Wimbledon, which is a nice convenient
centre for everyone as well as being a pleasant sort of
place for a party. Incidentally, this one is a ticket affair,
so contact with the Hon. Sec. G3FTQ is advised. As for
the normal business of the month, this is on the first and
third Friday, so December 1 is a Natter evening and the
15th is set aside for an exercise to check out the NFD
gear, and also to see colour slides of Tunisia and Djerba
Island.

Wimbledon have their Hq. at the St. John Hall
already mentioned, and meet, on the second and fourth
Fridays in the month. Ted, G3GKF, seems to have been
pressed into service to give a lecture on SSB on the former
occasion, and the latter is down as an " informal."

A similar pattern appears at South London Mobile,
except that it is the first and third Saturday at the
Clapham Manor Baths, Clapham Manor Street, pro-
gramme being " Hotting up Receivers," by G8AMI, on
the 2nd and a constructional contest on the 16th.
Incidentally, some members of S.L.M.C. are prepared
to give lectures to other Clubs " within reasonable
travelling distance "-arrange with G3UYN, as in the
address Panel.

The last of the four involved in the SARA party is
Addiscombe, who are to be found in the Coal 'Ole, 158
Lower Addiscombe Road, East Croydon, on the second
and fourth Tuesday of each month, from 7.30 till 10.30.
Here, then, we have a group of four clubs all within
fairly close proximity-so near, in fact, that most of the
locals attend more than one of the Clubs, getting together
in lots of ways, to ensure the well-being of all-as for
instance in the neat way the meetings are spread over
the month, the common activities, and the obvious
close liaison between the committees. Perhaps the best
thing of all is that there is a real attempt to publicise
each other's meetings. This is a great idea, and more
such tie-ups between groups serving adjacent areas
would be to the benefit of everyone.

Nice to hear from Southampton University as to
their doings; since the EI3SU/P affair recently reported in
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE they seem to have been recover-
ing their breath a bit, and are only running the odd
informal gathering in the Union bar. However, this
state of affairs should soon change, as the Clubroom
has to be redecorated and the new equipment budget has
been approved.

At a recent Verulam (St. Albans) meeting, some 50 members
heard G3DGN (left, glasses) talk about Optical Communica-
tion Techniques, himself in the forefront of research in this
field. He demonstrated the " Luxphone," a light -activated
walkie-talkie, and a flexible " light pipe," here seen in the

hands of one of Verulam's younger members.

Cray Valley seem to be entertaining the South
London Mobile crowd on December 7, at the Congre-
gational Church Hall, Court Road, London, S.E.9,
while their Natter evening, which is at All Saints Church
Hall in Bercta Road, New Eltham, is slated for the 21st.

If you want a Surplus -Sale -With -a -Difference, all
you have to do is to attend the one the Midland crowd
are putting on in December; and these chaps usually
keep any promises they make to create something
" different." Unless otherwise notified, Midland always
get together on the third Tuesday in each month, at the
Midland Institute in Margaret Street.

Mid -Warwickshire had seemed to be really firmly
glued to their Clubroom-but now, like so many other
groups have found in the past, security has proved
illusory. However, there is a hiatus between leaving the
old place, which has already occurred, and getting in
to their new home at 28 Hamilton Terrace, almost
opposite, which occurs sometime in December. When
this happens, the gang will once again be meeting each
Monday evening. Just to complete their streak of ill -
luck, the chairman has found it necessary to resign
owing to his moving to South Wales.

Marconi College is the home of the Chelmsford
group, who notify us of a change of Secretary (see
Panel) and also tell us that on December 5 there is a
lecture laid on, to be given by Mr. P. Williams of Marconi,
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the subject of which will be " Echo Sounding." Further
events are being fixed up for the New Year, and we hope
to have details of these ere long.

The large numbers of amateurs who are still using
the older receivers will be interested to hear what
G3PZK has to say to the Acton, Brentford and Chiswick
lads about his reconditioned CR-100 receiver, which he
is to demonstrate on Tuesday 19th, at Hq., 66 High
Road, Chiswick, London, W.4. Visitors are always
welcomed here.

The PRO of the Leicester Radio Society, with the
assistance of G3UQX and G3TRA, has been " pushing "
Amateur Radio to local Scout groups. The scheme has
been that he has given a talk, and taken along a receiver,
so that, as the highlight of the evening, he has been
able to tune around and " find " G3UQX and G3TRA
having a QSO. No doubt quite a few recruits have been
gained by this enterprise, and, possibly even more to the
point, a favourable image created in the minds of those
who hear the talks.

Now to Greenford, who write to say that they are
still going strong, and hope to report fairly regularly
in the future. Meetings are held on alternate Fridays,
which means, for December, on the 1st, 15th and 29th,
with the start at 8 p.m., at the Greenford Community
Centre, Oldfield Lane, when either new members or
visitors will be extremely welcome.

The routine of the Salop club is a meeting on each
Thursday in the month except the third, which is on a
Tuesday and given over to the Club Project, under
G3UDA. December 6 is at the Technical College, and is a
Mullard Lecture on Colour TV, and this is followed by
a valuable talk, to be given by Mr. J. Stamp, the GPO
Area Engineer, on " Radio Interference." Finally, the
28th will be a " natter night " operating the Club
station, and Morse practice. Unless otherwise specified,
all the meetings are at the Old Post Office Hotel in Milk
Street, Shrewsbury.

It is surprising how few Clubs having a small
potential membership meet in the home of a member;
one that did this, at the home of a different member
each time was Stevenage, and most enjoyable those
meetings were. Now we hear of another, this time the
Isle of Man group, who get together at the QTH of their
Hon. Sec., GD3FBS, on the first and third Monday in
each month-not, as previously, Wednesdays-at least
until May of next year.

Another crowd, who for many years met at the home
of G3ERN, their president, was Harlow; alas, their old
place was swept away to make room for a new road, and
they are now foregathering every Tuesday in the Old
Barn, First Avenue, Harlow, where they have been for
some long time.

Guildford enclosed with their Natter the menu for
their Annual Dinner, decorated with the most delightful
pair of radio -active cherubs supporting a great circle
map-a fine piece of draughtsmanship on somebody's
part. The dinner is booked for January 19, but before
then, we see that on December 8 there will be either a
talk by G3HWR, or a Construction Contest; a Natter
evening on December 22; and a Junk Sale on January 12.

Over at Echelford the month is mainly informal,

with a session at the Links Hotel, Fordbridge Road,
Ashford, on the 18th, and another at Hq., The Hall,
St. Martin's Court, Kingston Crescent, Woodthorpe
Road, Ashford, on the 28th, at which it is hoped to put on
a live demonstration of some VHF gear.

Somebody in the North Kent group has a twisted
sense of humour-they recently held a Junk Sale, the
raw materials for which were given the club by members,
so that all the proceeds went into the funds. To rub
this point home the back page of the newsletter asking
for donations carried a picture of an AR88! Grrr-
junk, indeed! Anyhow, turning to the future shows us
that in December they have bookings for the 14th and
28th at the Congregational Church Hall, adjacent to the
Clock Tower, Bexleyheath, starting at 8 p.m. The former
date is devoted to RAEN, and the latter to G2CCD, who
is to discuss the evergreen problem of " Aerials for DX."
In addition there is to be a special session at the " Yacht "
in Long Lane on December 19, with a buffet, at a
charge of between 5/- and 7/6 a head; the Hon. Sec.
would like to know as soon as possible who is going so
as to sort out the catering arrangements.

December in Mid -Sussex means reserving the 6th and
20th for sessions at Lindfield Primary School, near
Haywards Heath. The former date is set aside for a
lecture on Codar equipment by Reg. Ireland, G3IRE,
while the latter is an " informal," for details of which
a quick contact with G3RXJ at the address in the Panel
is indicated.

Now to the Radio Amateur Invalid and Bedfast
Club, better known perhaps as RAIBC, which, by way
of Radial, passes round all the news and views of our
handicapped amateurs and their doings. The front page
this month is devoted to a very funny yarn about a chap
who " gets even " with the computer which he uses at
work; and the inner ones to the usual collection of
membership items. Reading this little magazine, one
soon realises how much the group needs to rally round
them all the " supporters " it can, and how essential
membership is to anyone interested in radio and handi-
capped or blind.

After a gap, it is pleasant to hear once again from
Mid-Herts that they are still alive and kicking; meetings
are on the second Thursday in each month, and for details
a contact should be made with G8ASP at the address
given in the Panel. Incidentally, it was a lucky coinci-
dence that the letter from this crowd arrived on the same
day as a request for the details of a group in the Welwyn
area from a prospective member-other Hon. Secs.,
take note!

*

British Rail sent us a copy of their Newsletter for
September, from which we are sorry to see that quite
a number of those who promised support during the
early battles to get the Society organised have been notable
for their reticence once the thing was going. Con-
sidering the enormous amount of hard slogging put in
by the committee, it is no wonder that one senses a
slight feeling of frustration-however, let us hope that
they soon get them all roped in and things on the boil
again.

Over at Medway, there is an " evening out " to
Canterbury laid on for December 8, for a lecture on
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In the pre -1939 period, there was a small but active club in the Eastbourne
district, of which the late G5BW was a distinguished member. Recently,
the idea of a new start was mooted, and the Southdown Amateur Radio
Society now has no less than 95 members, of whom 29 hold tickets.
Projected activities include a Club station signing G3WQK on all bands,
with G3KLX as chief operator, also R.A.E. and Morse tuition classes.
A Quad is being raised for the HF bands, and they have three 30ft. sticks
for other antennae. In the meantime, G3WQK is in a Sunday -morning
net on Top Band, and several members are on 1970 kc in the evenings from
2215z. Meetings are on the first Monday of each month, at the Beachy
Head Hotel, and the hon. secretary is Leslie Tagliaferro, 9 Tugwell Road,
Hampden Park, Eastbourne (54244). Incidentally, it was our picture of
him on p.40 of the March issue of " Short Wave Magazine " that started

the whole thing off !

Radio Astronomy, and on the 19th the Club station
G2FJA will be on the air. After the New Year, meetings
will be held every Monday evening, as an experiment.

The copy of the Wolverhampton News Letter which
is to hand covers all the October and November activities
-no less than twelve of them. For the immediate future,
there are meetings on November 27, and on December 4,
11 and 18, with January 8 reserved for their New Year
party at the Black Horse. This Club's third D/F contest
attracted eight local entries, the winning pair being
G3CO1/G3EHG in 14 minutes, with 87 mins. as the
longest time logged to find the hidden Tx! Wolver-
hampton also have a Club Constructional project in
hand (a GDO), and arrangements for this are to be
finalised on December 18-be at Hq., Neachells Cottage,
Stockwell Road, Tettenhall by no later than 8.0 p.m.

The December information does not appear in our
copy of the Reigate Feedback-but what does is rather
an important point-and that is, very simply, the attitude
of the lads to any newcomers at their first visit, which
basically is the one that determines whether they come
again and pay a sub., or whether they decide never to
darken the Clubroom doors again. Reigate mean to see

that the latter never happens to them. A late report gives
it that Reigate's next meeting is on December 13, with
G3MVZ demonstrating and talking about his transis-
torised SSB transceiver-sounds an enterprising piece
of gear. This will be at the George & Dragon, Cromwell
Road, Redhill, for 7.30 p.m. The ninth annual dinner -
dance is booked for Friday, February 2-note the date,
and see G3NKS about tickets as soon as possible.

The Surrey Radio Contact Club is organised and lined
up until next April-December 19 will feature Mr. A.
Browne of Mullard Research Labs., who is to talk about
the Stellar Interferometer at Narrabi in Australia.
On the 22nd, the " Blue Anchor " Hq. in South Croydon
will be the scene for a Club Dinner and Social. The
January meeting will be a Club Members' Receiver
Forum, which rather sounds as if the intention is to
compare various receivers.

Nailsworth is a Club that we hear from at rare and
irregular intervals-but, like, say, Shefford, here is
a group that, although they are somewhat " out in the
sticks," manage to keep thriving in a way that makes the
weaker of the big -city clubs look rather sickly. One is
inclined to feel that a period as an ordinary member
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of Nailsworth or Shefford or a similar group should be
part of the training of anyone who aspires to be Secretary
of any group in a large city. Coming back to the point,
the lads at Nailsworth are to be found on Tuesdays at the
Boys Club, where they have a shack and gear for the LF
bands-and they would like a few QSO's, so keep an
ear open for them.

If you live in the Southampton area, then you have
a local radio society that not only publishes a newsletter
which is as keen on " grinding axes " as some of the
national dailies, but also holds a twice -weekly session
in the clubroom, at 20 Carlton Road, Southampton,
the selected evenings being Wednesday and Friday; in
addition to all this there is a monthly " do " in the
Lanchester Building of the University.

Over in Harrow, they are going through that most
Important Event, a Twenty -First Anniversary, and it is
for us all to congratulate them on reaching the majority.
October has seen a special programme, and of course a
suitable coming -of -age party; and QZZ has seen another
of those delightful little bits of reminiscence with a point
from the able pen of G2UV, that same G2UV who was
the originator of the QSL card, still at it and enjoying his
radio as much as ever. For December, there is G2TA
on Linear Amplifiers on the 1st, followed a week later
by a Practical, and on the 15th there is the Annual Christ-
mas Party. Naturally enough, the 22nd is " no meeting,"
while the 29th will be given over to one of those Junk
Sales. We have only the first part of the January affairs
but that is a most important one-the Annual General
Meeting-on January 5 at Hq., Roxeth Manor School,
South Harrow.

A change of venue is to be noted by those who are
located in the " catchment area " of the Bury and
Rossendale group; they now have their once -monthly
meetings at the George Hotel, Market Street, Bury,
where the 12th is booked for the AGM.

Recently the lads of Crystal Palace had a Hi-Fi
evening-an event which they repeat once each year
with, where possible, different equipment. G3FZL, in the
newsletter issue to hand, discusses the gear and has a
few very pertinent things to say about the present craze
for transistorised amplifiers, only one of which has a
performance as good as the better valve devices! For
December, the date to reserve is the 16th and the pro-
gramme is a Junk Sale and Christmas Party rolled into one.

Spilsby Hamfest is, as many will know, a pretty
regular event, to which the lads of Skegness look forward
through the winter. To find out what else they do, get
in touch with G2ABK at the address in the Panel.

* * *

Every other Friday there is a get-together of the Saltash
crowd at the Burraton Toc H Hall, starting at 7.30. The

SECRETARIES PSE NOTE!
The next " Month with The Clubs " will be in

our issue dated February, due out on January 26, for
which the closure for Club reports will be Friday,
January 5-addressed " Club Secretary," Short
Wave Magazine, Buckingham. In the January issue,
publishing on December 29, we shall be using the space
to report the recent Magazine Club Contest, MCC.

detail of the December activity is not, at the time of
writing, to hand-possibly because there has been an
AGM recently and someone has to do some organising
-but certain it is that in the event something of interest
will occur.

At the Verulam AGM on December 20, there is
also to be a Fun Quiz, and seasonal refreshments, so
there should be no lack of attendance on this occasion.
Earlier in the month, on December 6, is the Informal,
for which (it is firmly stated) the secret plan will remain
secret until the night! Sounds rather intriguing, both
these sessions are to take place, as usual, at the Cavalier
Hall, Watford Road, in St. Albans.

Just up the road from Verulam is Hemel Hempstead,
who have a change of Hon. Sec. to record and who advise
that they are to be found at Rucklers Lane Hall, Kings
Langley, on the first and third Friday of each month.

* *

From Edgware we hear that they recently had a talk
on a subject which never could be over-played-that of
the Stable VFO-given by G3ONS; as for the coming
dates, these are for December 11, and in the New Year,
January 8 and 22. For further details, contact G3RAA,
as Panel.

Plymouth sent in their QUA just on the deadline,
from which it is noted that recent events have included the
Annual Dinner, a Junk Sale, and a return visit with the
Saltash lads, this time at headquarters. Hq. to the Ply-
mouth gang means the Virginia Settlement, which is
near Breton Side Bus Station; here they foregather every
Tuesday evening at 7.30 p.m., alternate weeks being
given over to a Constructional class.

" Out of Luck " has been the state of things for the
Northern Heights programme, due to lecturers being
ill or having other commitments; however G3MDW, as
usual, managed to switch his lectures round at the last
minute, and so all was well. For December, there is the
Annual Dinner slated for the 6th, while the 20th is
given over to a Ragchew evening. The first lecture of the
New Year is to be given by G3OMM, her topic being
" Radio on Stamps," followed on the 17th by a joint
session at which they will be joined by the Bradford group
to hear an officer of Wakefield CID talking about
Fingerprints. The month will be rounded off by a Film
Show on the 31st.

Their chairman's notes in the Southgate Newsletter
for November draws attention to members' lack of
support in the sense of contributed material for it, and
announces that he will be unable to seek re-election at
the AGM on December 14. A brighter note is struck by
mention of the fact that they have been able to contrive
a good aerial system for all bands at his new QTH.
Southgate run an annual constructional contest for their
" G6QM Trophy " and we shall look forward to seeing
the results in the next Newsletter.

As usual, there is some good stuff in the current
issue of the A.R.M.S. Mobile News-which, says a
footnote to members, is being " produced under excep-
tionally difficult conditions." Nevertheless, they are
doing good work for the Mobile interest.

The latest Bulletin of the Ex -G Radio Club includes
the current membership list, showing that they now have
more than 100 members; the list also gives the original
QRA of each member, e.g., London, Grimsby, Glasgow,
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MCC -LATE FLASH!
The comparative peace at the LF end of Top Band

was shattered at 1700z on Saturday 11th by the
crescendo of stations calling " CQ MCC "-and we
were off to another terrific Contest. So far as can be
judged at the moment of writing, MCC was again a
very well supported event -some 60 additional and
unlisted Clubs applied for identifications -with a
high level of activity and some very slick operating.
Full story next month.

or whatever. The Club meets over the air on 14346 kc
every Sunday at 1900z for telephony QSO's, and on
14065 kc each Saturday at 1900z for CW contacts. There
is also an 80 -metre net on 3820 kc (outside our band)
for SSB working, on Tuesday nights at 0030z. The
ex -G Radio Club is run largely by W3HQO (hailing from
Kidderminster) who devotes much time and effort to
it, producing a chatty and informative monthly com-
pilation.

The latest Newsletter of the R.A.F. Amateur Radio
Society reports a heartening increase in membership -
now standing at 430, and still rising -and its finances
are shown to be in a most healthy state. Unfortunately,
however, the unhappy dispute with the R.A.F. authorities

about the status of the Society still drags on -briefly, the
Hobbies Board demands that if R.A.F.A.R.S. is to be
accorded official recognition and support, it must first
discharge from membership all the civilian element.
Whatever the reasons may be for this ruling, it is a
preposterous attitude for the Ministry to take in the case
of the R.A.F. Amateur Radio Society, which was
founded long before Hitler's War, and has a long history
of achievement. In any event, all its " civilian " element
is, or has been, directly connected with the Service.

Peterborough report that they are organising a series
of lectures throughout the winter, to be given on the
first Friday of each month at the local Technical College.
The first one will be by G3RED on the Heathkit SB-101
Sideband rig, as noticed on p.560 of our November
issue. The shake-up at the recent AGM still produced
G3KPO as their hon. secretary!

Deadline
And that about wraps it up for this time -any

further reports coming in " by this afternoon's post "
will be too late! Please don't forget that the next " Month
with The Clubs " will be in our February issue, because
January's Club space will be devoted to Matters Arising,
viz. the MCC Report. Deadline for February is first
post on Friday, January 5, addressed: " Club Secretary,"
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM.

Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue :
ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer, G3GEH,

188 Gunnersbury Avenue, Acton, London, W.3.
A.R.M.S.: N. A. S. Fitch, G3FPK, 79 Murchison Road, London,

BANGOR:E J. W. Campbell, GI3OLJ, 48 Abbey Drive, Bangor,
Co. Down.

BISHOPS STORTFORD: A. Marriott, G3VWC, 21 Thorley
Hill, Bishops Stortford (4796).

BRITISH RAIL: H. A. J. Gray, Eleven, Swanton Drive, East
Dereham, Norfolk.

BURY & ROSSENDALE: A. Cooper, G3VVQ, 411 Holcombe
Road, Greenmount, nr. Bury.

CHELMSFORD: G. C. Cutting, G3GNQ, 35 The Street, Galley -
wood, Chelmsford.

CORNISH: W. J. Gilbert, 7 Poltair Road, Penrhyn, Cornwall.
CRAWLEY: R. G. B. Vaughan, G3FRV, 5 Filbert Crescent,

Gossops Green, Crawley (23359), Sussex.
CRAY VALLEY: D. Buckley, G3VLX, 234 Halfway Street,

Sidcup, Kent (ELTham 6945).
CRYSTAL PALACE: G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, 11 Liphook

Crescent, London, S.E.23. (FORest Hill 6940).
ECHELFORD: D. Walmsley, G3HZL, 153 Worple Road,

Isleworth, Middlesex. (POPesgrove 3239).
EDGWARE: G. S. Fitton, G3RAA, 18 Beverley Drive, Edgware,

Middlesex.
EX -G RADIO CLUB: R. H. Cherrill, W31-100, 8005 Palmetto

Street, Philadelphia, Penna. 19111.
GRAFTON: E. A. Rudolph, G3SIL, 29 Pangbourne Drive,

Stanmore, Middlesex.
GREENFORD: F. C. Reid G3VMD, 34 Carlton Avenue,

Greenford, Middlesex.
GUILDFORD: A. Wilkes, G3SLH, Schiehallion, Hookley

Lane, Elstead, Godalming, Surrey.
HARROW: R. C. Ray, G2TA, Wintons End, Springfield,

Bushey Heath (1762), Herts.
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD: A. Lex-Arnold, 13 Little Road, Hemel

Hempstead.
HEREFORD: B. Edwards, G3RJB, 5 Powys Lane, Hereford.
HULL: D. J. Peacock, G3NOP, 336 Cottingham Road, Hull.
ISLE OF MAN: H. Grist, GD3FBS, Ravenscroft, Greeba,

St. Johns, Isle of Man.
LEICESTER: J. T. McAllister, 239 Sturdee Road, Eyres Monsell,

Leicester. (Wigston 6157).
LOTHIANS: A. J. Masson, GM3PSP, 20 Merchiston Park,

Edinburgh, 10.
MANSFIELD: F. N. F. Bewley, G8HX, 116 Westfield Lane,

Mansfield, Notts.

MEDWAY: P. Carey, G3UXH, 29 Miskin Road, Hoo, Rochester,
Kent.

MID-HERTS: H. R. Thornton, G3PKV, 43 Fordwich, Welwyn
Garden City.

MIDLAND: C. J. Haycock, G3JDJ, 29A Wellington Road,
Handsworth, Birmingham, 20.

MID -SUSSEX: E. J. Letts, G3RXJ, 87 Meadow Lane, Burgess
Hill, Sussex.

MID -WARWICKSHIRE: M. Spencer, G3UOD, NBS 3rd Line,
Royal Air Force, Gaydon, Warwick.

NAILSWORTH: F. J. D. Hills, G3VVV, 1 Oxlease Close,
Tetbury, Gloucestershire.

NORTHERN HEIGHTS: A. Robinson, G3MDW, Candy
Cabin, Ogden, Halifax (44329).

NORTH KENT: P. T. Saber, 64 Latham Road, Bexleyheath,
(8655), Kent.

PETERBOROUGH: D. Byrne, G3KPO, Jersey House, Eye,
Peterborough.

PLYMOUTH: G. Clark, 19 Beverston Way, Widewell,
Roborough, Plymouth.

PURLEY: A. Frost, G3FTQ, 62 Gonville Road, Thornton
Heath, Surrey. CR4-6DB.

R.A.F.A.R.S.: Hon. Secretary, Amateur Radio Society, R.A.F.
Station, Locking, Weston -s -Mare, Somerset.

R.A.I.B.C.: Frances Woolley, G3LWY, 331 Wigan Lane, Wigan,
Lancs.

REIGATE: D. Thom, G3NKS, 12 Willow Road, Redhill, Surrey.
(Reigate 45033).

SALOP: W. Lindsay -Smith, G3WNI, 22 Kingswood Crescent,
Copthorne, Shrewsbury.

SALTASH: J. A. Ennis, 19 Coombe Road, Saltash, Cornwall.
SKEGNESS: N. Hodgson, G2ABK, 26 Raithby Road, Hundleby,

Spilsby, Lincs.
SOUTHAMPTON: A. Partner, G3HKT, Tekhi, Hound Road,

Netley.
SOUTHAMPTON UNIVERSITY: A. R. Cross, G3WEA,

J.C.R., The University, Southampton.
SOUTHGATE: A. Dutton, G3TIE, 77 South Lodge Drive,

Southgate, London, N.14. (Tel. LABurnum 3390).
SOUTH LONDON MOBILE : C. E. Malcolm, G3UYN, 41a,

Cambray Road, London, S.W.12.
SUSSEX: R. Morrison, G3KGA, 33 Sefton Road, Croydon

CRO-7HS, Surrey. (01-654-5982).
TORBAY: D. T. Hind, G3VNG, 46 Thurlow Road, Torquay,

Devon.
VERULAM: J. Thomas, G3RXA, 9 Highland Drive, Hemel

Hempstead (55136).
WOLVERHAMPTON: J. P. H. Burden, G3UBX, 28 Coalway

Road, Wolverhampton.
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THE OTHER MAN'S STATION

INTEREST
in Amateur Radio was aroused by coming

into contact with G3KZU and in fact without his
help and encouragement over the past two years, I
feel sure I should not be the proud holder of G3WYQ.
The R.A.E. was tackled by attending the very excellent
course at Brighton Technical College run by Richard
Canning, G6YJ. When in September the small brown
envelope arrived bearing the letter " P " in the top right-
hand corner of the enclosed yellow slip, a concentrated
effort was made on the Morse, with the aid of oscillator,
key, tape recorder and G3WQQ and his son Gavin.
It will be a long time before I forget the feeling of
elation when at last the Morse pass slip was in my posses-
sion, and I realised that all there was between me and
my own callsign were a birth certificate and £2.

It has been some four weeks between receiving a
Licence and the station getting on the air which I am
sure, on reflection, has been a good thing; it has allowed
time to put the finishing touches to the shack-built in
the attic, as shown in the picture-and to put up the
30ft. aluminium aerial pole at the end of the garden,
with a " 5RV " between it and the house. My first
QSO was with GM3SVK while operating /A from
G3WQQ's QTH. This was on Top Band, first with CW

G3WYQ

and then Phone. The first contact from the home QTH
was with LA3UL on 20 metres at 12.55 p.m. on October
29. Since then many new friends have been made over
the air and a picture is slowly being built up of just how
the KW -2000A and the 5RV aerial get out and on what
bands.

I consider myself very fortunate in that since I first
became interested in Amateur Radio there have always
been people only too ready to help and advise, and that
no matter how silly my questions may have seemed
to them, they were always answered with tact and
consideration. (QTH: R. J. Allbut, G3 WY Q, 67 Downland
Road, Woodingdean, Brighton, Sussex.)

BIT OF A CELEBRATION
During the period October 20-29, AT -stations in

Zambia were permitted to use the prefix 913 (instead
of 9J), by way of celebrating Zambia's independence
day, the third anniversary of which fell on the 24th.
The " Worked Zambia Award " is involved, scoring
being double -points for working stations using the 913
prefix. According to the DX Call Book, there are
about sixty 9J's licensed.
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NEW QTH's
G3VMQ/A, P. A. Tory, c/o 12

Johnstone Street, Bath, Somerset.
G3WKP, P. King, Nirvana, Corn-

prigney Hill, Truro, Cornwall.
(Tel. Truro 4788.)

G3WOE, M. A. White, 25 Green
Park Avenue, Skircoat Green,
Halifax, Yorkshire.

G3WPK, R. A. McCowatt, 70 Heath
Road, Hounslow, Middlesex.

G3WRS, Wakefield and District
Radio Society, c/o E. Price, 23
Elmwood Grove, Horbury, Wake-
field, Yorkshire.

G3WTQ, P. C. Angold, 8 Gray -
sands Road, Hale, Cheshire. (Tel.
061 -ALT -4589.)

G3WUA, B. R. P. Lindop, 47 High
Street, Eccleshall, Stafford.

G3WUQ, G. W. Oswin, 64 White-
house Crescent, Sutton Coldfield,
Warks.

G3WVU, N. Harrison, 11 Carlton
Road, Benton, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, NE12 8BE. (Tel. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne 661395.)

G3WVZ, P. Smith, 18 Plowden
Road, Wythenshawe, Manchester,
22. (Tel. 061-MER-6913.)

G3WWC, C. J. Carroll, 117 Oak
Lane, Upchurch, Sittingboume,
Kent. (Tel. Medway 33184.)

G3WWF, I. R. Firth, 6 Eastfield
Drive, Woodlesford, Leeds, York-
shire.

G3WWI, R. E. Oxley, 1 Elm Grove,
Maidstone, Kent. (Tel. Maidstone
58182.)

G3WWK, J. W. Searle, Nautico,
Kingsale Road, Salcombe, Devon.

G3WWL, B. D. Tipper, 271 Black-
berry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton
Coldfield, Warks.

GW3WWN, G. W. Evans, 18 Mount
Pleasant, Tonna, Neath, Glam.

G3WXN, L. McKown, 16 High
Lee Street, Werneth, Oldham,
Lancs.

G3WXS, M. D. Calvert, Syreford
Wood Cottage, Andoversford,
Cheltenham, Glos. (Tel. Andovers-
ford 439.)

G3WXT, H. C. Pryse, 36 Hart Road,
Byfleet, Weybridge, Surrey.

This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders
of new U.K. callsigns, as issued, or changes of address of transmitters
already licensed. All addresses published here are reprinted in the U.K.
section of the " RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK " in preparation.
QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space
allowance each month. Please write clearly and address on a separate slip

to QTH Section.

G3WYC, A. Durbin, 3 Milton Road,
Weston -super -Mare, Somerset.

G3WYF, C. W. Heigh, 20 Highfield
Road, Daventry, Northants.

G3WYG, E. P. Gooding, 39 St.
Georges Road, Felixstowe,
Suffolk. (Tel. Felixstowe 4236.)

G3WYI, G. J. Simpson, 1 Marsh
Terrace, Darwen, Lancs.

G3WYN, J. K. Gibson, 13 Chillis
Wood Road, Haywards Heath,
Sussex. (Tel. Haywards Heath
2420.)

G3WYQ, R. J. Allbut, 67 Downland
Road, Woodingdean, Brighton,
Sussex, BN2 6DL.

G3WYR, P. Newman, Summerside
Cottage, Finsthwaite, Ulverston,
Lancs.

G3WYS, P. Routledge, 36 Oak
Hill Close, Woodford Green,
Essex.

G3WYV, F. Chatterton, 13 Inch -
field Close, Rochdale, Lancs.

G4JS, J. Simpson, 1 Marsh Terrace,
Darwen, Lancs. (re -issue.)

G8AIE, P. W. Willcocks, 27 Manor
Road, Barnet, Herts.

G8BDB, J. E. Berry, Highfield,
Kirkhead Road, Grange -over -
Sands, Lancs. (Tel. Grange 2485.)

GSBDU, D. McFisken, 11 Thames
Avenue, High Halstow, Rochester,
Kent. (Tel. Hoo 397.)

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

DL2AH, J. T. Worrall, 6 Inf Bde
HQ & Sig. Sqn., B.F.P.O.17,
c/o G.P.O. London, England.

EI8BL, C. E. Davies, 52 Abbey
Street, Bangor, Co. Down.

G2ALO, R. P. Munn, Redcote,
Chalfont Lane, Chorley Wood,
Herts.

G3CZS, A. Whatley, Little Orchard,
Manor Road, Claybrooke Magna,
Rubgy. (Tel. Leire 555.)

G3DMN, L. E. Flint, Decoy Cottage,
Marlesford Road, Hacheston,
Woodbridge, Suffolk.

G3FCB, E. D. Melville, 6 Vicarage
Close, Grove, Wantage, Berks.

G3FPD, R. Surman, Dumble Dore,
The Drive, Ifold, Billingshurst,
Sussex.

GW3FQZ, D. F. Ireland, 10 Bishops
Park, Pembroke, Pembs. (Tel.
Pembroke 3299.)

G3HGR, P. Knight, 7 Meadowlands,
Seal, Sevenoaks, Kent. (Tel.
Sevenoaks 62227.)

G3HQP, L. S. D. Christian, 10
Forgefield, Bethersden, Kent. (Tel.
Bethersden 405.)

GI3ILK, H. C. Manning, c/o
Belfast Banking Co. Ltd., 22
Market Square, Lisburn, Co.
Antrim.

G3JQE, A. Wormald, B.Sc.(Hons.),
18 Ashleigh Gardens, Highley,
Bridgnorth, Salop. (Tel. Highley
358.)

G310(13, D. E. Pantony, 6 Longtye
Drive, Chestfield, Whitstable,
Kent.

G3LZQ, J. Dunnington, 73 West
Hall Garth, South Cave, Brough,
Yorkshire E.R.

G3NKL, R. M. Jones, 5 Highfield
Drive, Longridge, Preston, Lancs.,
PR3 3SN.

G3NNW, K. Taylor, 9 St. Marys
Road, Manchester 8.

G3RML, D. W. Trowell, The
Bungalow, Willow Lane, Watford,
Herts.

G3SGX, R. E. Bona, 265 Yeading
Lane, Hayes, Middlesex.

G3TNQ, C. R. Davis, 5 Shaftsbury
Way, Burtonwood, Warrington,
Lancs.

G3UYD, E. T. Clarke, 65 Oakmount
Road, Chandlers Ford, Eastleigh,
Hants.

G3VLD, T. A. Denney, Rosemary,
Hillway, Outwood Common Road,
Billericay, Essex.

G3VUV, E. J. Smith, 8 Talbot Road,
Albrighton, Wolverhampton,
Staffs.

G3VXF, B. E. Ellis, Cornwalls,
Felden Lane, Boxmoor, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts. (Tel. Hemel
Hempstead 55460.)

GSKW, K. Ellis, Mount Pleasant,
Well Hill, Chelsfield, Kent.
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MAPS

AMATEUR RADIO MAP
OF WORLD

Mercator Projection - Much
DX Information - In Colour.

CALL BOOKS
"G's " only 6s. 7d.

WINTER EDITION (Available early January)
" DX Listings," 38/6. " U.S. Listings," 58/6.
The two together, covering the World, E4 /12 /6.

All prices
inclusive of

postage and

packing

Second Edition, 8s. 6d.

GREAT CIRCLE MAP LOG BOOKS MORSE COURSES
(Black and White only) 5s. 6d.
(See S.W.M. page 661, Jan. '67) G3HSC Rhythm Method of Morse Tuition

A.R.R.L. Complete Course with three 3 speed
DX ZONE MAP (Spiral bound), 9s. 6d. L.P. records with books ... ... 841-

(Revised to October 1966) 14s. 9d.
(See S.W.M. page 643, Jan. '67) Beginner's Course with two 3 speed

A.R.R.L. L.P. records with book ... ... 6016
RADIO AMATEUR MAP (Minilog) 4in. by 6in., 5s. 6d.

OF THE U.S.A. AND Single, 12" L.P. Beginner's with book 501-

NORTH AMERICA R.S.G.B. Single, 12" L.P. Advanced with book 501-

State boundaries and prefixes,
size 24in. by 30in., paper. 7s. Od.

Listeners and Observers 7s. Od.
Standard Is. Od.

Three speed simulated GPO test. 7in.
d.s. E.P. record ... ... ... 151-

RADIO AMATEUR'S
WORLD ATLAS

In booklet form, Mercator
projection, for desk use.

Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Gives Zones and Prefixes, 10s. 9d. Publications Dept., 55 Victoria Street, London S.W.I . 01-222 5341

(Nearest Tube Station, St. James's Park)

COLLAPSIBLE AERIAL' A fully adjustable highly
efficient Whip aerial

IN 5 SECTIONS _______.---" made to exacting specifications.
CLOSED 15c

Copper plated sections. Brass base.
An ideal aerial for Tx /Rx use. Easily adapt -

OPEN 5"-,..6" able for cars, scooters, walkie-talkies. Brand
new in makers boxes. Only 17/6 each, p. and p. 2/6.

111AS.6.,..-/- Two aerials for 30/-, post 2/6.
Available from : GLOBE SCIENTIFIC LTD., Dept. SW4,
24 Cawoods Yard, Mill Street, Marsh Lane, Leeds 9

New walk -around store open at this address. All types of
receivers, transmitters, and amateur gear in stock.

Callers welcome.

SCA DERWENT RADIO S.A.E.
63982 LISTS

SEASONS GREETINGS TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
In stock :

Cash or a good trade-in for your used equipment. Carriage extra.
National NC -183D £65 Heathkit RA -1 E28
LG50 £26 Minimitter converter ... £6
KW Viceroy Illa 6105 Eddystone 888A ... E58
28 HILLCREST AVENUE, SCARBOROUGH, YORKSHIRE

CREATE YOUR OWN
REFERENCE LIBRARY

by binding copies of Short Wave
Magazine in the " EASIBINDER."

The " EASIBINDER " is designed to
bind 12 copies of the Magazine as
you receive them month by month,
eventually providing a handsomely
bound volume for the bookshelf.

No need to wait until twelve copies
are assembled. As each copy is
received, it is quickly and simply
inserted into the binder. Whether
partially or completely filled, the
binder is equally effective, giving the
appearance of a book, with each page
opening flat.

Strongly made with stiff covers and
attractively bound in maroon
Leathercloth and Milskin, the binders
have only the title gold blocked on
the spine.

Price 14s. Od. post free.

PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

55 VICTORIA STREET
LONDON, S.W.I
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fast Mail Order for the Amateur Radio Enthusiast!
AERIAL EQUIPMENT

TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm twin ribbon
feeder similar K25, 8d. per yard. 75 ohm
twin feeder, 6d. per yard. Post on above
feeders, 2/- any length.
COPPER WIRE, I4G, H/D, 140ft.,
30 /- ; 70ft., 16/-. Post and packing 3/3.
Other lengths pro rata.
FEEDER SPREADERS. 6" Ceramic type
F.S., 10d. each. Postage 2/6 up to 12.
CERAMIC CENTRE PIECE for dipoles
Type AT, 1/6 each. P. & P. If-.
2 METRE BEAM, 5 ELEMENT W.S.
YAGI. Complete in box with I" to
21" masthead bracket. Price 56/-.
P. & P. 4/ -

SUPER AERAXIAL, 70/80 ohm coax,
300 watt very low loss, 2/3 per yard. 50
ohm 300 watt, 2/6 per yard. P. & P. 2/6.
TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE, type
MLI (10010.), 2d. per yd. or 12/6 per
100 yds. Type ML2 (220 lb.), 4d. per yd.

or 7.51- per 100 yds., ML4 (400 lb.), 6d.
per yd. Ideal for Guys, L.W. Supports,
Halyards. etc. Postage 1/6 on all line.

MIDLAND AGENTS FOR

EDDYSTONE
Receivers & Components

Transmitters, Receivers and
Sundry Equipment by

 KW ELECTRONICS
 HALSON
 T.W. ELECTRONICS
 CODAR RADIO
 PARTRIDGE

NEW BOXED VALVES. 3/6 each,
4 for 10/-. P. & P 2/-.

Types 6N7GT, 6A87, 6AC7, 6SK7, 6K7,
6SF7, 6SH7, 6F7, 956, U10, MSP4, 6G6G.

ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS. 100
to 35.00 Mc/s. in 3 Switched Bands. 3.5,
7, 14, 21 and 28 Mc/s. Ham Bands marked
on scale. Complete with indicator bulb.
A MUST for any Ham Shack. ONLY 25/ -
EACH. Post free.

SHORT WAVE KITS. One valve only,
45/-, phones, ant, and datts, 40/- extra if
required. Ideal (or Junior op.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. All
brass with ceramic end plates and ball
race bearings. 50pF, 5/9 ; 100, 6/6 ;
160, 7/6 ; 240, 8/6. Extension for
ganging. P. & P. 2/..

SEALED RELAYS, I2v. 1050 Coil.
Type A. 4 Pole, C.O. 15/-. Type B.2
Pole, C.O. + 2 Pole Norm. on, 12/6.
P. & P. 1/6.

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.

The Widest Range in the Midlands

* HIRE PURCHASE
* PART CHAS. H.

At your service G2AK, G3LAY, G3VFV
Please print your address. No C.O.D. under LI. 'phone 021-236-1635

YOUNG LTD.

170-172 Corporation Street,
Birmingham 4

S.S.B. PRODUCTS
" SP HI N X " Mk. II TX. S.S.B./A.M./C.W. 80 watts. 160m.,
80m. (40m.), 20m. Built-in power unit. Still the best quality.
Attractive cabinets. Easy to resolve pleasant sigs. All complete
ready to plug-in, £84. (Reconditioned ones, 665).

" PYRAMID " 800 watt LINEAR. 80-10m. Built-in power
unit. All parts including cabinet and metalwork, £49/15/- (25/-).

"CANONBALL" TX. S.S.B./A.M./C.W. covers 1.8 to 2 Inc.
only 8 x 6 x 6 ins. (3.5 to 4 me and 12v. versions), E38 (7/6).

" DELTA " co -axial relay unit. A.C. mains i/p with push to
talk button on fly lead. Plenty of aux. contacts on rear to completely
control your station, £7/5/- (6/-).

" NAPOLEON " S.W.R. BRIDGE. 70-80 ohm. Sens. control,
800-10 watts. Will work like Delta does, even on 2 metres. For
ref. sw. Small. H/BLUE steel case. Accurate. 5 gns. (4/6).

" SCARAB" Xtal Filters, £8/7/6 (21-)
"SCARAB" Kits, EiS /19/6 (2/-) Inclucles carr. Xtal.

SPECIAL OFFER. Class D Wavemeters. Converted to 240v.
A.C. i/p. Resmoothed, re -calibration, Respray case. A real genuine
offer while our fresh stocks last. With Handbook and phones,
£8/1916. We will do your own Class D for £51101- (xtal must be
O.K.).

SILPLUG units. 500v., 30/-. 750v., 40/- (2/-).
D.A.I. electronic keyers in stock. LI6 /10 /- (6/-).
KY.IO2 bug keys in stock, L4/10/- (4/6).
R.F.45. FIELD STRENGTH meters, only 45 /-
DM I6H L dynamic mic. and table stand, only 92/6 (4/6).
6146. BRAND NEW AND BOXED, only 30/- (2/3 each. P & P).
6HF5. 32/- each (2/3 each Post), bases 4/- each (6d.).
SCARAB XTALS. Set of 3 incl. carrier xtal on 455 kc. complete

with cct. and sockets, etc., only E5 (2/-).
BM3 Mies. Few left at 37/6 each (4/6).
100 mid. 450v. electro's. New P.V.C.W.E., 8/6 each (I/-).
SILICON DIODES. 800v. P.I.V. 500 m/a. New, 4/6 each.
RECONDITIONED. RX's, TX's, LINEARS, etc. 2-4d. stamps.
CODAR P.R.30. 65/- (4/6). HA350 160m. versions NEW, at

E84. TRIO JR-500 160-10m., 64 gns. TRIO 9R-59, 35 gns.

7A EDWARD STREET °909R4796

QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS

Hermetically sealed, Gold or Silver
Electroded Crystals, post free at the
following prices : each
Fundamental 3 Mc/s. to 15 Mc/s. at LI 5s. Od.
Fundamental 15 Mc/s. to 20 Mc/s. at LI 10s. Od.
Overtone 20 Mc/s. to 30 Mc/s. at LI 10s. Od.

State holder type preferred -HC -6/U or FT243

PROFESSIONALLY MADE FOR THE AMATEUR

Other frequencies available on request.
Send cash with order stating your exact
requirements.

These crystals are made to your order
and are not Government surplus stock.

CATHODEON CRYSTALS LTD. Linton, Cambridge
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PRINTSET KITS FROM
WEST GERMANY

Easy to Build -Printed Circuits -LOW priced!

VHF : 2M Superhet Receiver (Transistors)
2M Transmitter )
2M Modulator ( )
2M Converter (Valves)
2M Transmitter ( F. )
2M PA and Modulator ( )

SSB 9MHz SSB Generator, and Mixer -Oscillator for Amateur
Bands.

CW : Electronic Morse Keys (Transistors)
RTTY DL6EQ Demodulator (TU), Bandpass and Tuned, 2125/

2975, 1050/1900 Hz Filters, C/R Tuning Unit, FS Keyer,
AFSK Oscillators. 88mhy Toroids. T/P Motor Strobe
Forks.

If you want to know more - Ask for leaflet SP4.

SPACEMARK Ltd. 14 PICCADILLY,
MANCHESTER 1
(Tel: 061-237 0817)

The Mini -Ten Beam
Two element beam for ten metres

We can now give immediate delivery of the Mini -Ten, with
an overall length of only 10ft. 8in., Dural construction and
all fittings cadmium plated.

G3IRP reports, " Well made beam with good performance.
VK, ZL, CE, VS, KZ, VQ, OA, ZS, etc. at 57 or 59."

G3UFM reports, "Immediately on assembly with Mini -
Ten only five feet above ground worked Ukraine RS -58."

Direct from the manufacturers for only E8. 19 . 6.
S.A.E. (9 x 4) please for fully illustrated leaflet.

MINITENNA BEAM PRODUCTS
(J. Sharratt)

EDLESBOROUGH, DUNSTABLE, BEDS.
Tel. Eaton Bray 297.

HAMMERITE
HAMMER PATTERN BRUSH PAINT
FOR PANELS, METALWORK, ETC.

TRIAL TIN (covers 5 sq. ft.) only 3/9 + post 9d.
COLOURS : blue, silver, black, or bronze.
2Ioz. tins, 3/9. 4. pint, 8/-. 1 pint, 16/-. Very special prices for larger
sizes. Carr. up to 5/-, 9d., up to 101-, 1/9, over 10/-, 3/..
HAMMERITE produces the cellular pattern known as hammer
finish. Just brush on. It air dries in 20 minutes to a smooth, dust
repellent tough finish. Withstands 150 C, oil, water, etc. Adheres
to practically anything without a primer. Ideal for metalwork.
One coat on hardboard makes fabulous panels. (No primer
needed). Government tested. Amazing results, just try it I

RETURN OF POST SERVICE, Monday to Friday.
Fireproof spray thinners, tinters, panel transfers, etc. List Free.

FINNIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS (SW)
MICKLEY SQUARE, STOCKSFIELD, NORTHUMBERLAND

Tel.: Stocksfield 2280

NEW 1967
24 page illustrated list

of
Valves - Transistors,
SCR's, Zeners, Tunnel
Diodes, F.E.T's, Photo
Devices, Quartz
Crystals, I I-.

Completely
New Edition

2,000 li:ted Devices
Have you sent for your
copy !

11967 CATALOGUE
Completely
New Edition
200
Packed Pages
Fully illustrated
101- DISCOUNT
VOUCHERS en-
closed with every
copy.

Price 8/6
Post paid.

HENRYS RADIO Ltd PAD 1008/9
 Mon. -Sat. 9.6 p.m.

303 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 Thurs. 9-1 p.m.

Buy your Christmas Presents
from K.W. Electronics

VIBROPLEX KEYS ...
FILTERS (Mechanical and Crystal)
FILTERS, Low pass... ...

High pass
MICROPHONES ...
ROTATORS
ANTENNA SWITCH .-ES
WALKIE-TALKIES
VERTICALS
BEAMS (H.F. Bands)
QUAD KITS
VFO GELOSO 4/105 ...
B & W Phase -shift Network
TRAP DIPOLES ...
TRAPS
BALUN KW ...

Hy -Gain
DUMMY LOAD ...
E Z MATCH Antenna Tuner ...
SWR INDICATOR

E9 to El4
£9 to £23

E4 .4 .0
18/6

£4. 10.0 to E9. 10.0
E13 to E61
E3 to £32

£15 . 10.0
from El 0
from £18

. . from E27

. . from E16
£3 .11 .0

... from E8 . 15 . 0
... £3 . 10 . 0
... £1 . 15 . 0

E7
iS . 10 . 0
£12. 10.0
E8. 10.0

£16

MOBILE WHIPS, VALVES, CABLE, etc., etc.
or What about a KW2000A, VESPA Mk. II, KW201 Receiver?
or a LINEAR Amplifier? or DRAKE, SWAN, SOMMERKAMP,

SBE ? or Trade-in Equipment -VICEROYS, VANGUARDS,
KW2000 Receivers, no-aoo.

SPECIAL OFFER! HITACHI SHORT-WAVE ADAPTER
FOR YOUR CAR RADIO. Covers 13, 16, 19, 25, 31, 41, 49, 60 and
90 metre Bands. VERY STABLE and NEAT APPEARANCE, 6 or I2v.
neg. or pos. to chassis. " I listen to Radio Melbourne, Canada, VOA,
India, Pakistan, etc., whilst driving to work "-GBKW. Excellent
value -usual price E14, but due to bulk purchase, only f10. 10 . 0.

K.W. ELECTRONICS LTD.
DARTFORD, KENT

G5JV REX RADIO G3JVM
NEW

TRIO JR60 receiver, Amateur bandspread, two
I s. d.

metre band and crystal calibrator ... ... 45 0 0
TRIO JR500SE. Amateur band receiver. Latest

model, listed 59 gns.... 55 0 0
TRIO 9R59DE. General coverage, with mechanical

filters, listed 35 gns. 35 0 0
LAFAYETTE HE30. Quite a fair receiver at the

price, listed 35 gns. ... 20 0 0
FANTAVOX HE50. Built-in speaker ... ... 12 10 0
CODAR " Q " Multiplier ... ... 6 0 0
REVOX G37 tape recorder with twelve 10i" tapes,

cost nearly £200 ... 100 0 0
TRUVOX transistor F.M. tuner, listed £32 ... 25 0 0
GRUNDIG I4L tape recorder in sealed carton,

listed L33/17/- ... 30 0 0
GRUNDIG TKI8 de -luxe, listed L41/191- ... 32 10 0
B. & 0. 2000DL tape recorder, listed £131/5/- ... 100 0 0

SECONDHAND
R.C.A. 4336 transmitter with valves, and spare 805

and 813 15 0 0

HAMMARLUND HX50/160 and HXL/I linear
and set new spare valves, cost over £400 ... ... 200 0 0

HALLICRAFTERS SX71 double conversion
receiver with matching speaker ... 35 0 0

PAMPHONIC F.M. tuner, self powered ... 10 0 0
JASON F.M. tuner, self powered ... ... 7 10 0
Pair of PAMPHONIC column speakers ... ... 10 0 0
LEAK stereo 30 transistor amplifier, listed 49 gns.... 35 0 0
R.C.A. 8I3s. New and boxed ... ... 2 0 0

329 Kilburn Lane, London, W.9
Telephone Ladbroke 1770

SHOWROOMS AT 301 KILBURN LANE W.9
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STOP READING

NM building
start SW listening
For only 08.6.2d. you can build this exciting.
instructive Short Wave Receiver. The Star
Roamer kit looks and sounds professional- a
beautifully finished charcoal grey cabinet and
matching front with ham type operating fea-
tures and performance. The perfect introduction
to radio construction and ham techniques- the
perfect gift for enthusiast and novice alike.

Like all Knightkits the Star Roamer is available
from Electroniques on convenient credit terms.
It is fully guaranteed and for any construction
problem our friendly Service Department is
ready to advise and assist.

Send for the FREE Knightkit 64 -page brochure.
It gives full details and performance specifica-
tion on the Star Roamer and dozens of other
unusual electronic kits. No real enthusiast can
afford to be without a copy.

IIMIMIEMMINIMIai IM ti 1111111111111111E

iPlease send me your FREE
brochure K3t giving full
details on the Knightkit

Irange. ADDRESS
Send to ELECTRONIQUES

I(Prop. STC) Limited, Edin-
burgh Way, Harlow, Essex.

NAME

knight -kit
Quality built in, built up by you electroniques

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
(" SITUATIONS " AND " TRADE ")

9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series discount. All
charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only
accepted. Add 25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility
accepted for errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed
to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

TRADE

AERIAL Masts : To 40ft. in six 7ft. sections, 2in.
diameter alloy, few left at £5 10s. Two -section

20ft. wooden masts, lAin. dia., 20s. Load resistors,
200 -ohm 25 -watt, three for 6s. Photostat copies R.220
and R.1392 circuitry, 3s. fid.; others available for
VHF. New Codar A.T.'s, £25 inc. PSU. See our
October adv. p.519 for other items still available.
Postage paid on all orders. Open Saturdays and
Sundays p.m. -Jim Fish, G4MH, 18 Town End,
Golcar, Huddersfield (52653), Yorkshire.
XTALs, 39 to 41 mc. overtone. HC6U mounting,

three different frequencies at our selection, price
only 8s. 6d., post paid. -Glasgow Electronic Services,
21 Old Dumbarton Road, Glasgow, C.3.
QTANDARD Design QSL Cards : Prices 250 @
"22s. 6d.; 500 @ 34s.; and one thousand at 48s. 6d.
In two colours at 7s. 6d. extra. Log Books, 5000 -
entry in 10 pages, stiff-backed, 12s. 6d. Prices
include tax and postage. Send s.a.e. for samples. -
Beaumont, 8 Ashfield Avenue, Morley, Leeds,
Yorkshire.
FOR TRIO Communication Receivers it's Glasgow

Electronic Services, 21 Old Dumbarton Road, Glas-
gow, C.3. (H.P. available.)
nSL Cards : Two-colour, attractive design, variable
NC features, from £3 3s. per 1,000 (inclusive). Send
foolscap s.a.e. for samples.-ARA Press, 46 Moat
Avenue, Coundon, Coventry.

IN GM -land for Halson Mobile Aerial systems it's
AGlasgow Electronic Services, 21 Old Dumbarton
Road, Glasgow, C.3.
HUNDRED -PAGE Illustrated Catalogue No. 17 of
"Government and Manufacturers' electronic and
mechanical surplus, including a completely new
section covering the latest semiconductors and
miniature components, with a credit voucher worth
2s. 6d. Send for your copy now, price 3s. post free.
The reading alone is worth the money !-Arthur
Sallis (Radio Control), Ltd., 93 North Road,
Brighton, Sussex.

QSL
Cards and Log Books, GPO approved,

cheapest and best. Prompt delivery. -Samples
from Atkinson Bros., Printers, Looe, Cornwall.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
3d. per word, min. charge payable with order. Add 25%
for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full
punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility
accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 1/6 Extra.
Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave

Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

SALE : Linear Amplifier, KW -500, with two spare
rectifiers, £45. Sphinx Tx, with Delta control

unit, £50. National NC -98 Rx, £15. HRO, in fair
condition, with coils and PSU, £7 10s. All with
manuals and operating data.-G3OQU, QTHR or
ring Kinver (Staffs.) 2642.
QELLING : Two 21ft. aluminium scaffold poles, £4,
"plus radio -junk clear out. -O'Connor, 3 Ingle
Close. Northway Estate, Headington, Oxford.
WANTED: Home -built crystal controlled converter

for 10-15-20m. Full details and delivered price,
pse. (Stirlingshire).-Box No. 4568, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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F -SERIES SSB EQUIPMENT

FR -100B double conversion superheterodyne with
crystal controlled first mixer, 80-10 metres

E112 0 0

FL -200B SSB/AM/CW transmitter, 240 watts
PEP. Complete with built-in power supply and
antenna relay £130 0 0

also available
FL -I000 Linear Amplifier 960 watts PEP with built-in PSU £90 0 0

Full range (in stock) listed on SAE Illustrated Brochure Hours: Monday -Saturday 9.0 a.m.-
facing page. or 6.0 p.m.

SEE THEM IN STOCK AT

SWANCO PRODUCTS LTD.
245 Humber Avenue, COVENTRY

Telephone: Coventry 22714 Evenings : G3NAP Tile Hill 64279 G3PGIQ Keresley 3456

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS. READERS-continued
FOR SALE : Collins 75A-2, modified completely

to the 75A-4 specification, with 2.1 and 6 kc
mechanical filters, £125. Labgear LG.300 trans-
mitter, complete with high-level Mod/PSU, £25.
K.W. Viceroy Mk. III SSB/CW Tx, £90. AR88D
receiver, £30. Three -element beam for 20m., £20.
Collaro 3 -speed tape recorder, £10.- Pilkington,
G3NNT, 1 Deansgate Lane, Formby (2778), Lancs.
WANTED: Urgently, for VK6KK, the first IF

transformer for a CR-100.-Bird, G3GZE, 14
Old Bank Lane, Blackburn, Lancs. (Or ring
Blackburn 58312, evenings.)
OFFERING : Hammarlund HQ -145X receiver, very

little used and in excellent condition, with
crystal calibrator, manual and servicing instructions.
Offers over £100.-Clague, Dreemlang, Victoria
Road, Castletown, Isle of Man.
WANTED : Mosley TD-3Jr. Dipole for 10-15-20m.,

also an AR88 speaker.-Jenkins, 2 Dunvegan
Close, West Molesey, Surrey.
CELLING : A super Heathkit station, SB-300 and
"SB-400 complete, at £230. Also the HO -10 'Scope,
£25. And a linear amplifier, running 4/811A, £40.
Creed 7B Teleprinter, with Terminal Unit and
PSU, £20. Or the lot for £300.-G3NMR, QTHR or
ring (London) 01-550 0882.
AFFER For Fishermen ! Will Exchange fishing
; gear, comprising two fly rods, one glass -fibre
rod, one Eft. boat rod, complete with four reels,
including large surf -caster, landing and keep nets,
plus all accessories (such as flies, hooks, weights
and such) for a Complete 70 -Centimetre Station
(Rx, Tx, etc.).-Fisken, G8BDU, 11 Thames Avenue,
High Halstow, Rochester, Kent.
QELLING : Heathkit Mohican GC -1U receiver, with
"manual, price £25. carriage paid.-Gillen, 2
Napier Drive, Dundee, Scotland. (Ring Dundee
66304, evenings).

FOR. SALE : Receivers Eddystone 840 at £30, and
Eddystone 840C £48. Both in excellent condition

and recently completely overhauled by Eddystone
Radio, Ltd. Can be seen and tried by appointment
(ring Reading 82325) or write.-Thompson, 174
Shinfleld Road, Reading, Berks.
WANTED : In good, clean condition, copies " Short

Wave Magazine " for November 1965 and
Jan. -Feb. 1966. State price required.-Bunting, 34
Bowerfield Avenue, Hazel Grove, Stockport,
Cheshire. (Tel. POYnton 3956.)
QALE : Front end, new, for R.107 Rx, with IFT's,
"speaker and cabinet, £4. Spares for R.1155A,
coil pack and IFT's, 20s. Several valves suitable for
R.1155A. (Monmouthshire).-Box No. 4569, Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1.
WHAT Offers ? For a Minimitter MR -44/11 dual

conversion receiver and a Heathkit OS -1 'Scope.
Both in first-class condition, with their handbooks.
-Ralph, 59 Church Road, Earley, Reading (61262),
Berkshire.
QALE : Sphinx Tx and its control box, £42 10s.
" Eddystone 840A Rx, in excellent condition,
£18 10s. Labgear Tx for 160m. mobile, with PSU,
£14 10s. Test Meters, Taylor at £4 10s. and Avo,
£8 10s.-Derrick, 218 Winchester Way, Bolton,
Lancs.
WANTED: Heathkit DX -40U Tx. and a reasonably

priced communications receiver, also a suitable
wavemeter.-Axon, G4PM, 31 Beechwood Avenue,
Blackpool, Lancs.

WANTED: Copies "Short Wave Magazine,"
October 1958 ; April -May 1959 ; July 1961 and

December 1965.-Hibbert, 126 West End Avenue,
Harrogate, Yorkshire.
QALE: Eddystone EC -10 receiver, with mains
"PSU. at £39.-Tavlor, 52 Beaulieu Avenue, Syden-
ham, London, S.E.26. (Tel. 01-778 9741.)
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-continued
SELLING : The seldom -offered K.W. Victor Tx,

running 150 watts AM/CW, coverage 10 to 80m.,
in good condition, price £55, buyer to collect.-
Roth, G3DMJ, 4 Camden Road, Somerton, Somerset.
REAL SALE : Contents of my Shack, lots of useful
" items and No Junk ! Either call or send your
s.a.e. for a list.-Plumtree, G3OSP, 1 Salisbury
Road, West Bromwich, Staffs.
EXCHANGE : Eddystone S.640 for Hallicrafters

SX-28A in workable condition. The S.640 is
immaculate, has been resprayed and realigned,
with stab. BFO/Osc. and S -meter. Selling price
£25, or near offer, buyer to collect. - Clarke, 8
Elizabeth Avenue, Fairfield, Buxton, Derbyshire.
WANTED: Hinged -lid type cabinet for AR88

receiver. Condition not important.-Fill, G3UBB,
Candleford, Brook Close, Packington, Ashby-de-la-
Zouch, Leics., LE6 5WA.
QALE : Heathkit RA -1 in mint condition, factory
obuilt, with CL -1 calibrator. Price £30, buyer to
collect or pay carriage.-Harris, G3VUI, 20 Durham
Crescent, Bulwell, Nottingham.
WANTED : Urgently, manual for the AR88LF,

your price paid. (West Wales).-Box No. 4570,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.
QELLING : Marconi CR-100 Rx, in excellent condi-

tion,," £18 10s. Transformers, rated 60 and 100w.,
for transistor mobile/portable DC -DC converters,
s.a.e. for details. Crystals, 10X type, 1926 and
1942 kc, 6s. 6d. each. Zener diodes, 3 to 12v. in lv.
steps, choice of 5w. stud, 2w. wire -ended or 250 mW
miniatures, 2s. each or 15 for 20s., to choice.
Ferrograph Series 5S Tape Recorder, with Reslo
microphone, price £65 or near offer. Buyer to collect
CR-100 and Ferrograph, or could deliver to 60 miles.
-Sandall, G3LGK, 21 Dale View, Ilkeston, Derby-
shire.
vXCHANGE or Sell: Perdio "Town & Country"
Li transistor Rx, only 11 months old, in excellent
working order, coverage 150 kc to 4.5 mc, cost
£20 new, asking £12, or Exchange for AM/FM
transistor Rx. - Sangster, 13 Danestone Terrace,
Bridge -of -Don, Aberdeen, Scotland.
QALE or Exchange : 4X150's, sockets and fittings 
oBC-453 with manual ; 90 crystals; and RTTY
manual. Wanted : Converters for Green TMR-5, any
frequency bands. -Brown, G3LPB, Marlborough
Farm. Falmouth, Cornwall.
SELLING : Heathkit DX -100U, in very good condi-

tion, with manual, used one year, price £50.
E.M.I. Type 3031 Tape Player, walnut cabinet,
speed 71 i.p.s., in very good condition, with
manual, £15. Signal Generator Tyne CT.218, AM/FM,
85-30 mc, very clean and in good order, with
manual, £55. T.1403 transmitter, new and unmodi-
fied, with PSU and as original circuit, with full
modification circuitry for 40-80-160m., nrice £7.
(Berkshire, 35 miles London, buyer collects or
shares car delivery.)-Box No. 4571, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

OR SALE : Heathkit HW-32 20m. Transceiver,
A 200 watts p.e.p., incorporating HWM-32/1 modifi-
cation and in mint condition (no PSU available)
price £35.-Whelan, 44 Synge Street, South Circular
Road, Dublin 8, Eire.
eALE : Nine crystals, all amateur frequencies, for
obands 40-80m., 40s. Reslo microphone Type
RBH/TS Hi -Z, brand new in original packing
(14 gns. as purchased) bargain at £8. Marconi
Signal Generator Type T -144G, £10. Mod -percentage
output meter, in Eddystone die-cast case with
Elliott movement, £3. 'Scope for modulation testing,
with spare valves (new) and CRT, £5. (Last two
items home -built, working order.) Call, or write
with s.a.e., pse. - Smith, 46 Cow Heys, Dalton,
Huddersfield (32280), Yorkshire.
FOR SALE : Marconi 52 Set, complete Rx/Tx, with

ATU, etc., price £20 or near offer.-Ducey, 35
Long Lane, Aughton, Lancs.

SWANCO PRODUCTS
LIMITED

G3NAP AMATEUR RADIO SPECIALIST

NEW EQUIPMENT

G3PQQ

Sommerkamp F -Series Equipment
FR -100B double conversion superheterodyne with crystal -

s. d.

controlled first mixer, 80-10 metres ... ... 112 0 0
FL -2008 SSB/AM/CW transmitter, 240 watts PEP, complete

with built-in power supply and antenna relay ... ... 130 0 0
FL -1000 linear amplifier, 960 watts PEP ... ... 90 0 0
Sommerkamp FT -150 transceiver, 80-10 metres ... ... 190 0 0

Swan Line Equipment
Swan 500 BB transceiver ... 238 0 0
Swan 230-XC power supply/speaker ... 45 0 0
Swan 410 V.F.O. and adapter ... ... 57 0 0

Hallicrafters Equipment :
SX-130 Communications receiver
SX-I22 Communications receiver ... ... 135
SX-146 SSB receiver, 80-10 metres ... ... 125
HT -146 SSB transmitter, 80-10 metres ... 175
SR -2000 Hurrican transceiver ... ... 495
P-2000 power supply ... 195
HA -I electronic keyer
Eddystone Radio Ltd.:
Eddystone EAI2. Amateur bands receiver, I60m.-10m. ... 185 0 0
Eddystone 940. Communications receiver ... ... 133 0 0
Eddystone 840C receiver ... ... 66 0 0
Eddystone EB35 receiver ... 60 6 3
Eddystone ECIO receiver ... 53 0 0

Trio Communications Receivers :
Trio JR-60. 14 tubes amateur communications receiver,

540 kc/s.-30 me/s., plus 142-148 mc/s. 61 19 6
Trio 9R-59. 9 tube communications receiver ... ... 34 13 0
Trio 9R-59DE. 8 tube receiver ... ... 36 15 0
Trio JR-500SE. Crystal controlled double superh.et ... 61 19 0

Lafayette Receivers :
HA -500. Amateur bands receiver 44 2 0
HA -700. Communications receiver 37 16 0
HA -350. Amateur bands receiver 78 15 0

K.W. Electronics Ltd.:
K.W.201. Amateur bands communications receiver, 160-10m. 105 0 0
K.W. " Vespa," Mk. II with P.S.U.... ... 128 0 0

0 0

Full range of K.W. Equipment now in stock.
Full range of Drake Equipment available.
Full range of Heathkit Equipment available.

Swanco/CSE Equipment
Swanco/CSE 2A10 solid state transmitter ... 43 7 0
Swanco/CSE 2AE solid state receiver 44 0 0
Swanco/CSE. Type II A.T.M.A. mobile/fixed/portable

9 15 0
Swanco/CSE microphone, type MM2 2 17 II
Halson. Mobile antenna, new all weather all bands system 6 17 6
Extra coils (when more than one band required) ... 3 17 6
Swanco Quad Spiders (per pair) ... 6 10 0

Mosley Electronics (Beams)
TA-33Jr. Triband three element beam 27 5 0
TA-32Jr. Triband two element beam 19 5 0
TA-31Jr. Triband dipole II II 0
V-3Jr. Triband vertical 8 5 0
TD-3Jr. Wire trap Dipole kit ... 6 15 0

Echelford Communications 4 metre Equipment :
Echelford B1/4 transmitter ... 30 0 0
Echelford MI /4 transmitter (mains or mobile) ... 40 0 0
Echelford C1/4 converter ... 10 10 0

Coder Radio Company
E s. d. s. d.

CR.70A receiver ... 19 10 CR.45RB II 7 0
PR.30 10 16 10 0
PR.30X ... 7 4 250 volt PSU 8 0 0
R.Q.10 15 12 /MS PSU II 5 0

8 12 /RC... ... 2 7 6
10 15 10 0

CR.45K ... 9 10 Mini -Clipper I 19 6

Partridge Electronics Shure Microphones
L . d. L s. d.

Joystick std. ... ... 4 15 0 Shure 201 ... 4 10 0
Joystick de -luxe ... 5
Type 3 tuner... ... 2
Type 3A tuner .

3

19 6 Shire 202 ..
15 0
12 6 Shure 444 ...

5
10

0 0
12 6

Type 4 tuner .. 4 4 0 Shure 40IA 5 10 0
Type 4RF tuner . .. 6 6 0 Shure 272SK 4 2 6

SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
Many items in stock including LG-300, K.W. " Viceroy," K.W.
" Vanguard," Geloso 212, LG-50, Minimitter, SX-101A, AR88D's,
AR88LF's, RA -1, Mohican, B-44MKII's, Heathkit Two-er, LA -600, EC -I0,
etc. Your enquiries please.
Full H.P. facilities (credit sale on small items).
Full Service facilities-receivers realigned, transmitters serviced, etc.

SWANCO PRODUCTS LIMITED
247 Humber A

COVENTRY
Telephone : Evenings : G3NAP Tile Hill 64279

Coventry 22714 G3PQQ Keresley 3456
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BAGINTON ELECTRONICS
G3TFC (SALES) Ex ZC4JC

SX17, overhauled, 550 kHz -60 mHz. Callers only - E17
COLLINS 51X-1 RECEIVER. 118-135 mHz. (Civil Aviation

Band). 3µV for 6 dB. S/N. Stability .0035%, 17 valves, double
superhet, crystal and permeability tuning, with mains power
unit and controller _ - ..

COLLINS 180K-1 ATU, 26-40-80. Remote control, 50 ohms
E135

in, will match 30 co 100 foot long wire. SWR indicator ... [40
RCA RECEIVER. 2.3 co 6-5 mHz with P.U. .. £7
COMMAND RECEIVERS. 190-550 kHz, .5-1.5 mHz, each E6
ROHDE & SCHWARZ CAPACITY METER. 1 pF--4mF ES
MARCONI ATU. L or PI meter . E4
MARCONI PA UNITS. 3 QQV07-40s, meter £6
RT18 /ARC I TX /RX. 100-156 mHz., 2 x 832As, 7 x 6AK5, etc. £8
REGULATOR UNITS. Small Meter ... El
XTAL CONTROL UNITS. 34 xcals E3
MARCONI DRIVE UNITS. 1 I valves, blower _ E4
BENDIX AUTOMATIC RADIO COMPASS SYSTEMS.

Suitable for boats ..' ... From
TRIPLETT VALVE TESTER
MARCONI WAVEMETER. 20-300 mHz.
HUNTS CR BRIDGE ...
METERS. 5ARF. 10A, 150 mA., 30 rnA., 5 rnA., 5 mA., I mA.

£40
E6
E5
£4

Post free each El
VALVES : 807, 7/- ; 5B255M, 15 /- ; QV04-7,
XTALS .1843, 2142. 2143, 2144, 2145, 2148,

15/-
2151,

; 811, LI post free.
2153, 2155, 2157.

2159, 2161, 2163, 2165, 2168, 2170, 2172, 2174, 2176, 2177, 2194,
2202, 2204, 2207, 2208, 2209, 2210, 2212, 2214, 2217, 2219, 2220,
2223, 2225, 2427, 2437, 2442, 2449, 2458, 2546, 2568, 2604, 2618,
2620, 2624, 2628, 2635, 2639, 2643, 2644, 2647, 2650 kHz, HC6/U,
8/- each. Many others, past free. LIST I /-.

Carriage extra, send £l, we will return change.

BAGINTON ELECTRONICS (Sales)
MARKET CORNER, BAGINTON, WARKS. (200yds from Airport)

Tel. TOLL BAR 3688 (000.33 I 3688)

HEATH KIT
The World's largest manufacturer of
ELECTRONIC KITS
Invite you to visit our showrooms at
233 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.I. Telephone: 01.6367349

Send for Free British Catalogue, Dept. TC-4

G. W. M. RADIO LTD.
RECEIVERS

ADMIRALTY B40. 640 Kc/s. to 30.5 Mc/s. 14 valves. Speaker, A.C.
power unit built in. Bandwidth switched I, 3 and 8 Kc/s. Crystal
calibrator. Large vertical calibrated illuminated dial. Circuit diagram,
02/10/-. Also B41 low frequency version, 15 Kc/s. to 700 Kc/s., E10.
Also 62B covers only 150 to 300 Kc/s., 560 Kc/s. to 1.5 Mc/s., 3.9 to
10 Mc/s., 9.5 to 18.5 Mc/s., 17.6 to 30.5 Mc/s., £12 /10 /-, carriage 30/ -
per set.
B44 Mk. 3 complete with installation kits comprising aerials, connecting
cables, headphones/mike, E7/15/-, carriage 25/-.
HEADSETS for 19 or 22 set with mike, used 10/-, new 15/- post paid.
Control boxes 8/6, post paid.
RI475. 2-20 Mc/s. Large slow motion dial, etc., with original power
unit for 12 volts D.C. or 230 volts A.G. Less connecting cable, all con-
nections marked, E10 /10 /-, carriage £1.
R209, 11 valves I to 20 Mc/s. 6 volt or 12 volt models available, £15,
carriage £1.
10X TYPE CRYSTALS, 100 or 1000 Kcis., 12/6, either post paid.
ACCUMULATORS, 6 volt 40 amphour, 35/-, carriage paid, new.
813 valve bases, new 6/-, used 5/-, post paid. 19 set rotary power unit,
12 volt D.C., 30/-. carriage paid.
METERS. 21" round flush. D.C. 0-100 volts, 0-500 volts, 12/6 each ;
0-50 Miciamps, 25-0-25 Mic/amps, 0-500 Mic/amps, 17/6 each 0-I Ma.
in desk case, 17/6, IV flush round, 0-100 Mictamps, 30/-. Ex -equipment
0-500 Mic/amps calibrated 0-15, 0-600 volts, 8/6, post 1/6 per meter.
MARCONI B28/cR100, 100 Kc/s. to 30 Mc/s., £18 /10 /-, carriage LI.
OSCILLOSCOPES. Cossor 1049, £17/10 ; 1035, £20 or 339, £9,
carriage paid. Cossor Ganging Oscillator, £5, carriage El. BSR L050
Audio Oscillator, E5, carriage El.
PARMEKO Speech Amplifiers, A.G. mains. Pair KT66, 15 watts output.
L4/5/-, carriage paid, Admiralty 50 watt Amplifiers. A.C. mains. Four
KT66, E6, carriage paid.
TX /RX 31. Complete with headset and aerial, E4 /10 /-, carriage
paid. 88 sec with headset and aerial, £4, post paid. Wavemeter/Crystal
Calibrator No. 10, 45/-, post paid. Mains Transformers, standard tapped
input, 340-240-0-240-340 volts at 75 mA., 0-4-5-6.3 volts 2 amps,
25/-, also 240-0-240 volts at 133 mA, 5v. 2a, 6.3v. 2a, 6.3v. 2a, 6.3v. 5a,
35/-, both post paid.

All equipment offered is complete but not tested unless otherwise
stated. Carriage charges quoted are for England and Wales only.

Telephone 9097

Terms: Cash with order. Early closing Wednesday.

40-42 PORTLAND RD., WORTHING, SUSSEX

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-CORtitIRed
SELLING : Heathkit Mohican receiver, aligned by

Daystrom, in excellent condition, witn manual,
price £25 or near offer, delivered London area.
Also Eddystone bug key, 30s. -Davis, U3IUZ, 84
Tomswood Hill, Hainault, Ilford, Essex.
SALE : Collins 75S-1 receiver, with 500 -cycle CW

niter, manual, etc., in mint condition, £120. -
French, GSLGL, QTHR.
WANTED : A bC.640 VHF transmitter. Must be
TY immaculate in appearance but not necessarily
working. State condition and price, will codeet.-
ReeKie, 4 uaswich Lane, Stafford.
WANTED: Withers " Communicator 160" or

similar Top Band Transceiver, or would con-
sider separate Rx/Tx. Also wanted a ramie -type
micropnone and antenna. All letters answered. -
Perks, G3VWX, 65 Grange Road, Dudley, Worcester-
shire.
NEW ! 6146 in tuned -grid linear, with screen

stabilising, covering 10 to 160m., 90 watts p.e.p.,
less PSU, £5. -Hamer, G3LMQ, 7 Arundel Road,
Cneylesmore, Coventry, Warks.
WANTED: Joystick aerial and tuner. Also a two -

metre converter, home -built considered. Details
and price, please. - Coutts, Bogward Farm, St.
Andrews, Fife, Scotland.
ASKING £.34 for Eddystone EC -10 receiver, with

N.SU.-Conbett, 1 Maybank Street, Glasgow, S.2,
Scotland. (Tel. POL 7975.)
MOBILEER ? Twelve -volt 45 amp. alternator,M

universal mounting bracket, illuminated ammeter,
with regulator, price £15. -Sutherland, G3IES, 336
Charlton Road, W -o -T, Bristol.
SALE : Collins 120w. AM/CW transmitter, 32V

series, with Geloso R.209G amateur -band receiver,
both in first-class condition, £25 each or near offer?
-Tyler, Tudor Farm, Littlewick, Berkshire.
FOR SALE : KW -77 Receiver, with matching

speaker, perfect working order, £70 or near
offer ?-Jacobs, G30GB, 41 Queenborough Gardens,
Ilford, Essex. (Tel. CREscent 1697.)
QELLING : Marconi CR-150/6 receiver, coverage
L72.0 to 32 mc, double -conversion, 14 miniature
valves, 100 c/s to 13 kc variable bandwidth, six
spot frequencies. Superb receiver complete with
original AC/PSU and Marconi technical manual,
price £55 or near offer. -Elkin, G3AMT, 10
Winterslow Drive, Leigh Park, Havant, Hampshire.
EXCHANGE : A Hallicrafters S.27 VHF Rx,

ing 27 to 145 mc, for AM/FM, with S -meter,
250v. AC mains, For a Lafayette HE -80 Rx or Trio
JR-60 receiver. (Northumberland). -Box No. 4572,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London. S.W.1.
FOR Modification to Four Metres, a 71 me

Marconi transceiver, using QV04-7 PA, with
separate mobile PSU, price 70s. Prefer buyer
collects, otherwise carriage extra. - Cotter, 4
R"dctone Court, Hillview Road, Woking (62277),
Surrey.
SALE : Type C.52 receiver, with case, PSU and

spares, price £9. Collaro tape transcription unit,
£5.-Kenway, 73 Pellatt Grove, Wood Green, London,
N.22.
.c4 OFFERED for good Geloso VFO covering
cu 10-80m. Another fiver for a Joystick with a
Type 4 tuner. Alternatively, could offer £15 for
good home -built 10-80m. AM/CW Tx. - McIntyre,
GRWLC. 3 Firs View Road, Hazlemere, High
wv rn-,^ile Bucks.
MAGAZINE for January due out December 29.

Single -copy orders, 4s. post free, despatched the
day before nublication, to reach us by Wednesday
27th. All Small Advertisements to appear in
January issue should be with us as soon as
nossible.-Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine,
Ltel.. 55 Victoria Street, London S.W.1.
FOR SALE : Eddystone 680X receiver, in good

condition. £45. -Beaumont, G5YV, 8 Ashfield
Avenue, Morley, Leeds, Yorkshire.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-continued
SELLING : SSB Station, comprising G2DAF Mk. I

Rx, transmitter also G2DAF Mk. I (2/TT21 in
PA), complete with PSU and spare TT21's. £55 or
near offer? Delivery arranged up to 100 miles.
-Ring Brough, Macclesfield 7981.
FOR SALE : Heathkit RG-1 Rx, with speaker and

in immaculate condition, price £28. Command -
type Tx's, 3-4 me and 4-5 mc, 60s. each, plus
carriage. Three 400ft. coils 7/029 aerial wire
(the nice stuff !), 70s. per coil, carriage paid.
(North Wales). -Box No. 4573, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
QALE : Transmitter running 120w., with Geloso
"VFO and 4D22 in PA, in two -deck table cabinet,
with separate modulator and PSU on standard
rack -and -panel, price £30. Codar PR -30X preselector,
at 90s. Buyer collects, or carriage extra.-Davidson,
GM3ATB, QTHR, or ring RUTherglen 6178.
NEW Computers, in grey crackle case 17in. x Bin.

x 9in., with counter tube and valves 5Z4G,
EL84. ELK, EF91, 85A2 and 3/12AUrs,, with
stabilised HT and incorporating 3in. 0-1 mA
meter scaled 0-25 over 250 degrees of circular
dial. Price 50s., plus 12s. for carriage/packing.-
Cooper, 13 Churchfield Road, Outwell, Nr. Wisbech,
Cambs.
FOR SALE : Lafayette KT -230, fitted stabiliser. (no

other mods.), 8 months old, price £18. Heathkit
VF -1U, VFO. £5.-Notschild, G3RSF, QTHR, or ring
Harlow 21043, evenings.
"ALE : Heathkit Mohican GC -1U receiver; Bendix

TA -12G Tx ; Type W.1191 Wavemeter ; two power
packs ; various valves and other oddments. Take
the lot for £35.-Gorst, 5 Lea Croft, Crowthorne,
Berks.
QELLING : R.C.A. AR88D receiver, with manualS

and trimming tools, in excellent working order,
£30. - Phi'lips, 10 Oaklqinds, Swiss Valley Park,
Llanelli, Carms., West Wales.
FOR SALE: An HRO with Q5'er and ten coils in-

cluding bandspread for 10-15-20-40-80-160m., valve
line-up 6BA6-6BA6-6BE6-6C4-6BA6-6BA6-EBF80-6AQ5-
VR105/30-BFO, 6AK5, with 1 mc /100 kc xtal cali-
brator, stabilised PSU using 5U4G-6L6-EF80, and/or
National PSU type 697, also matching speaker,
price £20. Freauency Meter BC -221M, £15.-Maddox,
G3.P-13A. 1 Montpelier Road, Sutton, Surrey. (Tel.
01-643 2845.)
CELLING : R.C.A. AR88D in very nice condition,
"grey hammered -finish cabinet, with trimming tools
and IF outlet for FSA, and small separate speaker.
Price £40, o.n.o., buyer collects or carriage extra.
(Dorset).-Box No. 4574, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
CALE : Withers Communicator for 160m. band
"Mobile, complete 12 -volt transceiver with G3FIF
whip and loading coil, price £40.-Lewis, 7 Marden
Crescent, Whitley Bay, Northumberland.
FOR SALE : Labgear LG.300 transmitter, with rack -

mounted modulator and PSU's, price £40. Buyer
inspects and collects.-Parsons, G3MIX, 96 Blacka-
moor Lane, Maidenhead (26723), Berks.
VI/ANTED : A Hallicrafters SX-28A, SX-42 or SX-43.
" Must be in mint condition and unmodified. Full

details, please.-Wise, 64b Beach Road, Newton,
Porthcawl, Glam., South Wales.
DISPOSAL : Transciever for 80/160m., 90 watts,

Phone 'CW, price £30. Pye two -metre Phone trans-
mitter, 20 watts, £33. All perfect eauipment.-Ring
Sawyer, G3OQM, Bournemouth 58376.
BARGAIN : A Lafayette KT -340, in good condition,

at £18.-Adkins, G3SEV, 72 Courtenay Avenue,
Harrow Weald, Middlesex.
FOR SALE : Codar PR -30 preselector, brand new

and unused, 60s.-Robinson, 9 Rotherfield Road,
Sheldon. Birmingham, 26.
WANTED: Avo Signal Generator, model covering

50 kc to 80 mc. Also an R.216 receiver with
PSU.-Higgins, 23 Ayres Road, Brooks's Bar,
Manchester, 16.

An easy -to -build

5 -STAGE
RECEIVER

You'll enjoy building
' The Clubman,' an

efficient 5 -stager detailed in the January
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Suitable for 160 and
80 m. amateur and trawler bands. Parts readily
available at minimum cost. Facilities for adding
extra stages, ranges and refinements.

Also in this issue

INTERMITTENT FAULT LOCATOR, with own power supply,
for those hard -to -trace faults.
LEARNING MORSE from self -built practice oscillator.
SIMPLE CRYSTAL TUNER-ideal gift for youngster.

PRACTICAL
WIRELESS

JANUARY ISSUE OUT 8th DEC. -2/6
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GEORGE FRANCIS
G 3 TWV

wishes to thank all his friends and customers
for their patronage during the past year and
hopes to give the same service with satisfaction

during 1968.
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KW AT CURRENT PRICES
SWAN Midlands Agent

EDDYSTONE EB35
EDDYSTONE EB36
EDDYSTONE ECIO
SWAN 350 and p.s.u. A.C.
SWAN 500 and p.s.u. A.C.
KW Q Multiplier
KW EZEE-Match
KW PEP Meter ...
KW Dummy Loads ...
KW LP Filters ...
EAGLE SWR Bridge and 0/P Meter
JOYSTICK DE -LUXE ...
TYPE 3A Tuner ...
TYPE 4RF Tuner ...
CDR Rotator AR22
NEW TRIO NOW IN STOCK:

TRIO 9R-59DE
TRIO JR-500SE...

HALSON Mobile Antenna (FIF)
HALSON Mobile Antenna (FIF) Coils ...

SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
KW2000 D.C. p.s.u. with leads
KW201 with O Mult. and Cal. Immaculate
KW600 Lin. New 5728 Tube ...
PYRAMID Lin. Mint ...
EDDYSTONE EB36. Mint ...
TAYLOR 45C Valve Tester ...
EDDYSTONE ECIO. Mint ...
KW2000 and AC p.s.u. 9 Line. In immaculate condition ... 155

COAX CABLES, Etc.

s. d.

... 283

... 12 I

... 16 I

7512 Ordinary
750 Low Loss
5212 Ordinary
520 Low Loss
3000 Flat Twin
Egg Insulators

. 35 gns.
59 gns.

... 6 17
... 3 17

... per yd. 7d. Coax Plugs... each

... per yd. 1/10 Coax Sockets each

... per yd. I /4 Coax Couplers ... each

... per yd. 2/- PL259 Plugs (American) ea.

.. per yd. 6d. PL259 Sockets ... each

... each 6d. PL259 Angled Couplers ea.

I /6
I 6
I /3
7/6
8/-
1/6

MICROPHONES
E s. d. E s. d.

Shure 201 4 10 0 BM3 1 15 0
Shure 444 .- 9 10 0 BM3 and stand 2 5 0
Crystal Hand Mics 15 0 Acos Metal ... I
Crystal Lapel Mics. ... 4 0 Acos Plastic ... I 0 0

This is just a selection, we have over 24 different Mics. in stock.
TRANSISTORS AND VALVES

0C44 2/I, 0C45 2/-, 0071 2/1, 0072 2/3, 0031 2/3, 0083 2/2,
OC170 3/, OCI71 4/-,0C26 7 /6, 0C35 14/3, ACI26 2 /1, AC128 2/1,
AF 114 4/-, AF 116 2 /6, AF 117 2/6, AD 140 II /-, BSY26 3 /-, BSY28 3/,
BSY65 3/-, BSY95A 3/-, BFYI8 3/, 0A81 1/6, BY100 Silicons 5/- or
5 for El, 6146B 50/-, 6HF5 33/-.

SPECIAL OFFER
Clix Wall Switches 250v. 5 amp, 7d. each or 61- per doz.
Output Transformer, 3/7000 ohm, 1 /- each.
Key Switches I /6 each ; Jack Sockets 6d. each, and 1/- each ; Im12 V/C
with SP Switch 4/6 doz.; Assorted Controls 10 /- per doz.; Carbon Track,
RCA 4 -pole 3 -way Switches, 1/- each.

ALL OTHER SPARES AS PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED
ALL ABOVE IN STOCK

Agents: K.W., T.W., HEATHKIT, EDDYSTONE, FIF MOBILE WHIPS
R.S.G.B. PUBLICATIONS, SWAN.

No order too small. Part exchanges. Goods dispatched return of post.
Postage extra.

93 Balderton Gate, Newark, Notts.
Tel. Newark 4733. After 6 p.m. 2578

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS. READERS-continued
SALE : Cossor Type 1035 double -beam oscilloscope,

in excellent condition, with manual, £24. American
AM-913/TRC VHF converter, slow-motion tuning 95-
200 mc, output 30 +/- 2 me (receives SSB!). with
stabilised mains PSU, price £19. Hallicrafters SX-24
receiver, coverage 550 kc to 40 mc, with xtal filter,
amateur bands spread, re -valved and in good con-
dition, with speaker and circuitry, £14 or offers ?
Two -metre transmitter, phase modulated (highquality and no TVI !), balanced triplers/doubler
driving from 8 mc xtal into QQV03-10 PA, in small
19in. rack, price £15 ; a suitable generously -rated
PSU in two units, £6 10s. BC -455 receiver, 6.0 to 9.1
me, unused and unmodified, 90s. B.44 Tx/Rx,
modified for 4 metres, with tunable Rx side, 80s. All
these items can be demonstrated. WANTED : Eddy-
stone EC -10 or Heathkit RG-1.-Street, G3TJA, 117
Parkway, London, N.W.1. Ring 01-387 2158 or 01-743
8000 (BBC TV, extension 3713/2919).
SALE : Transformers, Woden 50 -watt output,

primary 4K CT, secondary includes 16K, 4K, 16K,
suitable for modulation, 30s. Driver transformers,
Type DT3, push-pull input with split secondaries,
match into foregoing, 17s. 6d. Mains transformers,
conservatively rated at 450-0-450v. 220 mA, 6.3-0-63v.
3A, primaries tapped 0-110-210-230-250v. and 9-0-9v.,
40s.-Coleman, G8AZU, Monksbridge, Thames Street,
Sunbury -on -Thames, Middlesex.

WANTED: Urgently, an SSB Transceiver, SB-100
preferred, cash waiting for mint example. Also

a Tri-Band beam and suitable RotatOr.-Nias,
G3VRB, 49 St. Margarets Road, Bishonstoke, East-
leigh, Hants.
OFFERING : Codar T.28 mobile Rx, as new. Codar

12v. PSU and remote control unit. G3FIF whip
with 80 and 160m. loading coils. Heathkit RF Signal
Generator, latest model.-Sanderson, G3UQZ, 175
Johnson Road, Birmingham 23.
gALE : R.206 Mk.II receiver, covering 50 kc to 30
omc, AC mains input, with handbook and perfect,
£24. Type 53 transmitter, for 1.0 to 18.0 mc, runs
300 watts, for AC mains, price £25.-Gadeke, 7
Malvern Drive, Ilford, Essex. (Tel. 01-478 8141).
EXCHANGE OFFER : Absolutely new Rolex Oyster

Tudor Royal stainless -steel wrist -watch with Rolex
s/steel bracelet, cost £32, FOR a good general -
coverage receiver-Hallicrafters, Eddystone or
similar. Cash adjustment either way as necessary.
(Manchester).- Box No. 4575, Short Wave Magazine,
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
eALE : DAF-type Exciter, working FB 10-160m., with
umechanical filter, Cathodeon crysitals, Elec-
troniques coil packs, Eddystone 898 dial and TT21
PA, in unit construction, with three meters, Vox,
etc., asking £50 or near offer. A good AM Tx, con-
sisting of Miniciter 10-80m., into 2/TT21 PA with
2/KT88 modulator coupled by Woden UM3, can run
420w. CW and 300w. 4.M. TVI clear (GPO certifi-
cate), will load into TV aerial, any channel (Club
demonstrated), price £40 or offers ? Heathkit GDO,
£6. Heathkit OS -1 'Scope, with mu -metal screen and
visor, recently overhauled by makers, in perfect
condition, £15. Dow -Key relay, 6-3v. actuation, price
£5. Linear to run 650 watts p e.p. over 10 to 80
metres, 4/TT21, with two spare TT21's and three
meters, £15. Mobile installation for 80/160m., com-
prising 40w. Tx, Class -B modulated, with 80/160m.
converter for MW car radio. Eddystone dial, com-
mercial coils and suitable whip, £12. Pye "Reporter"
rie, with Cathodeon crystal on 70-375 mc in Tx and
VFO Rx, price £8 or offers ? KW Low -Pass Filter,
80s. All items buyers collect or plus carriage.-
Taylor, G3OFN, QTHR.
CRILING: Type MC -661C " Technica Electronic"

Field Strength Meter. VHF -UHF coverage 41-65,
65-108. 155-270 and 465.800 mc transistorised. new
in leather case complete with stethoscope head-
phones. price £50 plus 15s. nost/nacking (normal
mice £62).-Hill, 19 Station Road, Tadcaster (2253),
Yorkshire.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-Continued

WANTED: Murphy B.40 Model D receiver. Also
a Cossor Type 1035 Mk. III 'scope and a modern

Wobbulator. All items must be in excellent condi-
tion. Have For Sale a manual for the Pye "Ranger,"
45s. (Lancs. area). --Box No. 4576, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, Landon, S.W.1.
FOX. SALE: Two C.52 Set receivers, one a good one

and the other in fair condition, built-in xtal
calibrators, with PSU, spares including coil -pack,
and circuitry, price £20 or would split. AM/CW
Tx for 80/160m., excellent mod. quality, with spare
valves, ATU and microphone, £8 or an offer? A
TBY-8 transceiver for 4/10m., with all attachments,
spares and charts, £6 or offer? Heathkit DX -40U
Tx, including VF -1U VFO, in good condition and
modified for 160m., £25 or your offer? Also a quan-
tity of valves and components, including 813's,
etc. Send s.a.e. with enquiries and offers.-G3VKM,
QTHR, or ring Nottingham 232915.
SELLING: Tiger TR-200HF transmitter, virtually

mint appearance, asking £50. Buyer to collect
but it won't go into a Mini!-Moon, G5MN, 774
Holderness Road, Hull (77832), Yorkshire.
AUDIO Amplifiers, 2/off, made by Douglas Air-

craft Co., rated 80 watts, rack mounted, 4/6146
output, priced £10 each, buyers to collect.-
Humphries, Old Rectory, Gazeley, Newmarket,
Suffolk.
SALE: A KW lowpass Filter for Ch.4, 75 -ohm

coupling, price 40s. post free.-Lawrence,
44 Elizabeth Road, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire.po Mobile in a Peugeot Estate Car! This one is
14 fitted with a National NCX-5 and has worked
about 130 Countries, including a couple of VK
mobiles. Reluctant to split this uniaue /M installa-
tion, standing 5th in the World Mobile/DX ladder.
Everything works, from the over -drive to the Vox.
Outlay on rig and vehicle over £1,500. Asking £485
only.-Jolly, G3TJY, Little Russel, Lvtchett Minster,
Nr. Poole. Dorset. (Tel. Lytchett Minster 142, or
0201-22 142).
OFFERING: Receivers SP-600JX/6, tuning 540 kc

to 54 mc; Hallicrafters S.27. 27 mc to 145 mc;
HA -350 for amateur bands; APR -4, 35 to 1000 mc;
Tuner, 19 mc to 160m. Transceiver, 60-90 mc.
Frequency Meter, with charts, covering 300 to
1000 mc. Also new AR88 spares, tuning gear, tools,
manual and such.-Wright, 249 Sandy Lane,
Hindlev. Wigan (55948). Lancs.
CLEARING Shack! Superb SSB Tx filters, McCoy

32-B1 xtal, 9mc, with two carrier crystals, £10.
Set of six matched QCC filter crystals, B7G glass
mounted. plus carrier xtal for 2/half-lattice filter
on 461 kc (giving 3 kc bandwidth), in original
QCC packing, will throw in matching Electroniques
IF transformers, at £10. HC6U crystals: 4/1396.5 kc,
4/1399.4 kc and 4/13995 kc, the lot for 60s. Also
xtals 7.0 mc, 8.996 mc, 26.626 mc, 26.666 mc,
11.725 mc and 11.6627 mc, all in at 35s. Two new
813's, with bases, 70s. Two matching mains -check
moving iron meters, 3Ain. diameter, reading 0-30
amps and 0-300 volts AC 40s. the pair. An Eddystone
Type 898 dial, 50s. Transformers: 6.3v. at 12 amps.
twice, 40s.; Gresham potted oil -filled 410-0-410v 1300
mA 6-4-0-64v. 8 amps, 5.1-0-5-1v. 7 amps., price 60s.
another, rated 0-80v. 40 inA, 0-300v. 520 mA, 6.45v.
16 amps, 6.45v. 6.5 amps, 40s. And a Heathkit
RG-1 receiver, in mint condition, at £25. All letters
answered. - James, 109 Windermere Drive,
Worcester.
CALE: AR88D, £28. Also an Eddystone S.740 with
vtwo-metre converter, transmitter and rotary Yagi
suitable for loft installation, at £25.-Henson, 11
Potters Croft. Horsham, Sussex.
FOR SALE: An Eddystone EC -10, in mint condition

and only two months old, price £36.-Bradley, 6
Linden Grove, Folkestone Street, Beverley Road,
Hull, Yorkshire.
SALE: Eddystone 5.640. in excellent condition,

price £20. Call evenings only, or write.-Carter,
9 Gibbs Close, Cheshunt, Hertfordshire.

VISIT THE EDDYSTONE
DEPARTMENT AT
IMHOFS
SEE, HEAR AND
COMPARE ALL MODELS
WORKING SIDE BY SIDE
ON PERMANENT
DEMONSTRATION
SAME DAY DESPATCH
TO ANY PART OF THE
WORLD. FREE DELIVERY
IN THE U.K.
GUARANTEED
AFTER SALES SERVICE
SEND TODAY FOR
FULL DETAILS

IM.11101"'S

See it now at Imhofs-
the Eddystone EC10
transistorised receiver
for communications
work. £53
come to Imhofs for
other Eddystone
receivers, including
The new EB36

£54.5.7
EB.35 £60.6.3
EA.12 £185
840.0 £66.0.0
940 £133
-also Eddystone die-
cast instrument boxes
and slow motion dials.
All items can be sent
abroad, tax free, under
our personal and direct
trouble - free export
schemes.

main Eddystone
retail distributors
for London area

Alfred Imhof Ltd. Dept. 11 /12,112 /116 New Oxford St.,
London, W.C.1. 01-636 7878.

R.30

70 Cm. CONVERTER
Specification : 2 AF239 stagger tuned grounded base RF. NF

3:5 dB. TIS34 FET mixer grounded source. Gain 30 dB. Silicon
injection stages. Cathodeon sub -miniature VHF crystal. Polyure-
thane -treated copper chassis and screening. Intensive decoupling
with feedthrough capacitors and chokes. Power 12v. at 7 ma.
IFs 28-30, 27-29, 24-26, 18-20, 12-14 mc. £20

70 Cm. PREAMPLIFIER. As above less injection stages and mixer.
For masthead use the power (9v. at 2 ma.) may be fed up the coax
downlead. £I0

2 M FET CONVERTER. Specification : 2 Texas TIS34 cascode R.F.
Texas 2N3819 low noise mixer. Noise figure 2.0 bB. Gain 30 dB.
VHF crystal. Bandpass RF transformers. Glass fibre printed
circuit board. St .irdy 14 swg aluminium case. Power 12v. at
12 ma. IFs 28-30, 24-26, 20-22, 18-20 mc. £14

2 M FET PREAMPLIFIER. As above less injection stages and
mixer. Remote operation as 70 cm. unit. Power 12v. at 8 ma. LIO

4 M FET CONVERTER. Specification : 2 Texas TIMI2 cascode
R.F. Texas TIMI2 low noise mixer. Noise figure 2:0 dB. Gain
35 dB. VHF crystal. Bandpass RF transformers. Glass fibre
printed circuit board. Power 12v. at 9 ma.
IFs 18-1-18.7, 4:1-47, 2:1-2:7 mc.

SATELLITE BAND CONVERTER. 136-137 mc.
IF 20-21 mc.

Post and packing 3/9 per item

LI4

£20

Enquiries are invited from professional users, including
research and educational establishments for specialised
transistor equipment in the following fields :

Complete miniature receivers to 500 mc.
Converters and preamplifiers employing the latest

low noise FET and bipolar transistors to 500 mc.

2N3819 25/-, TIS34 32/6, TIM I2 I5/-, GM290A 15/-.

JXK CONVERTERS
PEEL HOUSE, PORTERS LANE, OSPRINGE

FAVERSHAM, KENT
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aleanei4 Oretting5
to all from

R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.
where equipment is fully everhauled

1125 (30/-)
£120 (30/-)
£105 (30/-)
£95 (30/-)
£85 (30/-)
£85 (23/-)
E72 (30/-)

E70 (35/-
£65 (40/-
C60 (30/-
E50 (25/-
E42 (40/-
£40 (20/-
E35 (20/-
E35 (20/-
£33 (20/-
E30 (30/-
E20 (15 /-
f.20 (20/-
E25 (20/-
EIS
Ell)

(107 /-)

E105 (50/-)-
Hallicrafters SX-111 Receiver E95 (30/-)

or both the HT -37 and the SX-111, for only ... E185 (60/-)
ANY MAKE OF NEW EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED-a few examples,

which are mainly in stock being:
AYOMETERS. Model 7, Mk. 2, L22/5/-; Model 40, Mk. 2. E22/5/-;

Model 8, Mk. 3. £24 ; Model 9, Mk. 2, E24 ; Multirninor, Mk. 4, f9/10/-.
BROWN'S HEADPHONES, Type " F ", 120 ohms, 2,000 ohms, 4,000

ohms, E3 /7 /6 (3/6). Type 3C/1100, noise excluding, high quality, electro-
dynamic, low impedance, £6161- (3/6).

KW EQUIPMENT, Vespa Mk. 2 with A.C. p.s.u., 1128 ; KW2000A, with
A.C. p.s.u., E220 ; KW201 receiver, E105 ; KW 1000 linear, £128.

Our latest list of over 50 receivers, and many other interesting items
sent free upon reciept of your s.a.e.

CARRIAGE for England. Scotland and Wales shown in brackets.
TERMS: C.W.O.. Approved Monthly Accounts, Hire Purchase and Part Exchange.

R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.
Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Road, London, E.11 Tel: 01-539 4986

Hammarlund SP-600-JX, 540 kc/s.-54 me/s.
Hammarlund HQ -170, bandspread receiver... ...
National HRO-50T-1, complete with tuning coils ...
Hammarlund HQ -I10 -A, bandspread receiver ...
KW Electronics KW77, bandspread receiver ...
Eddystone 888A, bandspread receiver ...
Star SR -600, bandspread receiver ...
G.E.C. BRT-402-E, 150-385 ck/s. and 510 kc/s.-30 mc/s.,

Xtal Cal.
R.C.A. AR88D, 540 kc/s.-32 mc/s.
Eddystone 680/2, 480 kc/s.-30 mc/s.
Star SR -550, bandspread receiver ...
R.C.A. AR88LF, 75-550 kc/s. and 1.5-30 mc/s.
Eddystone ECIO, 550 kc/s.-30 mc/s., transistorised ...
Heathkit RA -1, bandspread receiver ...
Heathkit " Mohican " GC -I U Mk. 2, transistorised
Heathkit RG-I, 600 kc/s.-32 mc/s.
Marconi CRI00, 60-420 kc/s. and 500 kc/s.-30 mc/s. ..
Eddystone 870A, 150-380 kc/s. and 510 kc/s.-24 mc/s.
Lafayette HA -63, 550 kc/s.-31 mc/s.
LM14 Frequency Meter, complete with mains p.s.u.
Geloso Converter
Heathkit Grid Dip Oscillator, complete with coils
Hallicrafters HT -37 Transmitter, SSB/AM/CW

TAURUS ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Prop.? G3TED

Transistor Panels Ex NEW Equipment.
0C35 on Heat Sink, 8/9, post paid.
0C36 on Heat Sink, 9/3, post paid.
Mixed Transistors on Panels with Diodes, etc. Types : BCY30,

2NI500, 2N 1499A, MDS3 I, GET882, 25103, GETI 04, OC203, 12 and
15v. Zenners, etc. All guaranteed panels with at least 20 transistors,
plus various components. All new Bargains at 20/-, post paid.

Tantelum 22 mfd. 35v. short ends, 5/- each.
Silicon Planar Transistors by Fairchild P346 N.P.N. 550 Mc/s.

working, 7/6 each, post paid.
Special!: 600(1 Amplifiers. 19' rack mounted. Mains supply. Snip,

£3, post paid.
Lightweight headsets. 600(3 imp., 9/6, post paid.
I2v.-24v. Fans. Bargain, 17/6, post paid.
Test Set Type 261. 175-305 Mc/s., L2/10/- delivered.
Rotary Converters, 12v. in.. 250v. D.C. out., 12/6 each ; 12v. in.,

490v. D.C. out. 8/- each. Postage on either type 4/6.
Transistors, A.F., 3/9 dozen, post paid.
New Ferrite Pot Cores, I /6 each or 15/- dozen, post paid.
Transistorized Morse Oscillators will drive speaker or phones,

inc. battery, 18/9, post paid.
ECC8I, 1/9 ; ECC82, 2 /- ; ECC83, 3 /- ; 6BA6, 5 /- ; 6A05, 5/-. All

post paid.
Magnetic Microphones. Ex -Govt., 5/-, post paid.
Sound Powered Inserts. Ideal intercom., 3/6, post paid.
New and Boxed Mains Relays, 2 pole 2 -way octal base, 17/6, post paid.
New 0A90 or 0A200 Diodes, 1 /- each. Post paid.
New Nylon Jack Plugs, 2/6 ; Jack Sockets, 2/9 or 5/- pair, post paid.
New TTC Visconal, 500v. 05 Mfd., 4/- dozen, post paid.
Miniature Motors, 2*z x 15-, 12v., 6/-, post paid.
Tank Aerials. Three 4' sections making 12', 8 /6. P. & P. 5/- any number.

Bases, 4/6. P. & P. 2/..
B reast Sets. Safe for Mobile Operation, 10/-, post paid.
Xtal Insets to fit above Breast Sets, 7/6. P. & P. 9d.
Creed 7B Teleprinters. Used. £15. P. & P. 30/...
Creed 78 Teleprinters. As new, L30. P. & P. 30/,
All spare parts for Creed 78 Teleprinters in stock.
Head Sets. 19 set type or type DLR, Ill-, post paid.
Small Stand-off Insulators by Eddystone, I /- each.
Roller Inductors (SILVER Conductors), 50/-, post paid.
46H2 Meter Rectifiers. NEW. I /-, post paid.
Standard Army Type Morse Keys. New 5/-. P. & P. 1/6.
Dry Battery Packs. 72 and I t and 11, 4/6 each. P. & P. any number 3/,
New Key Switches. Less knobs, 2/6. P. & P. any number 1/-.
B uzzers, 44/8v. D.C. or A.C.. 5/6, post oaid.
New Small Condensers, Not Junk. 200 for 25/-, post paid.
Multi -Test Meters. l000n/v., 37/6.
Multi -Test Meters. 20,0000 /V., L3/5/-.
Xtal Lapel Mikes. Complete, 6/6.
26/28 NOTTINGHAM ROAD, LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICS.

Telephone .5131

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-Continued
IAM Selling The Actual CR-100 as featured in the
A August issue of the Magazine in the article
" Souping Up The CR-100." First cheque for £20
gets it.-Gray, 25 Milbank Road, Darlington (5301).
Co. Durham.
DISPOSING: TW-4 Transmitter, £16. TW-4 receiving

converter, 2.1 to 2.7 mc IF, £8. KW -2000 mains
PSU, £20. New and boxed Mullard QQV03,-20A,
30s. Three new 6GJ5's, boxed, 10s. each. Set of
Labgear wide -band couplers, 10-160m., 20s. FT -243
type crystals for 7200, 7250, 7275 and 7300 kc, 7s. 6d.
each. Hy -Gain mobile whip mount, 25s. Avo C/R
Bridge, £5. 12v./350v. Aveley Toroid, 30s. Three -
element 4 -metre J -Beams, one new, at 40s., one
used 20s. Issues " CQ," 1961-'62; " QST," 1961-'62-'63;
" Short Wave Magazine," 1961-'62-'63, all at 7s. 6d.
per year. Carriage extra.-,Meaden, G3BHT, 14
Aulton Road, Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire. (Tel.
021-308 4764).
INSERTIONS in this space are charged at 3d. a

word, with a minimum of 5s., which allows 20
words including QTH. Even if your ,adv. only
counts up to 15 words, it still costs 5s. Bold face
(like this) is 25% extra, making it 6s, 3d. if you
are up to or within the 20 words minimum. Adver-
tising in these columns, through which £1000's
worth of eauipment changes hands each month,
guarantees that your sales -exchange -wants Are given
the widest possible coverage in the U.K. radio
amateur field. We carry more paid small advertising
than any other radio periodical circulating in this
country. We do not give space away but we use
what we have as economically as possible. Draft
your advertisement carefully, to convey the most
meaning in the fewest words. If you wish, send in
your adv. with a blank cheque (endorsed " not
more than £2," or whatever) and you can leave
it to us to charge you the minimum for an attrac-
tive presentation. With our hands on our hearts.-
The Small Advertisement Department, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd.. 55 Victoria Street. London. S.W.1.
QELLING : Eddystone 5.504 receiver, professionally
"rebuilt, cabinet in grey -hammer finish, in first-
class condition throughout, asking £28 or offer?-
Rine 656 9882, after 8 0 p.m.
FOR SALE : Solartron PSU Type AS -517, 250-300v.

at 100 mA fixed, + 6.3v., £4. Also Solartron
PSU Type 776, 500v. at 200 mA variable, 6.3v. AC,
£12 10s. Solartron Oscilloscope CD.568, £20. Avo
C/R Test Bridge, £6 10s. Stack table, 20s.-G3OUX,
QTHR. Tel. Crawley 23890.
SALE : In mint condition, a KW -2000A with

AC/PSU. Will start the haggle at £170, or take
KW -77 or Drake -2B in nart exchange. (Notts.)-
Box No. 4577, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
QELLING : Eddystone 840C, complete with original
LI packing case, price £40. -Ring Kosidowski,
01-542 2760. 8-10 n.m., ask for Flat G.
REQUIRED: AR88D with manual and tools, or an

HRO. Excellent condition essential. Will consider
other offers, and all letters answered.-Pryse,
G3WXT. 36 Hart Road, Byfleet, Weybridge, Surrey.
oPEERING : Heathkit RA -1 amateur -band receiver,

in FB condition, at £33 or near?-'Merriman,
G3SIP, Peddars Way, Clipstone-on-the-Wolds, Nr,
Plumtree, Notts.
SALE : Lafayette HA -230 (factory -built version

KT -340). little used. in original carton, with
manual. £20 or near offer ?-HF-1012 speaker, as
new, 20s.-Taylor, 45 Greenfield Road, Brunton
Park. Newcastle -on -Tyne 3. Northumberland.
FOR SALE : Trio 9R-59 receiver with Codar PR -30X

preselector, in FB condition and giving first-class
performance on all bands. £30 complete with bead-
phones.-Kyle. 59 Bathurst Walk. Iver, Bucks. (Ring
Ives. 903 eveninws, or Staines 55281 day.)
eELLING : Eddystone 5.640 Rx, tunes 1.6 to 30 mc,
"in good condition and recently serviced, price
£15 or near offer? Prefer buyer to collect.-Lloyd,
70 Heath Drive, Ware, Herts.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -continued

CALE : Codar CR-45 receiver, mint condition, withS
five coils to cover 10 to 2000 metres, including

speaker and headphones, £6. Buyer to collect. -
Fryer, 52 Montfort Place, Princes Way, Wimbledon,
London, S.W.19.
POE SALE : National HRO, grey hammer finish,

with PSU and GC coils for 1.7 to 30 mc, also
BS for lOm. and 20m., in case, professionally
realigned, including black speaker plinth, superb
Rx at £30 or near offer ?-Miller, 56 Queens Road,
Chelmsford, Essex.
CELLING : Hudson mains -operated radiotelephone
Li base station, with Rx, Tx and PSU in one smart
table -top cabinet, p -t -t operated, running 8w. AM
on one xtal frequency in range 70 to 170 mc.
Receiver has built-in speaker, with volume and
squelch controls. Facilities for remote operation
using handset or mic./LS control. Easily converted
to multi -channel operation. Includes new QQV03-10
PA valve, manual, crystals near 4 -metre band and
all plugs, etc. Price £15 only. Prefer buyer inspects
and collects, or carriage extra. -Adamson, Woodend,
Victoria Road, Kingsdown (288), Deal, Kent.
FOR SALE : Collins 30L-1 linear amplifier. £150.

Mosley A.315 beam, 3 -element for 21 mc band,
£10. Hy -Gain balun for Tri-Band beam. new in
carton, 80s. Ham -M rotor, perfect condition, with
indicator, £50. AR88D, with S -meter, manual,
speaker and spare set valves £35. Offers invited
for following : Xtals 17825 kc, 8006667 kc. 8025 kc,
8027 kc, all perfect in holders ; pair 805's and
6/866A's ; two Advance aerial relays. DPDT, for
115v. AC operation. -Edwards. G3DO, 33 Ladywood
Road. Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire.
SALE : KW -2000, with PSU and set of snare valves,

£127 or near offer ? (North Yorkshire). -Mrs.
Frances Woolley, G3LWY, QTRR, Tel. Wigan 41774.
CWL Aspiring to own Ocean -Going Yacht must sell

existing equipment to raise finance. Any sensible
offers considered, send s.a.e. for list of more than
30 items. including -Eddystone EA -12 Rx, 18 months
old, asking £150 ; Lafayette Al/A3 5 -band trans-
mitter, £25 ; T.W. nuvistor two -metre converter,
28-30 me IF, £8 ; Pye VHF Tx, £8 ; Pve VHF Rx,
£4 ; Reflectometer, 0-10w. and 0-120w., Taylor meter,
£5 ; Hi-Fi 25w. amplifier, complete with AT6 turn-
table and aoodmans Axiom 301 sneaker in (rough)
cabinet, £45 ; Radio Control model eauipment, such
as Merco 35 and 61 engines at £3 and £8. servo's,
etc.; Hornby Dublo scenic layout with three locos.,
etc.. £15: shack -to -house telephone link (standard
GPO pattern). £6. For reason stated I wish to
convert my investment in Amateur Radio into
cash. I have lets of odds -'n -ends. All must be
cleared, and I will be pleased to hear from anyone
interested.-Rahinson. 7 Stone Row, Wortley Road,
Deencar. N". Sherfield, Yorks.
FOR SALE : R.C.A. AR88 receiver, in excellent

condition, price £35, will deliver to 50 miles. Also
Minicifer exciter unit, as new, £6. -Lord. G3PHN,
Newfield House, Moira, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs.
(Tel. Rwatilincote 7537.)
SELLING : Heathkit SB-200 linear amplifier, in

ne-feet ennaition. £75 or near offer ?-Kenrick,
G3RDW, OTTIR, Tel. 021 STR 7427.
GOING QRT : Elizabethan Tx, 150 watts AM/CW

/FM. covering 10-80 metres with Di -output, fully
metered and relay controlled. also Mosley Tri-Band
beam, 20ft. dural mast, HRO receiver, etc.. etc.
Seen working, price £47. Write or phone.-Nield,
G3GOA. 9 Prime Close, Walberton. Arundel, Sussex.
(Tel. Yantan 369.)
CALE: R.209 Rx Mk. II (12v. version), covering
02-0 to 20 mc, perfect condition, with spare valves
and vibrator, price £12. Thirty-foot portable mast,
with whip end, in canvas carrying case, unused. 60s.
Alternator, 1500 r.n.m. 240/1/50 300 watts, separate
excitation (about 20v. required), unused. price £10.
Buyer collects or pays carriage.-Farruharson,
G4IK, QTHR, Tel. Winsham (Somerset) 295.

STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.
Equipment supplied by KW Electronics, Codar, Sommerkamp, Joystick,
Drake, Collins, National, Hy -Gain, Hal licrafters, Eagle, TW Electronics,

Lafayette, Electroniques, Heathkit.

KW range at current prices. Receivers, Transmitters, Transceivers,
Linears, PEP Meters, SWR Bridges, Baluns.

HY-GAIN ANTENNAS-TH3 Mk. 2 Tribander three element,
£52 ; two element, £32. TH3 Jnr., E32. TH6DX. £70. 203BA
20m. Monobander, E32 ; 15m. Monobander, E22 ; 10m. Mono -
bander, £19. VERTICALS-I8AVQ, £25. 14AVQ, E15.
I2AVQ, E12. Gotham 10-15-20m. cubical quads. Full size all
aluminium, E23 /10 /-. 50 ohm co -ax, 1/7 and 4/6 yd. 75 ohm
twin feeder, 6d. yd. 300 ohm, 8d. yd. Egg insulators, 6d. each.
75 ohm co -ax, Ild. yd.

SOMMERKAMP EQUIPMENT. FRIOOB, f112, FL200B, £130.
FLI000, f90.

DRAKE. 2C receiver, f99. R4A receiver, £185. T4 transmitter,
E185. TR4 transceiver, f270.

PAROS. 80-40-20m. transceivers, £125.
JOYSTICK antennas and tuning units. " Vibroplex " keys.
BXI towers. 2 sections 50ft., £120 ; 3 sections 60ft., £155.
TW ELECTRONICS. 2 and 4 metre transmitters and converters.

Communicators. Transverters.
LAFAYETTE HA500, 42 gns. HA700, 34 gns. HA350, 75 gns.
NEW TRIO RECEIVERS, 9R-59DE, 35 gns., JR500SE, 59 gns.
Antenna rotators by CDR. SH U RE 201 mics., E41101- ; SH U RE

444, f10/10/-. Crystal mics., 15/-. Cabinets, diecast boxes,
chassis, panels, plugs, sockets, " S " meters, SM drives, transistors,
HP filters, 18/6.

EDDYSTONE ECIO, E40. LG50, E25. HALLICRAFTERS
HT40 Tx, 120. DRAKE TR4, PSU and Remote VFO, f260.
HEATHKIT RAI, E28. KW77, E70. KW Viceroy Mk. 3, E90.
MINIMITTER MR44/2, £25. 888A " S " meter blocks, f70.
KW SWR meter, £6.

H.P. and Credit terms available. Part exchanges. Carriage and post
extra all items.

S.A.E. enquiries please. Deliveries and installations arranged.
Half day Wednesday. After sales service.

70 Priory Road, Anfield, Liverpool, 4
Telephone: 05 I-ANF-7829

No parking problems.
We are approximately mile from the Liverpool and Everton football

grounds.

WESAK RADIO
Telephone Cardiff 29972

NATIONAL NCX3. Very good condition + A.G.
E s. d

P.S.U. 98 0
CODAR AT5. New ... (p. & p.10 /-) 15 10
CR100/828 RX. Very good electrical condition

(p. & p. E2) 18 10
CRI50 /4 RX. + A.C. P.S.U. (Converted to single unit

operation) 15 10
EDDYSTON E S640 R.*. Good condition... (p.& p. 30 /-) 18 10
TRIO 9R/59 RX. - (p. & p. £1) 27 0
R209 RX. 1-20 Mc /s. AM /FM /CW 9 10
PHILIPS PCR3 TPL RX + I2v. D.C. P.S.U. Good

condition _. _ _ (p.& p.30/-) 9 0
MARCONI 52 RX. and A.C./D.C. P.S.U. Good

condition ... . (p. & p. E2) 10 0
SHURE 444 Mic. New ... 10 10
AR88 LF. . (p. & p. a) 38 0
BC.221 with correct charts + A.G. (p. & p. 10 /-) 18 0
R11556 RX. + A.C. P.S.U. (p. & p. £1) 5 10
SOLARTRON OSCILLOSCOPE, type CD568 +

manual (perfect) ... (p. & p. E2) 35 0
R107 RX. Exceptional condition... ...(p.& p. 30 /-) 12 0
HEATHKIT GPM! H Multiplier ... (p.& p. 5 /-) 3 15
35ft. TOWER (Galvanised) + MAST + CDR, etc.

S.A.E. for further details 35 0
5 ((pp.. && pP. 22(/_-))13254 /M
807

19
5

" JOYSTICK " V.F.A.
De Luxe 5 19
Standard 4 15
Junior ... 3 7
Type 2A ...

Type 3 ...

Type 3A
Type 4 ...
Type 4RF

3
2
3
4
6

15
15
12
4
6

RF 40 FIELD INDICATOR andi PHONE MONITOR, com-
plete with earpiece (tuned) ... 3 9 6

RF 45 FIELD INDICATOR and PHONE MONITOR, com-
plete with earpiece (untened) 2 10

54 DANIEL STREET, CATHAYS,
CARDIFF, South WALES
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS. READERS -continued
QALE : Eddystone 770R receiver, just overhauledS

and recalibrated, bargain at £65, buyer collects.
-Ring Hunt, Walton -on -Thames 21842 after 7.0 p.m.
OFFERING, for a mere £85, a R.W. Viceroy Mk. II

SSB transmitter, in immaculate condition. Please
write.- Clemmetsen G3VZJ, 19 Hillfield Road.,
London, N.W.6.

MORSE VII !!!
FACT NOT FICTION. If you start RIGHT you will be reading
amateur and commercial Morse within a month. (Normal progress
to be expected.)

Using scientifically prepared 3.speed records you automatically
learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating. You
can't help it, it's as easy as learning a tune. 18 W.P.M. in 4 weeks
guaranteed.

For details and course C.O.D. ring, s.t.d. 01-6602896 or send 8d. stamp
for explanatory booklet to:

G3HSC/F, 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY.

CURSONS TRANSISTORS
ALL GUARANTEED

1/- each. BAY3 I, BAYS°, DKIO, 0A70, OAS!.
2/- each. XA101, XAI02, 0071, 0072, 0081, 0081D,

0C44, OC45, GETI6, FST3/I, ACY22.
3/- each. 0C139, OC140, 2N706, 2N703, 2N2894, BYI00,

RAS3I0AF, 2N9I4, BSY26, BSY27, BSY95A, AFZI2, BFYI8,
BFY19, BFY26.

7/6 each. RAS508AF, CRS3/40, BLYIO, BLYI I, BUYIO,
BUYI I, ADY22, ADY23, ADY24, 0C26.

ZENER DIODES
3.9v. to 26v., 3/- each. I.5w., 4/-. 7w., 5/- each.

D. Cursons
78 BROAD STREET, CANTERBURY, KENT

S.A.E. LATEST NEW LIST

"CALLBOOK"
AUTUMN ("FALL") EDITION

Now Available

Limited Quantity Only

Known the world over as the CALLBOOK, this comprehensive
reference lists about 260,000 licensed radio amateurs in
the United States Directory and 140,000 or more in the
rest of the world (contained in the " DX Section "). The
listings grow with every issue ! In the new U.S. Section,
licence classifications are now being shown. Each issue
is an entirely new book with revised listings of new licences,
names and addresses. The CALLBOOK also includes much
incidental DX information. Every amateur operator
and SWL needs the latest CALLBOOK to get the most out

of Amateur Radio.

DX Listings 38/6 US Listings 58/6

The two together, covering the World, L4/12/6

Available only from

Publications Dept.,

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I

01-222 5341

To Buy, Sell or Exchange, visit

ELEY ELECTRONICS
18 Teleprinters, Type 7B with table and silence cover,

24v. D.C. motor, E14/10/- ± fl carr.
60 2" Plastic Meters, 50 µA level indicator -ideal for

field strength meters. Brand new 10 /- each + 1/6 carr.
500 Crystals, " 10X " Type, 6 Mc/s. to 7 Mc/s. range.

Our choice, I5/- a mixed dozen- 1/6 carr.
40 High Resistance Headphones. New, 7/6 pair + 1/6

carr.
5 AVO Meters, Model 7. Used, OK, E8 each + 5/- carr.
4 Signal Generators, TFI44G, 85 kc/s.-26 Mc/s. As new

with leads and spares, E20 each + fl carr.

31 BUCKINGHAM STREET, LEICESTER

NEW STYLE PRESELECTOR

HAMGEAR ELECTRONICS
29 CARLYLE ROAD, NORWICH

This unit is a pentode
pre -amp covering 1.6
to 32 Mc/s: completely
with a built in Pi tank
antenna tuner. P/Pack
incorporated, com-
plete and ready to use.

E6. 18 .0.
Also supplied with a
built-in xtal Calibrator
giving I Mc/s. points
over the entire range
covered.

E9 .18.0
Both items post paid

Send for four -page
illustrated leaflet on
this equipment.

Contains 5

for quick,

easy,reliable

soldering
cores of non -corrosive flux, instantly

cleaning heavily oxidised surfaces. No extra flux
required. Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy also reduces wear
of copper soldering iron bits.

SIZE 5
HANDY SOLDER
DISPENSER

Contains 12 ft. coil
of 18 s.w.g. Ersin
Multicore Savbit
Alloy. 2/6 each.

SIZE 15
SOLDER
DISPENSER

Contains 21 ft. coil
of 60/40 Alloy,
22 s.w.g. Ideal for
small components,
transistors, diodes.
etc. 3/- each.

SIZE 12
Ideal for home
constructors,
Contains 102 ft.
of 18 s.w.g. Ersin
Multicore Savbit
Alloy on a plastic
reel. 15/- each.

BIB MODEL 8
WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER
Strips insulation
cleanly and
quickly, fitted
with unique 8
gauge wire
selector. Plastic
handles. 9/6 each.

From Electrical and Hardware shops. If unobtainable, write to:
1* Multicore Solders Ltd., Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
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MORE TITLES
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

ABC's of Antennas
(Foulsham)

Amateur Radio Construction Projects
Beginner's Guide to Radio .

(Newnes)

Beginner's Guide to Colour Television
(Newnes)

Beginner's Guide to Electronics .

Dictionary of Electronics
(Penguin)

Electronic Transistor Circuits .

(Foulsham)

Elements of Radio Engineering .

(Cleaver -Hume)

r Audio. .

Q. & A. On Electronics
(Newnes)

Transistors
Handbook of Transistor Circuits.

(Foulsham)

Introduction to Valves .

(Iliffe's)
Radio Astronomy for Amateurs (220pp)

(by Frank Hyde)
Remote Control by Radio .

(Philips)
Radio and Electronic Hobbies

(by F. C. Judd, G2BCX)
RCA Silicon Power Circuits Manual .

RCA Transistor Manual .
RCA Transmitting Tubes
Shop and Shack Shortcuts

(by W6TNS)
Short Wave Amateur Radio . . .

(by PAOHH, Philips Technical Library)
Short Wave Listening . .

(by J. Vastenhoud)
Short Wave Listener's Guide

(Foulsham)

Transistor Circuit Manual .

(Foulsham)

Transistor Transmitters for the
Amateur
(Foulsham)

15110

1619

1516

2519 5

101- E
101-

361-

914

311-

1019

g.

F.

221- E

27 /-
27 /- -5
20/6
321- E"

1316

361-

221-

22 /-

All prices inclusive of postage and packing

211-
91-

1518

816

1312

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
--L. 55 VICTORIA STREET : LONDON, S.W.! E

PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT

gionniummummummummummumnimmimminimmilimmiliming

N. W. ELECTRICS
52 GT. ANCOATS STREET

MANCHESTER 4
CEN 6276

G3MAX
Orettingt4 to alt

THE NORTH'S
LEADING STOCKISTS

OF

EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS &
COMPONENTS

T.W. ELECTRONICS
RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTERS,

CONVERTERS
HALSON MOBILE AERIALS

DENCO COMPONENTS
CUTTERS

NEW STYLE CABINETS
Removable Front and Back

16 swg. ALI. PANEL
Made to fit our standard range of Chassis

S.A.E. for list

We have tremendous stock of small components
for Valve and Transistor Circuits, Meters, Test

Equipment, G.D.O's. Field strength Meters.
Specialists in repair, alignment of all types of

communication receivers.
We welcome all enquiries, stamped addressed

envelope please !

RF 25 Bandswitched Converter. Pre-set frequency.
Excellent component value. Contains: 15, 30pf
Philips trimmers, ceramic switch, I -pole 5 -way,
3 -bank, 3 r ceramic formers, 3 SP6I valves,
2 i" Aladdin formers, standoffs, etc. The complete
unit for 716. Postage 6/- unfortunately.

Low Resistance Headphones. 100 ohms, DC.
Brand new, boxed, 716. Postage 3/-.

R.A.F. Modulator Ex. TRI986 VHF Trans-
mitter. EF92-EL9I-P.P.6C4. Circuit supplied,
15/-, post 4/6.

New Morse Keys, Army Pattern. With cover,
lead and Jack plug, 5/-, post 2/6.

G3SMI G8SB
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AMATEUR RADIO ANTENNA HANDBOOK. 157 pages (by H. D. Hooton, W6YTH)
ANTENNA HANDBOOK Vol. 1, by K7GCO (Cowan Publication)
ANTENNA ROUND -UP (by CQ)
ANTENNA ROUND -UP (Vol. 2)
ANTENNA HANDBOOK (A.R.R.L., 10th Edition)
BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK, 3rd Edition
BETTER SHORT WAVE RECEPTION
CHART OF INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY ALLOCATION -GENEVA

10 Kc to 40 Gc), New Edition. 24in. x 16in. wide folding pages
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
CQ ANTHOLOGY 45-52
CQ ANTHOLOGY (1952-1959)
COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS (A.R.R.L.)
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS HANDBOOK Vol. I
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS HANDBOOK Vol. II (Tom Kneitel)
FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS
FUNDAMENTALS OF SINGLE SIDEBAND (Collins)
GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO
GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS
HAMS INTERPRETER
HANDBOOK OF HAM RADIO CIRCUITS (by W9CGA)
HINTS AND KINKS Vol. 6
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR (A.R.R.L.)
HOW TO IMPROVE SHORT WAVE RECEPTION 20s. Od.

" HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD " 27s. 3d.
LEARNING MORSE (Iliffe) 2s. 3d.
THE MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS by G3ACC ls. 9d.
LEARNING THE RADIO TELEGRAPH (A.R.R.L.) 4s. 6d.
MOBILE HANDBOOK (Published by CQ) 24s. Od.

MOBILE MANUAL (Published by A.R.R.L.) 24s. 6d.
NEW RTTY HANDBOOK 32s. Od.

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD 1967 15s. 6d.
NEW SIDEBAND HANDBOOK (by CQ) 25s. 6d.
NOVICE HANDBOOK, Tx and RX, 150 pages 23s. 6d.
OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION (A.R.R.L.) 2s. 8d.
PORTABLE TRANSISTOR RECEIVER 3s. Od.

QUAD ANTENNA 23s. Od.

RADIO AMATEUR EXAMINATION MANUAL ,5s. 9d.
RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK (A.R.R.L.), 1967 Paper Edition 44s. Od.

Buckram Edition 54s. Od.

RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK (Data Publications) 5s. 6d.
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK (U.K. only, 1967) 6s. 7d.
RADIO CONTROL -FOR MODELS (F. C. Judd) 16s. Od.

RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK 14s. Od.
RADIO HANDBOOK (Wm. I. Orr) (17th Edition) 88s. 6d.
RADIO VALVE DATA (life), Eighth Edition 10s. 7d.
SERVICE VALVE AND SEMI -CONDUCTOR EQUIVALENTS (R.S.G.B.) 5s. 6d.
SSB EQUIPMENT 3s. 3d.
S9 SIGNALS Ss. 6d.
SHORT WAVE LISTENING 13s. 2d.
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS FOR THE BEGINNER (Data Pubs.) 6s. 6d.
SHORT WAVE RADIO AND THE IONOSPHERE (life) lls. 9d.
SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (A.R.R.L.) (4th Edition) 22s. 6d.
SURPLUS CONVERSION MANUAL Vols. 1, 2 and 3 each 24s. 6d.
SURPLUS HANDBOOK (E. & E.) Us. 6d.
SURPLUS SCHEMATICS (Published by CQ) 21s. Od.

SURPLUS CONVERSION HANDBOOK (including " Command Sets ") 24s. Od.
TECHNICAL TOPICS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR 10s. 8d.
TELEVISION EXPLAINED (Diffe) 13s. 6d.
TRANSISTOR RADIO HANDBOOK (Editors and Engineers) 45s. Od.
UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO 19s. 6d.
VHF HANDBOOK (Orr W6SAI) 24s. Od.

VHF MANUAL by A.R R L 21s. 6d.
VHF FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (CQ) 28s. Od.

WORLD MEDIUM WAVE GUIDE 16s. 9d.
WORLD RADIO AND TV HANDBOOK, 1967 33s. Od.

Post Free
25s. Od.

30s. Od.
25s. Od.
30s. Od.
19s. 6d.
18s. 3d.
30s. 0th
24s. Od.

(Official
31s. 6d.
3s. 5d.

16s. 9d.
25s. Od.
10s. 6d.
24s. Od.
24s. Od.
22s. 6d.
49s. 6d.

5s. 9d.
6s. 9d.
8s. 6d.

25s. Od.

lls. 6d.
10s. Od.

Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept., 55 Victoria St., London S.W.I 01-222 5341
(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.) (Nearest Tube Station: St. James's Park)
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